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GyuChul Myeong: Galactic Archaeology with Gaia
The halo of our Galaxy is believed to be mainly formed by the materials accreted/merged
in the past, and so has “extragalactic” origin. Such formation process will leave dynamical
traces imprinted in the halo, like stellar substructures, distinguishable from the in-situ halo
component. Studying the present-day structure and substructures of the Milky Way halo is
one of the most direct ways of understanding the formation and the evolutionary history of
the Galaxy, as well as investigating the ΛCDM model on the galaxy scale which has not yet
been tested thoroughly. It has been a challenge to obtain a sufficiently large sample of halo
stars for such study due to the sparse density of the halo. The recent Gaia mission can open
a new era for the study of Galactic Archaeology as it provides quality data for ∼ 1.3 billion
stars across the Milky Way which had remained uncharted so far.
In Chapter 1, I describe a history of study on the Milky Way halo so far, and present
algorithms that are developed to investigate the substructures of the halo with various aspects.
Chapter 2 is a morphological study of the Milky Way halo based on the chemo-dynamical
information. It reveals various interesting aspects of the halo and its origin, such as the
chemodynamical duality (evidence of a past major merger – the “Gaia Sausage”), traces of
a past retrograde accretion (clues as to the origin of the retrograde halo component), and the
resonant feature (evidence of dynamical influence of the Milky Way bar).
Chapter 3, 4 and 5 are examples of a more focused study on the halo substructures with
various new methods that differ from the conventional studies. In addition to the discovery
of new stellar streams, I investigate the properties of the potential progenitors (past accreted
dwarf galaxies) of these substructures, and also the potential association with ω Centauri.
Chapter 6 is a study investigating the potential extragalactic origin of the Milky Way
globular clusters based on their dynamics and various other information such as age, metal-
licity, horizontal branch index. It reveals a collection of globular clusters with extragalactic
origin, originating from the “Gaia Sausage”.
Chapter 7 is a chemo-dynamical study showing the evidence for another early accretion
event – the “Sequoia”. From multiple tracers in the Milky Way halo, including the stellar
streams and globular clusters, I investigate the dynamical and the chemical signature of the
“Sequoia” progenitor and its present-day remnants.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Milky Way Halo and Galactic evolution
It has been widely accepted that large galaxies such as the Milky Way have been formed
through accretion and merger events of a large number of protogalactic fragments (Blumen-
thal et al., 1984; Searle and Zinn, 1978). This hierarchical scenario also has been supported
by observational evidence such as the detection of the ongoing disruption process of the
Sagittarius satellite galaxy (e.g. Ibata et al., 1994) as well as by numerical simulations (e.g.
Abadi et al., 2006).
The Milky Way has a sparse, large “halo” surrounding the main body (e.g., the bulge,
discs) of the Galaxy. Unlike other components, the halo is believed to be mainly formed
by materials that are not from the Milky Way, but instead, by materials accreted/merged
in the past – and so have an “extragalactic” origin. The stellar halo of the Milky Way was
initially believed to be a smooth spheroidal distribution of stars, typically composed of an
old, metal-poor population. This view was developed by Eggen et al. (1962) based on their
study on the orbital eccentricity and the metallicity of stars, and the authors found that the
older stars possess more eccentric orbits. To explain such correlations,Eggen et al. (1962)
suggested that the dissipation played the major role in the halo formation during the rapid
collapse of the gas towards the galactic centre and to the plane. Later, a new view on the
stellar halo was suggested by Searle and Zinn (1978) in their attempt to explain the origin
of the halo globular clusters. Searle and Zinn (1978) showed that the metal abundance of
outer halo globular clusters appears to be independent of their Galactocentric distance, and
suggested that the halo globular clusters and the outer halo of the Milky Way have been
formed from the accretion or merger events of extragalactic fragments.
The currently favoured cosmological model, the Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) theory,
has long been considered as a “standard model” as it provides a reasonably good account
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of the various properties of the cosmos by postulating concepts such as dark matter. The
simulations based on the ΛCDM model suggest that a large galaxy, such as the Milky Way, is
formed through the hierarchical accretion and merger of numerous low mass fragments (e.g.,
dwarf galaxies). Interestingly, the simulations also show that the halo of such large galaxy is
also formed as the result of these accretion processes (Abadi et al., 2006; Font et al., 2006)
– similar to what Searle and Zinn (1978) suggested from their study on the halo globular
clusters of the Milky Way.
When a satellite galaxy is accreted to the Milky Way, it undergoes tidal disruption as a
result of dynamical interaction with the Milky Way. The disintegrated materials from the
satellite are spread along its orbit, populating the halo of the Milky Way. The accretion/merger
processes will also leave dynamical traces imprinted in the halo structure as this process
can form substructures like stellar streams or shells along the orbital paths of the dissolving
satellite. Over recent years, various large area sky surveys have been conducted and have
provided us with valuable data ranging from astrometry (e.g., Hipparcos, Gaia) to photometry
(e.g., SDSS, DES, Pan-STARRS, ATLAS) and to spectroscopy (e.g., APOGEE, SEGUE,
RAVE, LAMOST, GALAH). This allowed us to map the Milky Way in greater detail
compared to the past, and indeed, a significant number of stellar streams has been discovered
in the halo of the Milky Way (e.g., Belokurov et al., 2007a, 2006a,b; Grillmair, 2006;
Grillmair and Dionatos, 2006b; Ibata et al., 2001; Ivezic´ et al., 2000; Yanny et al., 2000),
suggesting that a large fraction of the halo population exists as a form of substructure, not
only as a smooth distribution. Such substructures will have unique dynamical properties
which differ from the in-situ halo component (see also, Chapter 3, 4, 5). Since the timescale
for the dynamical relaxation is much longer in this region of the Galaxy, these tracers can
preserve their dynamical signatures for a very long time, and their current-day dynamics
reflect the initial state at the time of accretion.
It is now widely believed that a significant portion of the halo stellar population and dwarf
satellite galaxies are the depopulated remains from numerous destructive events such as
tidal disruption during the hierarchical accretions and mergers (Font et al., 2011; Ibata et al.,
1994). The significance of such processes in Galaxy formation/evolution is of great interest,
especially since the in-situ star formation appears to be limited due to lack of gas content in
the halo region (Helmi, 2008). Studying the internal dynamics and the morphology of the
halo can shed light on this question, as they are closely related to the formation/evolution
mechanism of the halo (see also, Chapter 2).
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1.1.1 Milky Way Globular clusters
One interesting point is that some of the accreted dwarf galaxies contain globular clusters.
Due to their high stellar density, these globular clusters can survive the accretion process
even after their parent dwarf galaxies are dissolved under the tidal disruptions (Peñarrubia
et al., 2009). Mackey and Gilmore (2004) suggested that a noticeable number of Milky
Way globular clusters originated from such accretion events, and a significant portion of the
current halo stellar mass has been donated by their host dwarf galaxies. In this case, these
surviving globular clusters have kinematics that reflects their parent galaxy so we can infer
the properties of this past merger, as well as some initial conditions of this infall.
Indeed, the globular clusters observed across the Milky Way don’t appear to be a mono-
lithic group. Zinn (1993) introduced a classification for these Milky Way globular clusters,
in which the clusters are divided into bulge/disc, old halo and young halo clusters based
on the metallicity and the horizontal-branch morphology (colour) of each cluster (see also,
Mackey and Gilmore, 2004; Mackey and van den Bergh, 2005). Forbes and Bridges (2010)
also noticed that there exist two distinct branches in the age–metallicity relation for the
Milky Way’s globular clusters. There is broad swathe of bulge/disc and old halo globular
clusters with a near constant age of ∼ 12.8 Gyr which comprises the bulk of the Milky Way
globular cluster set. On the other hand, a separate track that branches to younger ages can
be found with a combination of old and young halo globular clusters and globular clusters
associated with the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. Such differences in the horizontal-branch
morphology and the age–metallicity relation are the result of the mass and the star formation
history of the progenitor galaxy, as this is closely related to the iron enrichment process
for the interstellar medium by the Type Ia supernova and the gas in/outflow (Forbes and
Bridges, 2010). Therefore, the age–metallicity relation observed in the present-day Milky
Way globular clusters can provide us with some clues about the evolutionary history of the
Milky Way as well as about the initial properties of the Milky Way and the past accreted
satellite galaxies. For example, by comparing the age–metallicity distribution observed
from a set of cosmological zoom-in simulations and from the Milky Way globular clusters,
Kruijssen et al. (2019) studied the number of potential past merger events as a function of
satellite mass ratio and redshift.
The combined chrono-chemo-dynamical information of these Milky Way globular clus-
ters can provide a multi-perspective view for understanding the complex nature of the Milky
Way’s halo. In addition, a large number of globular clusters and dwarf satellite galaxies
around the Milky Way has been found to be tidally disrupted, providing observational evi-
dence of the hierarchical Galaxy formation scenario and the view of Searle and Zinn (1978)
on the stellar halo. Based on the age, chemical and dynamical information, we can also
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look for possible links between the halo globular clusters and potential ex-situ halo stellar
components that may have the same (extragalactic) origin (see also, Chapter 6 and 7).
1.1.2 Halo Substructure
During the accretion process, accreted materials such as dwarf galaxies are torn and disrupted
such that their debris forms into stellar substructures, typically into large tidal streams. It has
been suggested that some of the Milky Way globular clusters are found associated with stellar
streams today as they were originally the members of captured dwarf galaxies (Freeman and
Bland-Hawthorn, 2002; Lynden-Bell, 1982). They were torn away from their parent dwarf
galaxies and embedded in the streams of debris from their parent. It has been observed from
the halo of M31 (e.g., Mackey et al., 2010) and from the disruption process of the Sagittarius
that its stellar contents appear to be stretched into stream-like features along its orbit (Ibata
et al., 1994; Mateo et al., 1998), while a number of globular clusters including M54, Terzan 7,
Terzan 8, Arp 2 and Palomar 12 (Da Costa and Armandroff, 1995; Dinescu et al., 2000;
Sbordone et al., 2005) appear to be co-moving with the Sagittarius at a similar distance
(e.g., Geisler et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2018). This is further direct observational evidence
supporting the idea that the accretion of dwarf satellite galaxies is a major contributor to the
Milk Way’s stellar halo and globular cluster populations (Forbes and Bridges, 2010; Martínez
Delgado et al., 2004). NGC 1851 is another example of a cluster surrounded by substructures
with might be the result of tidal influences on the dwarf spheroidal galaxy (Olszewski et al.,
2009).
Stellar streams emerge as the result of the dynamical evolution of the satellite body
orbiting the host. Such evolution is driven by both internal (e.g., the 2-body relaxation
and stellar evolution inside of the globular cluster) and external (the consequence of the
tidal forces exerted by the gravitational potential of the host galaxy) effects. For a satellite
embedded in an external gravitational field, the field injects kinetic energy and modifies the
outermost regions of the satellite. This allows those satellite stars to cross the equipotential
surface and become unbound (escape) from the satellite, causing mass loss (or evaporation)
of the satellite. In this rotating 2-body system, two Lagrange points L1 and L2 included in the
Roche surface (the zero-velocity surface) are the main gateway for those escaping stars (see
Fig. 1.1). This is because any weak perturbation, such as disc shocks, bulge shocks, or tidal
shocks at the pericentre, can easily elevate the star’s energy to exceed the effective potential,
Φeff, around two Lagrange points (Klement, 2010). For a satellite on some circular orbit (for
simplicity) around a parent galaxy, the Jacobi energy can be defined as, EJ = 1/2v2+Φeff,
for a co-rotating frame, with a time-independent Φeff (Johnston, 2016). Regarding the saddle
points in Φeff, the limiting boundary (tidal radius, rt) of the satellite in the gravitational
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Fig. 1.1 Contours of effective equipotential Φeff for two point masses with a mass ratio of
m/M = 1/9 in a circular orbit (see Chapter 8.3 of Binney and Tremaine, 2008, and also,
Eq. 1.1). The Lagrange points are marked as L1,2,3,4,5. Two unstable Lagrange points, L1 and
L2, are the main gateways for escaping stars. [Image Credit: Binney and Tremaine (2008)]








where ms is the mass of the satellite, MR is the enclosed mass of the parent within R, and
R is the orbital radius (Binney and Tremaine, 2008; Johnston, 2016). Or course, this tidal
radius does not necessarily define a solid boundary around the satellite that separates the
unbound stars and the bound ones. It also depends on the kinematics of the star (Klement,
2010). Besides, most satellites are likely to be on non-circular orbits and it is impossible to
define a definite tidal radius or a Jacobi energy (non-static combined gravitational potential)
(Johnston, 2016). Note that a scale of, r/R∼ (ms/MR)1/3, appears to depict the dynamical
spread of the tidal debris from the satellite (Binney and Tremaine, 2008) which also have
been noticed from numerical simulations with various masses and orbits (see e.g., Eyre and
Binney, 2011; Johnston, 2016; Johnston et al., 1999; Küpper et al., 2012).
The stars leaving the satellite through two Lagrange points then form a leading and a
trailing tails. The stars leaving through the outer point have higher energy with relatively
longer orbital period so will form a trailing tail, while the stars leaving through the inner
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point have lower energy with relatively shorter orbital period and so will form a leading
tail. The tails are approximately projected along the orbital path of the satellite and so can
provide some idea about its orbit, but this does not necessarily reveal the exact trajectory of
the satellite (Sanders and Binney, 2013). The Sagittarius dwarf satellite (Ibata et al., 1994;
Mateo et al., 1998) and the disrupting globular clusters Palomar 5 (Odenkirchen et al., 2001)
and NGC 5466 (Belokurov et al., 2006a) are good examples of the stellar stream with distinct
tidal tails (see also, Myeong et al., 2017b, for more recent examples with Palomar 15, and
Eridanus). Interestingly, Choi et al. (2007) suggested that stars in the leading tail would sink
towards the host galaxy (e.g., the inner part of the halo) due to the gravitational pulling and
deceleration by the satellite, while the parent satellite remains in its orbit in the outer part of
the halo.
As we see the thin disc as the dominant component of the Milky Way, Freeman and
Bland-Hawthorn (2002) suggested that the most of the accretion events that contributed to
the current stellar halo occurred before disc formation, as such infall would have heated the
early stellar disc and formed the galactic thick disc. Quinn et al. (1993) suggested that even a
single relatively low mass merger with its mass equivalent to a few percent of the disc can
cause a considerable disruption on the disc. The stellar substructure resulted from the tidal
disruption and the mass loss of the Milky Way satellites can be used to trace the accretion
and merger events in the past, and allows us to unveil the formation and the evolutionary
history of the Galaxy.
There has been a number of studies suggesting the dichotomy of the stellar halo. Chiba
and Beers (2000) suggested the existence of two halo components with different morphology
(flatter inner halo, and more spherical outer halo), while Carollo et al. (2010) suggested a
prograde inner halo and a retrograde outer halo. While these two studies claim a radius
dependent dual-halo, there are also studies suggesting the metallicity dependent halo duality.
Deason et al. (2011b) suggested a prograde metal-rich halo and a retrograde metal-poor
halo. Belokurov et al. (2018) and Myeong et al. (2018c) recently showed evidence of a
flatter metal-rich halo and a isotropic metal-poor halo based on the velocity dispersion of
the halo stars. Such a change in the halo’s morphology is difficult to explain with a pure
hierarchical view of Searle and Zinn (1978) involving numerous random mergers (although
a single massive infall – or a group infall along the same direction at similar epoch can
create a halo component with a specific morphology). It appears that a view which can
encompass both hierarchical and dissipation scenario might be necessary. In this regard, it is
important to identify the smooth (presumably with no connection to the accretion and merger
events) and the non-smooth (as the result of such events) components of the stellar halo, as
their characteristics may shed light on the physical mechanism and the stages of the halo
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formation (Fermani and Schönrich, 2013; Preston et al., 1991). Yet, this task can become
challenging since even though the (non-smooth) substructures may stand out more clearly as
the dominant component at the outer part of the halo, the timescale of phase mixing becomes
shorter as we move towards the smaller radii (Helmi and White, 1999). This can dissolve the
substructures to a phase mixed and spatially smooth distribution, even if their true origin is
from hierarchical accretions.
Searching for halo substructures, as evidence of merger events, also can provide key
information to quantify the number and the frequency of such events that have occurred in
the galaxy during its evolution. Such estimation can help us to test the ΛCDM cosmology on
the galaxy scale, as the model predicts the existence of a large number of satellite subhalos
and merger events. In addition, the physical characteristics and the morphology of the stellar
streams can provide us with valuable information to constrain the Milky Way’s gravitational
potential and the distribution of the mass enclosed (e.g., Dehnen et al., 2004; Erkal et al.,
2017; Helmi and White, 1999; Koposov et al., 2010). They also can be used to probe the size
and the shape of the Galactic dark matter halo and potential dark subhalos, even at the distant
outskirts of the galaxy. For example, gaps in the tidal stream can indicate past disturbance
during its orbits. Such perturbations in the Milky Way potential would have been induced
by the various type of perturbers including giant molecular clouds, Milky Way bar or dark
matter subhalos. From the morphological analysis, we can even conjecture the size of the
mass of those potential perturbers (Erkal et al., 2017; Ibata et al., 2002; Law and Majewski,
2010; Lux et al., 2012; Pearson et al., 2015). Although it has been suggested that large (thick)
and kinematically hot streams may be able to hide such effect of the subhalos that the streams
have encountered (Yoon et al., 2011), the stellar streams can be used as a valuable probe for
us to prove the existence of the dark matter subhalos (Johnston, 2016).
1.1.3 Dark matter detection with Halo streams
Another potential application of halo substructure of extragalactic origin is dark matter
detection. Dark matter halos can contain numerous substructures due to the tidal disruption
and stripping of satellite galaxies or dark subhalos of the Milky Way. Extragalactic systems
accreted to the Milky Way can give rise to streams of dark matter particles wrapping the
galaxy. As already shown from numerical simulations, such substructures of accreted
materials can reach the inner region of the Milky Way (Abadi et al., 2006, 2003; Helmi,
2008; Helmi and White, 1999). Since they are highly kinematically localised, they pose
excellent prospects for the direct detection of dark matter. There has been a number of papers
on the subject of streams and their signals in direct detection experiments (see e.g., Foster
et al., 2018; Kavanagh and O’Hare, 2016; Lee and Peter, 2012; O’Hare and Green, 2014,
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2017; Savage et al., 2006). Historically, the stream from the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata
et al., 2001, 1994) was used to motivate such study (Luque et al., 2017; Majewski et al.,
2003; Newberg et al., 2003; Purcell et al., 2011, 2012; Yanny et al., 2003). However, the last
decade has seen the branches of the Sagittarius stream mapped out in a number of stellar
tracers (main sequence-turn-off stars, blue horizontal-branch stars, RR Lyrae) across 360◦ on
the sky. We now know that the Sagittarius stream does not pass close to the Sun (Belokurov
et al., 2014; Koposov et al., 2012) and so it will not have have any impact on laboratory
experiments for the direct detection of dark matter. Nonetheless, formalisms developed
with the Sagittarius stream in mind will be useful. In this regard, the recently discovered
halo substructure in the Solar vicinity (S1 stream; Myeong et al., 2018a,b), offers excellent
prospects for the direct detection of dark matter (O’Hare et al., 2018).
Based on the spatial and kinematic properties of the S1 stream, as well as its metallicity
(abundance matching), its progenitor is believed to be a dwarf galaxy of mass ≈ 1010M⊙
in stars and dark matter (Myeong et al., 2018a). The present-day dark matter content of
S1 is not known, but is expected to be significant. The S1 stream passes through the Solar
neighbourhood on a low inclination retrograde orbit, so the stars in the S1 stream impact on
the Solar system at very high speed almost head-on. This suggests a coherent stream of dark
matter associated with S1 sweeps the Solar system.
Streams can impact the detection of any dark matter particle to some extent, so we can
study the effects of the S1 stream on experiments attempting to discover candidate particles
from light axions or axion-like particles (ALPs, ma ≈ 10−10–10−3 eV) or standard Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs, mχ ≳ 1 GeV). Additionally, since it is well known
that nuclear recoil-based direct WIMP searches possess limited sensitivity to the dark matter
velocity distribution, we can also study the impact of S1 on directional detectors in which
more kinematic information is preserved (Billard et al., 2010; Kavanagh and O’Hare, 2016;
Lee and Peter, 2012; Mayet et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2005; O’Hare and Green, 2014).
Relative to nuclear recoil experiments, axion haloscopes (e.g, ADMX (Asztalos et al.,
2010; Du et al., 2018), MADMAX (Millar et al., 2017; The MADMAX Working Group
et al., 2016), ABRACADABRA (Foster et al., 2018; Henning et al., 2018; Kahn et al., 2016))
have unmatched sensitivity to the local dark matter velocity distribution. Depending on the
dispersion, the S1 stream could improve the prospects for detecting axion dark matter. Also,
after the axion mass has been identified, properties of the stream can essentially be read from
the power spectrum of an axion-induced electromagnetic signal time-stream (O’Hare et al.,
2018). The detection of the S1 stream, or any other dark matter substructures that may be
present in our local halo, has truly excellent detection prospects if the dark matter in our
galaxy is made up of axions.
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1.1.4 Phase space
Eggen et al. (1962) advocated the importance of substructure studies for the Milky Way’s
stellar halo. Their relaxation time is sufficiently long compared to the Milky Way’s age, and
so their present-day kinematics reflects their initial condition. The halo also consists of some
of the oldest and the most metal-poor stars, so their chemical and dynamical properties can
provide us valuable knowledge on their origin and the early stage of the galaxy formation.
It has been shown from numerical simulations that accreted stellar materials can reach
the inner halo and the disc of the galaxy, which indicates the possibility of finding those
remnants in the Solar neighbourhoods (Abadi et al., 2006, 2003; Helmi, 2008; Helmi and
White, 1999). Obtaining a sufficient dataset of the local halo stars can be challenging due to
their sparseness, especially in comparison to the disc stars in the Solar neighbourhoods. But
for those halo stars in the Solar neighbourhood, we can obtain more precise measurements
for their kinematics and chemical abundances which would not be possible for the distant
halo stars. Recent large area sky surveys such as Gaia, SEGUE, RAVE and LAMOST have
been expanding our range of sight, allowing us to collect necessary kinematical and chemical
information for a larger sample. One thing to note is that at a smaller radius like the Solar
neighbourhoods, the dynamical timescale can become very short so that even a single merger
event can be disintegrated into hundreds of kinematically cold streams (Gould, 2003; Helmi
and White, 1999). As a consequence, the spatial density of each stream can become very low
(Gould, 2003; Helmi and White, 1999; Klement, 2010).
One of the most straightforward methods to identify halo substructure is from phase
space. The stars forming substructure can show distinguishable signature in the phase space,
even after their signal in the configuration space (e.g., surface density) becomes blurred
due to the phase mixing after multiple consecutive orbits (e.g. Helmi et al., 1999). The
mass of the stellar halo is very low compared to other components of the galaxy and is very
sparse in density, so the halo behaves even more like a collisionless system. From stars with
full six-dimensional phase space information available, that is, astrometric and kinematic
measurements including distance, radial and proper motions, we can construct some optimal
multi-dimensional space to look for the coherent signal among the halo stars. For example,
we can consider the conserved or approximately conserved elements along the orbit (integrals
of motion) since the stars belong to the same substructure will appear clumped (Binney and
Tremaine, 2008; Smith, 2016) in such space. The energy and the angular momentum in Lz
are conserved in the case of an axisymmetric potential. Exploring phase space with a more
sophisticated method can allow us to identify fainter and more ancient substructures that
have already faded in configuration space.
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One example is the co-moving group of stars identified by Helmi et al. (1999). These
authors identified a group of stars with distinctive angular momentum components that
appears to be a remnant of a past accretion (Kepley et al., 2007). The authors constructed
2-dimensional space using two components of angular momentum, Lz and L⊥ =
√
L2x +L2y ,
assuming L⊥ is approximately conserved. The Lz is conserved in an axisymmetric potential,
and these two angular momentum components are easier to determine, especially in com-
parison to the energy which requires a good assumption for the Milky Way’s gravitational
potential (Johnston, 2016). The authors identified a distinct group of stars with high L⊥.
While this group of stars appears to have similar vφ to the Sun, they appear to have noticeably
high vz. Interestingly, their distribution in vz appears to be separated into two groups, almost
symmetric to vz = 0, indicating one group is moving upward while the other is moving
downward. It was claimed that this is due to the phase mixing and these two groups of
stars are the remnant of a single accretion in the past. It was shown in Helmi (2008) based
on N-body simulations from Helmi et al. (1999) that, although a substructure can evolve
quickly on a short timescale in configuration space, the coherence of the member stars in
the phase space (or velocity space) remains relatively distinguishable. Furthermore, they
showed in their simulation that multiple kinematic substructures can be found in the Solar
neighbourhoods even though they originate from a single merger.
On the other hand, if we assume some suitable model for the Milky Way’s potential, the
action-angle variables can provide a more sophisticated approach for identifying substructures
based on Hamiltonian dynamics (e.g. Binney and Tremaine, 2008; Sanders and Binney,
2014; Sellwood, 2010). Assuming some integrable potential, the stars in regular orbits can
be described by the actions and angles variables. The actions and angles are linked via
Hamilton’s equations where the actions, J, describes the orbit of the star in the phase space
while the angles, θ , describes the position of the star on the orbit (Binney and Tremaine,
2008; Johnston, 2016). The action-angle variables provide very clear characterisation of
the individual stellar orbits and provide straightforward insights into its dynamics. Since
they are a set of canonical coordinates of the Hamiltonian, the action variables are conserved
adiabatically so they remain approximately constant even under the slow change of the
potential (e.g., Galactic evolution). So, stars from the same origin keep comparable actions
and remain identifiable in the action space. In addition, the action variables conserve their
quantities from the initial state effectively so the variables inferred based on the present-day
data reflect the past state – so they are like “living fossils” (see also, Binney and Tremaine,
2008; Helmi and White, 1999; Johnston, 2016; Klement, 2010). This makes the action-angle
variables perfect for revealing the hidden nature of Galaxy formation and evolution.
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Historically, there has been no effective method to compute the actions for the “realistic”
Milky Way model before. This has only become possible recently (see e.g., Binney, 2012;
Sanders and Binney, 2016; Vasiliev, 2019a). For the first time, we computed the action-angle
variables based on the “realistic” potential of the Milky Way (e.g., McMillan, 2017), for an
unprecedentedly large set of the halo stars.
1.1.5 Rotation of Halo
The general flow of the stellar halo, if it exists, is another important piece of information
that can help us to better tune the balance between the pure hierarchical view of Searle and
Zinn (1978) and the dissipation scenario of Eggen et al. (1962) for halo formation. For
example, from aspects of dynamical friction, prograde rotation (i.e., in the same direction as
the Galactic disk rotation) of the halo may indicate that accretions and mergers have occurred
preferentially along this particular direction. This is closely related to the efficiency of the
dynamical friction, as the efficacy decreases for larger relative velocity between the infalling
materials and the disc stars (Quinn and Goodman, 1986). Thus, if the stellar halo has been
formed mainly under the hierarchical scenario, it is more likely for the resulted stellar halo,
especially at its outer part, has almost no rotation (Norris and Ryan, 1989).
So far, there is a number of studies suggesting different results. Majewski (1992) claimed
global retrograde rotation of the halo, while another study based on the main-sequence stars
claimed the halo is prograde in the inner part and is retrograde at the outer part (Carollo et al.,
2010). Interestingly, Deason et al. (2011b) showed a prograde, metal-rich halo component,
and a retrograde, metal-poor halo component independent of the radius from their study of
blue-horizontal-branch halo stars. Fermani and Schönrich (2013) however, claimed a non-
rotating or weakly prograde halo, without any duality in either the radius or the metallicity as
they claimed that distance bias could induce the rotation signal (see also, Schönrich et al.,
2012). Helmi et al. (2017) claimed the existence of a retrograde component in the halo based
on the Lz distribution of their TGAS-RAVE crossmatched halo samples with low binding
energies, but Helmi et al. (2017) underestimated the Solar reflex motion which induces a
considerable systematic offset in their result.
Apart from identifying the smooth component of the stellar halo for measuring the
rotation signal, one of the main issues is potential contamination in the halo sample. It is
important to understand whether the obtained sample can be regarded as a good, unbiased
representation of the whole. While it is more challenging to obtain a clean, unbiased halo
sample near the Solar neighbourhood, more distant stars currently located in the halo region
have to be brighter in order to be observed. The distance estimates (e.g., Ivezic´ et al., 2008,
for the main-sequence-turn-off stars) for these stars are highly correlated with the metallicity
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and the surface gravity, which can cause considerable systematic gradients in the inferred
kinematics (see e.g., Fermani and Schönrich, 2013; Schönrich et al., 2012). In addition,
while it is necessary to obtain the full six-dimensional phase space information to infer the
true kinematics of the stars, such information has not been available for sufficient number of
halo stars, especially before the Gaia mission.
1.2 Halo stars in the Gaia era
Gaia is one of the most ambitious space missions of the European Space Agency (ESA),
with the main objective of providing a three-dimensional map of the Milky Way with an
unprecedented volume and precision (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016). By measuring the
position, parallax, and proper motion (with a precision of the order of a few micro-arcseconds
by the end of the nominal mission) of a large number of stars up to the magnitude of 20,
Gaia will trace ∼ 1.3 billion stars (approximately one per cent of the Galaxy’s population)
across the Milky Way, not only with three-dimensional positions, but also with two- or
three-dimensional velocity (the radial velocity will be measured as well for ∼ 300 million
bright stars) (ESA, 2014). Gaia data releases include the spectro-photometry (BP, Blue
Photometer 330-680nm, RP, Red Photometer 640-1050nm, in addition to the unfiltered G
band of the Gaia photometric system) and will also include spectroscopic astrophysical
parameters in the future (Gilmore, 2018). This rich variety of information will allow us to
conduct a hyper-dimensional analysis for the Milky Way’s population that has never been
possible before the Gaia era.
Due to the sparse density of the Milky Way halo, stars that belong to the halo are very rare
especially near the Solar neighbourhood. This means it is difficult to obtain a large sample of
halo stars since we only can carry out observations from our current location in the Milky
Way. In this perspective, the recent Gaia Data Release (DR) 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2018b) can open a new era for the study of Galaxy Dynamics as it provides high precision
data for ∼ 1.3 billion stars across the Milky Way far beyond the Solar neighbourhood which
had remained uncharted so far.
Gaia data can be further reinforced with other spectroscopic surveys which can provide ad-
ditional kinematical and chemical information for the Milky Way stars. Full six-dimensional
phase space coordinates for individual stars enables searches for co-moving groups of stars
to be conducted directly in phase space, and the calculation of statistical measures of sub-
structure (Helmi et al., 2017; Lancaster et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2017a). Together with the
astrometric data, the chemical abundances can add valuable information for understanding
the chemo-dynamical structure of the Milky Way. The stars born at a similar time and space
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will have similar chemical composition, while this environment has been chemically enriched
by the previous generations. Therefore, the chemical abundances of individual stars can
provide crucial information for identifying different stellar populations (families of stars) in
the Milky Way as well as for understanding the past star formation history.
The detailed chemical abundances of the stars or the globular clusters can provide some
key information on their origin. For example, the chemical properties of stellar populations in
the local dwarf spheroidal galaxies has been investigated in detail based on the spectroscopy
of individual stars. Interestingly, the chemical evolution paths between galaxies appear to be
quite different according to the abundance patterns of RGB stars (see e.g., α-enrichment in
Section 4 of Tolstoy et al., 2009). The neutron-capture elements also can assist us to obtain
better understanding on the chemical evolution of the galaxy. The rate of the neutron-capture
in comparison to the β decay depends on the environment (i.e., neutron density) and the
process can be sub-classified as the slow (s-) and rapid (r-) processes. While the s-process
can be found in low to intermediate mass stars, the r-process occurs during massive star
nucleosynthesis (Tolstoy et al., 2009). The ratio between the s- and r-process elements can
tell us about the self-enrichment history. For example, the r-process from the massive stars
dominates the evolution of neutron-capture elements (e.g., Shetrone et al., 2001) at earlier
time. Later, the s-process from the low and intermediate mass stars becomes the dominant
source eventually. The metallicity of this turnover in the s- and r-process ratio could also tell
us about the metallicity of the system at the time when the s-process contribution started in
the galaxy (Tolstoy et al., 2009).
If the Milky Way indeed comprises ex-situ components, originated from past accretions of
lower mass satellites, these remnant populations will show distinct chemical signatures. Such
signatures will be most evident from the halo stars (and potentially the halo globular clusters).
For example, Haywood et al. (2018) noticed that a population of stars that corresponds to a
past major merger event (Belokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018c) shows a relatively
low sequence of [α/Fe] abundances, across the metallicity range typical for the halo stars
(see also, Mackereth et al., 2019).
We can see that the chemical and the dynamical (e.g., action-angle variables) information
can be highly complementary to each other. For example, we can search for stars with
“extragalactic” origin that were not formed in the Milky Way but were brought in during the
Galactic evolution process. Correlated signatures between dynamical and chemical properties
can be studied among stars or stellar populations to compile a genealogy of Milky Way
evolution.
Based on the data from Gaia DR2 and various surveys such as SDSS (SEGUE), APOGEE,
LAMOST, RAVE and GALAH, a large dataset of the halo stars can be constructed, with full
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six-dimensional phase space (complete spatial and velocity) information, as well as chemical
abundances for individual stars. This compiled dataset is much larger than any pre-existing
study ever obtained – almost 60 times larger in number, across 5 times greater in spatial
volume in the Milky Way.
At this dawn of the Gaia era, studying the present-day structure and substructures of
the Milky Way halo is one of the most direct ways of understanding the true nature of the
Galaxy formation mechanism and evolutionary history. It is also one of the most direct ways
of investigating the validity of ΛCDM model on the galaxy scale – which has not yet been
tested thoroughly. My study of the Milky Way halo with complete dynamical information
and chemical abundance will provide us with a key to unveil the true structure of the Milky
Way and its formation mechanism, which is also closely linked to the dark matter and to the
current ΛCDM model.
1.3 Algorithm construction
So far, most conventional studies have relied on limited or incomplete phase space infor-
mation with lower dimensionality and with missing components. Stellar substructures have
been mainly identified by searching for stellar concentrations based on astronomical images,
sometimes with a one-dimensional radial velocity component. Based on multi-band pho-
tometry, it is possible to identify some specific stellar populations (a family of stars with
common origin) existing in the field covered by imaging (e.g., matched-filter technique in
the colour-magnitude space with a model isochrone. See also, Rockosi et al., 2002). Then by
tracing the spatial (projected) distribution of this stellar population, we can study its stellar
structure or substructures which reflect the tidal interaction with the Milky Way. Since it
is much more challenging to obtain full six-dimensional phase space information for stars
further away from the Sun (especially before the era of Gaia mission), this conventional
method still remains as one of the most effective methods for the substructure study. I
also have constructed an algorithm based on the photometric approach that is capable of
performing a wide-sky search for the stellar streams (see also, Appendix A).
Although the conventional approach has been widely used with some success, more
sophisticated and effective methods can be devised especially at the dawn of the Gaia
era. Complete phase space information can give us significant advantages in analysing
the structure or substructure of the Milky Way halo. The conventional method could have
revealed a number of prominent stellar streams. Yet, it is not sufficient to provide full
information on a substructure’s dynamics which is essential for understanding the origin and
the evolutionary history of its progenitor, as well as the potential of the Milky Way. Also,
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only those substructures with sufficiently high surface density could have been identified – a
big limitation especially in the halo. In contrast, my complete dataset allows us to study the
full aspect of the stellar dynamics. For example, we can study the conserved or approximately
conserved elements along the orbit (integrals of motion). By inferring the complete orbit of
individual stars, we can consider the overall Milky Way structure as a collection of orbits.
Any substructures can be identified as a set of stars with similar orbits, and moreover, we
can have a better understanding of their dynamics which is essential for investigating the
formation and evolution mechanism of the Galaxy.
1.3.1 Multi-dimensional approach
An algorithm was developed to perform a series of data reductions and analysis for investigat-
ing the stellar substructures in the local stellar halo based on multi-dimensional information
(e.g., six-dimensional phase space, chemical abundances). The algorithm basically searches
for any local overdensity in some selected n-dimensional space by comparing the data and
the model density, and quantifies the significance of the detected overdensity. The detection
space can be chosen freely depending on the purpose of the study, and the algorithm can pre-
process the data (e.g., coordinate transformation, orbital integration, action-angle estimation)
to obtain the necessary variables for the search. The algorithm consists of three major stages
– the data pre-processing, the data/model comparison, and the detection/cleaning stage, and
the basic structure is shown in Figure 1.2. More details can be found in Section 5.2.
Based on the input data (e.g., α , δ , ω , µα∗, µδ , vlos), the algorithm first constructs a
catalogue that is suitable for our intended analysis. For example, if the analysis is to be
conducted in the action variable space (JR, Jφ , Jz), the algorithm first carries out a series
of coordinate transformations and action-angle estimation (with some limited choice of
the potential, McMillan (2017) by default) to obtain the necessary variables for the chosen
detection space. Once the catalogue is prepared, the algorithm constructs a background
model which represents the underlying smooth distribution of the data in the detection
space. Then the algorithm searches for local overdensities in the data. It computes the
probability percentile of the measured local density (from the data) in comparison to the
model density, and gauges the significance. The overdensities with high significance (e.g.,
σ > 4) are then classified into several groups based on their relative location in the detection
space by hierarchical agglomerative clustering (e.g., Pedregosa et al., 2011). The detection
significance is measured for the newly classified group (again in comparison to the model
density across the volume occupied by the group) and is used to identify the high significance
candidates. The size (number) of the dataset also sets the lower limit for the candidate’s size
(minimum number of stars that belong to a single candidate) which is necessary for avoiding
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Fig. 1.2 Algorithm structure for the Multi-dimensional approach algorithm
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potential false detections by chance. It is also possible to adopt further extra quality cuts.
For example, if we are searching for a group of stars with a common origin, comparing the
metallicity distributions of the candidate and the entire dataset can be an option to ensure
that the candidate shows a reasonable metallicity distribution.
As the result, the algorithm generates a gallery of substructure candidates with their
detection significances. The algorithm is designed to be flexible in selecting the variables
and the dimensionality of its analysis.
Since we are currently focusing on utilising the astrometric data based on Gaia, the
algorithm contains a number of useful functionalities applicable for the related analysis. For
example, for stars with valid SDSS photometry and metallicity measurements, the algorithm
can infer the photometric parallax for main-sequence-turn-off (MSTO) stars (Ivezic´ et al.,
2008) and blue-horizontal-branch (BHB) stars (Deason et al., 2011b) based on the input
SDSS photometry and the metallicity. The algorithm also adopted tact (Sanders and Binney,
2016) and AGAMA (Vasiliev, 2019a) for a fast computational estimation of the action-angle
variables (see also, Binney, 2012). The algorithm can perform orbital integration as well to
obtain necessary orbital parameters for individual stars. Moreover, the orbital decay can be
included during the orbital integration by taking account of a simple dynamical friction from
Chandrasekhar (1943) (for the case of some stellar system such as dwarf galaxy).
The algorithm is based on Python 2.7 (or 3) with adoptions of various internal and
external packages and modules. The algorithm uses a number of functions from galpy
and scikit-learn for some of the processes such as coordinate transformation, or multi-
Gaussian fitting. The OS module in Python is used to manage and operate the OS-dependent
functionality and external packages such as STILTS. The Numpy, Pandas, Scipy, Pylab,
Matplotlib modules are used for basic data reduction, data management and display.
1.3.2 Photometric approach
A sophisticated algorithm was constructed to investigate the stellar structure of targeted
globular clusters or satellite galaxies across a wide field of sky based on imaging data.1
Figure 1.3 shows the basic structure of the algorithm. When the input imaging data are
provided, the algorithm performs a series of image processing, photometry, calibration and
de-reddening, and isochrone fitting to construct a stellar catalogue of the targeted stellar
population. As a result, the algorithm generates a radial density profile and a spatial density
map of this stellar population. The algorithm also can fit a King model to the radial density
1Remark: An early version of this algorithm was designed and constructed during my undergraduate study.
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profile to infer the core radius, tidal radius, and the concentration. The spatial stellar density
is scaled in terms of the significance over the background distribution.
The algorithm can handle as many images (even with different pointings) as desired. It is
also capable of performing fast and sophisticated photometry even for some large images
with wide field-of-view. It contains various functionalities as well. For example, the user
can include or generate weight maps for the corresponding input images, which will help
to improve the photometry by means of masking bad or saturated pixels in the image. The
user can also choose to perform various image processing with this algorithm, such as image
stacking, and masking. The photometry can be fine-tuned easily and can also adopt various
techniques such as PSF photometry (generating a model post-spread-function for individual
sources) to optimise the result.
The algorithm is based on Python 2.7 (or 3) with various internal and external packages
and modules. The OS module in Python is used to manage and operate external packages
such as SExtractor, PSFEx, STILTS, IRAF and SWarp. The Astropy, Photutils, PyFITS
and Pywcs modules are employed to handle FITS format data. The Numpy, Pandas, Scipy,
Pylab, Matplotlib and Lmfit modules are used for basic data reduction, model fitting,
data management and display.
Furthermore, SExtractor and PSFEx are adopted to perform the photometry on the
input data, providing various photometric and astrometric parameters for each detected
source. Especially with the use of PSFEx, more effective star/galaxy separation has become
possible (see also, Koposov et al., 2015, and Chapter A). SWarp is adopted to generate the
stacked images or to join the extensions in the “Stacked images” provided by the DECam
Community Pipeline (Valdes et al., 2014), if it is necessary. For example, the image stacking
from the DECam Community Pipeline can compromise the PSF of the source severely,
when the individual images used for the stacking have considerably different seeing values.
Moreover, this problem is also correlated to the flux of each source which makes the
resulted stacked image not usable for photometry. Also, the stacked image from the DECam
Community Pipeline is artificially divided into 9 multi-extensions (Multi-Extension FITS).
Since the photometry is performed separately for each extension, this cut can induce various
artificial features across the actual field of sky which is critical if we are analysing the stellar
distribution across the field. IRAF is used for re-masking the “Weight map” provided by
the DECam Community Pipeline as these weight maps sometimes contain inappropriate
masking for the invalid regions of the image, which can cause problem in the background
level estimation during the photometry.
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Fig. 1.3 Algorithm structure for the Photometric approach algorithm
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1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 is an example of morphological study of the Milky Way halo based on the chemo-
dynamical information (action variables and metallicity). It revealed various interesting
aspects of the halo and its origin, such as the chemo-dynamical duality (evidence of the most
significant merger ever revealed – the “Gaia Sausage”), traces of a past retrograde accretion
(important clues as to the origin of the retrograde halo component and the potential association
with ω Centauri), and the resonant feature (evidence of dynamical influence of the Milky Way
bar). Chapter 3, 4 and 5 are examples of a more focused study on the halo substructures with
various new methods that differ from the conventional studies. In addition to the discovery of
new stellar streams, we investigate the properties of the potential progenitors (past accreted
dwarf galaxies) of these substructures, and also the potential association with ω Centauri.
Chapter 6 is a study investigating the potential extragalactic origin of the Milky Way globular
clusters based on their dynamics and various other information such as age, metallicity,
horizontal-branch index. It revealed a collection of globular clusters with extragalactic origin,
originating from the “Gaia Sausage”. Chapter 7 is a chemo-dynamical study showing
the evidence for another early accretion event – the “Sequoia” – that contributed to the
Milky Way’s evolution. From multiple tracers in the Milky Way halo, including the stellar
streams and globular clusters, chemo-dynamical signature of the “Sequoia” progenitor and
its present-day remnants has been investigated. Chapter 8 summaries the thesis. Appendix A
is an example of a conventional photometry based study of the tidal features that is imprinted
on the stellar structure of the halo globular clusters (dynamical evolution due to the Milky
Way’s gravity). It reports the discovery of the most distant cold streams known so far,
associated with outer halo globular clusters.
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Milky Way Halo in Action Space
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Abstract
We analyse the structure of the local stellar halo of the Milky Way using ∼ 60 000 stars
with full phase space coordinates extracted from the SDSS–Gaia catalogue. We display
stars in action space as a function of metallicity in a realistic axisymmetric potential for
the Milky Way Galaxy. The metal-rich population is more distended towards high radial
action JR as compared to azimuthal or vertical action, Jφ or Jz. It has a mild prograde rotation
(⟨vφ ⟩ ≈ 25km s−1), is radially anisotropic and highly flattened with axis ratio q≈ 0.6−0.7.
The metal-poor population is more evenly distributed in all three actions. It has larger
prograde rotation (⟨vφ ⟩ ≈ 50 km s−1), a mild radial anisotropy and a roundish morphology
(q≈ 0.9). We identify two further components of the halo in action space. There is a high
energy, retrograde component that is only present in the metal-rich stars. This is suggestive
of an origin in a retrograde encounter, possibly the one that created the stripped dwarf galaxy
nucleus, ω Centauri. Also visible as a distinct entity in action space is a resonant component,
which is flattened and prograde. It extends over a range of metallicities down to [Fe/H]≈−3.
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter has been published in Myeong et al. (2018c). I conceived this
project and was responsible for the data processing and analysis. My supervisors, N. Wyn Evans and Vasily
Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into a more logical
presentation. Jason L. Sanders and Sergey E. Koposov also provided priceless consultation.
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It has a net outward radial velocity ⟨vR⟩ ≈ 12 km s−1 within the Solar circle at |z|< 3.5 kpc.
The existence of resonant stars at such extremely low metallicities has not been seen before.
2.1 Introduction
Samples of halo stars near the Sun provide us with accessible documentation on the early
history of the Galaxy. But, like medieval palimpsests, the manuscript pages have been
overwritten. Dissipative events, such as the assembly of the Galactic disk, and dissipationless
processes, such as phase-mixing in the time-evolving Galactic potential, make the text
difficult to read. Nonetheless, the spatial distribution, kinematics and chemistry of local halo
stars provides us with important evidence on the nature and timescale of events in the early
history of the Galaxy, if we could but decode and interpret it.
Actions are invariant under slow changes (e.g., Goldstein and Poole, 1980). They have
often been suggested as the natural coordinates for galactic dynamics (Binney, 1987; Binney
and Spergel, 1982), in which of course the potential is evolving in time (though possibly
not slowly). One of the advances over the last few years has been the development of fast
numerical methods to compute actions in general axisymmetric potentials (Binney, 2012;
Bovy, 2015; Sanders and Binney, 2016). For the first time, this allows the study of the local
halo in action space using realistic Galactic potentials comprising disks (both stellar and gas),
halo and bulge (McMillan, 2017). The only other work known to us that displays the local
halo in action space is the pioneering paper of Chiba and Beers (2000). These authors worked
with a much smaller sample of stars (∼ 1000) and out of necessity used a global Stäckel
potential as a model of the Galaxy, as their work predated fast numerical action evaluators.
In this Chapter, we map the halo stars in action space using a new dataset, the SDSS–
Gaia catalogue. This has six-dimensional phase space information for 62 133 halo stars, an
order of magnitude larger than previous studies of the local halo. We use this new dataset,
coupled with the recent advances in action evaluation, to provide new maps of the local
halo in action space, which graphically illustrate the dichotomy between the metal-rich
and metal-poor stars. We identify two new components of the halo. First, there is a high
energy retrograde component that is limited to the metal-rich stars. Although retrograde stars
have been identified before (Helmi et al., 2017; Majewski et al., 2012), we show here that
they are largely restricted to metallicities in the range −1.9< [Fe/H] <−1.3. Second, we
provide strong evidence for the existence of a resonant component. It is present across all
metallicities, and it has a strong spatial dependence, which satisfies the characteristics of a
dynamically induced resonance. This resonance may be linked to a well-known resonance
in disk stars, which causes the Hercules Stream. The presence of resonant stars at such low
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metallicities has not been seen before. We conclude with a discussion of how these findings
are related to fundamental events in the Galaxy’s early history.
2.2 The SDSS–Gaia Catalogue
The main SDSS–Gaia catalogue was constructed by Sergey Koposov and contains all SDSS
stars down to r = 20.5. The catalogue was made by recalibrating the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) astrometric solution, and then obtaining proper motions from positions in
the Gaia Data Release 1 (DR1) Source catalogue (Brown et al., 2016; Gaia Collaboration
et al., 2016) and their recalibrated positions in SDSS (see e.g., de Boer et al., 2018; Deason
et al., 2017, for more details). The individual SDSS–Gaia proper motions have statistical
errors typically ∼ 2 mas yr−1, or ∼ 9.48D km s−1 for a star with heliocentric distance D kpc.
We work here mainly with the subsample of main sequence stars and blue horizontal branch
stars with available spectroscopic measurements, in heliocentric distances of ≲ 10 kpc. The
spectroscopic measurements such as radial velocities and metallicities are obtained from
SDSS DR9 spectroscopy (Ahn et al., 2012) or the crossmatch with LAMOST DR3 (Luo et al.,
2015). Finally, photometric parallaxes for stars such as main-sequence turn-offs (MSTOs)
or blue horizontal branch stars (BHBs) can be added using the formulae in Ivezic´ et al.
(2008) and Deason et al. (2011b) to give samples with the full six-dimensional phase space
coordinates.
The SDSS–Gaia catalogue provides one of the most extensive catalogues of halo stars
with positions and kinematics, albeit without an easily calculable selection function. This
means that some stellar orbits are not properly represented (such as stars with low-JR and
low-Jz orbits in small Galactocentric radius), but this will not change the gross morphological
features we describe. The actions and energy of each star are estimated using the numerical
method of Binney (2012) and Sanders and Binney (2016) together with the potential of
McMillan (2017). The latter also provides the circular speed at the Sun as 232.8 kms−1,
whilst for the Solar peculiar motion we use the most recent value from Schönrich et al. (2010),
namely (U,V,W ) = (11.1,12.24,7.25) kms−1. Quality cuts and the disk-halo separation
employed by Myeong et al. (2018a), together with an additional cut on distance error < 2.5
kpc, are used to clean the sample. The mode of the distance error is ∼ 0.32 kpc. As a result,
we obtain a sample of 62 133 halo stars (61 911 MSTO stars and 222 BHB stars; 59 811 stars
with SDSS DR9 and 2 322 stars with LAMOST DR3 spectroscopy) with full six-dimensional
phase space information, actions and energy (see Myeong et al., 2018a; Williams et al., 2017,
for more details on the cuts and the sample). The metallicity distribution of the halo stars
shows evidence of at least two subpopulations (see e.g., Figure 1 of Myeong et al., 2018a). A
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Fig. 2.1 Histograms of the stellar halo in action space (JR,Jφ ), (JR,Jz) and (Jφ ,Jz) split into
metal-rich (left column, −1.6< [Fe/H] <−1.1) and metal-poor (middle column, −2.9<
[Fe/H] <−1.8). The right column displays the difference, with red showing an excess of
metal-rich, blue an excess of metal-poor stars. Notice (i) the metal-rich stars are tightly
clustered around Jφ ≈ 0 and are much more extended in JR, and (ii) the metal-poor stars have
prograde rotation (⟨Jφ ⟩> 0) and a more isotropic distribution in action space.
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Fig. 2.2 The distribution of halo stars in energy-action space or (Jφ ,E) and (JR,E) space, split
according to six metallicity bins from −2.9< [Fe/H] <−1.3. As we move from the most
metal-rich to the most metal-poor, notice that (i) the distribution in radial action becomes
more compact as the tail melts away by [Fe/H] ≈−2.0, (ii) the diamond-like shape of the
contours in (Jφ ,E) changes gradually into an upturned bell-like shape, and (iii) the high
energy, retrograde stars (marked by rectangular boxes in the left panels) and the high energy,
eccentric stars (boxes in the right panels) gradually disappear by [Fe/H] ≈−1.9, (iv) there
is a distinct prograde component at Jφ ≈ 1100, JR ≈ 150 km s−1 kpc, E ≈ −1.6 km2s−2
(marked by ellipses), which is present at all metallicities. The location of ω Centauri is
shown by a pink star.
Gaussian Mixture model (GMM) from the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)1 based
on metallicity suggests the subdivision of the halo sample at [Fe/H] ≈−1.67, with 37 670
metal-rich and 24 463 metal-poor halo stars.
2.3 Characteristics of the Halo in Action Space
2.3.1 The Rich and the Poor
We begin by showing the halo stars in action space (JR,Jφ ,Jz). For illustration, we show a
metal-rich (−1.6< [Fe/H]<−1.1) and metal-poor (−2.9< [Fe/H]<−1.8) sample, together
1http://scikit-learn.org
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with the difference between them in Fig. 2.1. The stratification on linear combinations of
the actions suggested by Williams and Evans (2015) and Posti et al. (2015) is discernible in
the triangular shapes of the contours in the left and centre panels. However, the metal-rich
sample is clearly much more distended toward high JR as compared to Jφ or Jz. This is
most evident in the difference plot in the rightmost plot of Fig. 2.1, in which the red is
preponderant at large values of JR, and at low values of Jφ and Jz. The presence of abundant
high eccentricity stars indicates that the population is radially anisotropic, whilst the narrow
spread in Jz suggests the population is also flattened. In contrast, the metal-poor sample is
distributed more equally in all three actions. The blue is preponderant at high Jz and reaches
out to larger values of Jφ in the rightmost column of Fig. 2.1. This suggests it is rounder and
has a mild net prograde rotation. Although correlations between kinematics and metallicities
of halo stars have been reported before (e.g., Beers et al., 2012; Chiba and Beers, 2000;
Deason et al., 2011a; Hattori et al., 2013), our pictures of the halo in action space provide a
dramatic illustration of the dichotomy between the metal-rich and metal-poor stars.
Clearer details can be uncovered by slicing the halo into a sequence of smaller metallicity
bins, as in Fig. 2.2. For the most metal-rich stars, the contours in (Jφ ,E) space at high
energy are noticeably “pointy”. There is a tight distribution around Jφ ≈ 0 km s−1 kpc,
again indicating the presence of many stars moving on nearly radial orbits. In general, the
contours in the metal-rich panel ([Fe/H] >−1.5) are diamond-like in (Jφ ,E) space, while
they resemble an up-turned bell for the metal-poor([Fe/H] < −2.1). Related to this, the
metal-rich sample in (JR,E) space is skewed strongly toward high JR, while in contrast, the
metal-poor sample shows much less spread toward high JR. In fact, in the more metal-poor
panels (−2.9< [Fe/H] <−1.9), the bulk of the distribution (coloured red) shows the reverse
trend of decreasing JR with increasing energy E.
The metal-rich stars comprise a radially anisotropic and flattened population. The highest
energy and most metal-rich stars are strongly retrograde, but the bulk of the population is
at lower energies and shows mild prograde rotation. The metal-poor stars form a rounder
population. This is also suggested by the broader distribution in Jz in Fig. 2.1. The kinematics
are more isotropic, and there is significant prograde rotation. To obtain an idea of the three-
dimensional shape, we study their kinematics. Properly speaking, we should decompose the
distribution into components in action space, much as Belokurov et al. (2018) do in velocity
space. Here, we will simply assume that contamination is mild in the extremal metallicity
bins. In the most metal-rich bin, the rotational velocity ⟨vφ ⟩= 25 km s−1, whilst the velocity
dispersion tensor is radially anisotropic with (σR,σφ ,σz) = (155,77,88) km s−1. So, the
ratio of the horizontal to the vertical components of the kinetic energy tensor is ≈ 4.0. This
is equal to the ratio of horizontal to vertical components of the potential energy tensor via
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the virial theorem. It can be used to calculate the intrinsic shape, as advocated in Agnello
and Evans (2012). Using their Figure 1, we see that the axis ratio of the density contours
of the metal-rich population is q≈ 0.6 - 0.7, depending only modestly on the radial density
profile. By contrast, in the most metal-poor bin, the rotational velocity is ⟨vφ ⟩= 49 km s−1,
whilst the velocity dispersion tensor is close to isotropic with (σR,σφ ,σz) = (125,114,110)
km s−1. This gives an axis ratio for the population of q≈ 0.9, so that the density contours
are very round. These calculations assume that the total Galactic potential (stars plus dark
matter) is spherical. Any flattening in the total potential will result in the computed axis
ratios becoming flatter.
2.3.2 The Retrograde Stars
Marked by rectangular boxes in the panels of Fig. 2.2 are the general location of the high
energy (e.g., E >−1.1×105 km2s−2), retrograde (Jφ < 0) stars. The box is well-populated
in the metal-rich panels (e.g., [Fe/H] > −1.9), but sparsely populated in the metal-poor.
These metal-rich, high energy stars have large radial action JR as well, indicating a highly
eccentric, retrograde population. This trend diminishes with decreasing metallicity and the
metal-poorer panels (e.g., [Fe/H] < −1.9) show a more evenly balanced Jφ distribution
of high energy stars. In addition, irrespective of the sign of Jφ , there are noticeably more
stars with very high energy (e.g., E > −0.75× 105 km2 s−2) in the metal-rich panels of
Fig. 2.2 than the metal-poor. The overdensity of retrograde high energy stars is evidence of a
considerable (retrograde) merger or accretion event in the past (e.g., Norris and Ryan, 1989;
Quinn and Goodman, 1986).
2.3.3 The Resonant Stars and the Hercules Stream
The panels also show evidence of a prograde component at around Jφ ≈ 1100, JR ≈ 150
km s−1 kpc, E ≈ −1.6× 105 km2s−2, which is present at all metallicities as a overdense
clump distinct from the general distribution. The component is marked by an ellipse in the
panels of Fig. 2.2. We fit a Gaussian with a flat background to isolate this substructure and
find a component with mean and dispersion ⟨JCφ ⟩ ≈ 1100 km s−1 kpc and σCJφ ≈ 320 km s−1
kpc. It is comprised of stars moving on disk-like prograde orbits with intermediate energies.
Surprisingly, these stars show a noticeable positive ⟨vCR⟩ ≈ 12 km s−1, so that they have a net
outward motion in the Galactic rest frame. This is illustrated in the leftmost panel of Fig. 2.3.
The positive ⟨vR⟩ signal comes mostly from low Galactic latitudes. The low latitude stars
between |z|< 3.5 kpc (magenta) show positive mean ⟨vR⟩ signatures at the same Jφ range
that resembles the signal from the whole sample (black). In contrast, the high latitude stars
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Fig. 2.3 The Outward Moving Stars. Leftmost: The behaviour of the mean radial velocity
⟨vR⟩ as a function of Jφ for stars with |z| < 3.5 kpc (magenta), as compared to the whole
sample (black). All show a signal of positive ⟨vR⟩ at Jφ ≈ 1100 km s−1 kpc. However, the
high latitude stars (|z|> 3.5 kpc) shown in green do not contribute to the signal. Center and
Rightmost: The panels show the trends in ⟨vR⟩ of the group selected by Gaussian fitting
in Sec. 2.3.3 (red) and the rest (blue) against the Galactic position and metallicity. The
selected stars with |z|< 3.5 kpc (full lines) are the main contributors to the outward moving
population. There is no clear correlation with metallicity [Fe/H], but the stars are mainly
found interior to the Solar circle. For all panels, the shaded region around each line indicates
the corresponding standard error.
with |z|> 3.5 kpc (green) show close to zero mean ⟨vR⟩ across the Jφ range. The magnitude
of positive mean ⟨vR⟩ is significant compared to the corresponding standard error.
We select stars with ⟨JCφ ⟩±1.25σCJφ . The remaining panels of Fig. 2.3 show the ⟨vR⟩ trend
of this selected group (red) and the rest (blue). The solid and dashed lines indicate the low
and high latitude stars for each group (separation at |z|= 3.5 kpc). Notice the clear difference
in the magnitude of ⟨vR⟩ between the selected stars and the rest in various distributions.
We also note that the signal drops by an order of magnitude at or near the solar radius and
thereafter is close to zero. Interestingly, there is no clear metallicity dependency as the signal
remains at a similar magnitude across the metallicity range. Taken together, these facts
strongly suggest the source of the signal is dynamical in origin, namely a resonance. This is
the first time that a resonance has been identified in such metal-poor stars. The selected stars
at low Galactic latitude have (⟨vSR⟩,⟨vSφ ⟩,⟨vSz ⟩) = (12.2,140.3,3.0) km s−1. These values are
indicative, as the selection is crude and probably blended with the other halo populations.
However, the value of the mean rotational velocity ⟨vSφ ⟩ suggests that this component may be
associated with the thick disk.
The outward mean radial velocity suggests an association with the Hercules stream, which
is also moving outward and is located interior to the Solar circle. Stream is a slight misnomer,
as the Hercules stream is really a co-moving group of stars of dynamical origin, induced
probably by the Outer Lindblad Resonance of the Galactic bar (Dehnen, 2000). The Hercules
stream has a complex structure with outward ⟨vR⟩ somewhat larger than we measure (Antoja
et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2018), though this is likely accounted by contamination in our sample.
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It has previously been detected in stars with metallicities −1.2< [Fe/H] < 0.4 (Bensby et al.,
2007). However, we see from the panels in Fig. 2.3 that – if our identification with the
Hercules stream is correct – then it is detectable right down to [Fe/H] ≈ −2.9 and so is
present in stars of metallicity normally associated with thin disk, thick disk and halo.
2.4 Discussion
There are a number of possible explanations of the properties of the Milky Way stellar halo
in action space. The highly flattened metal-rich component is almost certainly the residue
of the disruption of accreted dwarf galaxies. The strong radial anisotropy already suggests
that the progenitors of this component fell in from large distances. Infall of satellites with
random alignments tends to isotropize the dispersion tensor. The easiest way to maintain
such extreme radial anisotropy is through the infall of one satellite, or group infall of multiple
satellites, from a preferred direction (Belokurov et al., 2018). The eccentric halo substructure
discovered by Myeong et al. (2017a) using the Tycho–Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS)
crossmatched with RAVE may well be part of this component. The origin of the rounder,
metal-poor component is less clear. The isotropic kinematics of this population, together
with its roughly spherical shape and mild prograde rotation, are reminiscent of the halo
globular clusters. If these objects were once much more massive than the entities surviving
today (Schaerer and Charbonnel, 2011), then they may have contributed most of the stars
in the metal-poor component of the halo. Alternatively, the accretion of low mass dwarfs
along random directions may have built the metal-poor component. Another contributor
could be levitation (Sridhar and Touma, 1996). The growing thin disk can trap stars in the
2:2 resonance and lift them to higher latitude. A pre-existing structure of metal-poor stars
could be fattened by such a process.
In addition to these two well-known components, we have identified a high energy
subpopulation that is very strongly retrograde. Helmi et al. (2017) noticed that a high fraction
of stars more loosely bound than the Sun are retrograde in the local TGAS sample. Here,
we have shown that these stars are overwhelmingly metal-rich, and that the feature does
not extend to stars with [Fe/H] below −1.9. A candidate for a retrograde invader exists in
the anomalous globular cluster ω Centauri, long suspected to be the nucleus of a stripped
dwarf galaxy (Bekki and Freeman, 2003). It is known to be on a retrograde orbit. Majewski
et al. (2012) showed, on the basis of chemodynamical evidence, that it is a major source of
retrograde halo stars in the inner Galaxy. The progenitor of ω Centauri has to be massive, so
that the satellite is dragged deep into the potential of the Milky Way and placed on its present
low energy orbit, which is marked by a purple star on Fig. 2.2. While ω Centauri is on an
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eccentric orbit, it is considerably retrograde as well, given its present-day energy. Estimates
of its initial mass are typically ∼ 1010M⊙(Tsuchiya et al., 2003; Valcarce and Catelan, 2011),
while its present-day mass is only 5×106M⊙ (Meylan et al., 1995). Its disruption must have
sprayed high energy retrograde stars throughout the inner Galaxy, even though it is on a low
energy orbit now.
Finally, action space has allowed us to trace a new, resonant component down to very
low metallicities. This component is also flattened and has prograde rotation with a mean of
⟨vφ ⟩ ≈ 140 km s−1. Its most unusual feature is a small, but statistically significant, outward
mean radial velocity (⟨vR⟩ ≈ 12 km s−1). This is present across the swathe of metallicities
in our sample, namely −2.9 < [Fe/H]< −1.3, yet is spatially restricted to just within the
Solar circle and at |z| < 3.5 kpc. The confinement of this prograde feature to a range in
Galactocentric radii is unusual and strongly supports a resonance origin. A link with the
Hercules stream in disk stars (e.g., Hunt et al., 2018) seems likely.
There are a number of ways the forthcoming Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) can confirm our
picture. First, the crossmatches with radial velocity surveys will have well-defined selection
functions. This will allow use of halo distribution functions (Posti et al., 2015; Williams
and Evans, 2015) to separate the populations in action space as a function of metallicity and
hence better characterise their properties. Secondly, the SDSS–Gaia catalogue undersamples
low latitude stars and so coverage of such substructures is patchy. With Gaia DR2, stars with
kinematics akin to the Hercules stream can be traced as a function of location throughout the
Galaxy. Thirdly, Gaia colours, as well as spectroscopic follow-up to obtain alpha-abundances,
may confirm the origin of the halo components. For example, if the high energy, retrograde
component comes from ω Centauri, the stripped stars in action space must be trackable to
their present position through chemodynamical data. Fourthly, the improved proper motions
may even permit the use of angles (as opposed to actions) in studying resonances throughout
the halo.
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Abstract
We identify a halo substructure in the Tycho Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) dataset,
cross-matched with the RAVE-on data release. After quality cuts, the stars with large
radial action (JR > 800 kms−1 kpc) are extracted. A subset of these stars is clustered in
longitude and velocity and can be selected with further cuts. The 14 stars are centred
on (X ,Y,Z) ≈ (9.0,−1.0,−0.6) kpc and form a coherently moving structure in the halo
with median (vR,vφ ,vz) = (167.33,0.86,−94.85) kms−1. They are all metal-poor giants
with median [Fe/H] =−0.83. To guard against the effects of distance errors, we compute
spectrophotometric distances for the 8 out of 14 stars where this is possible. We find that 6 of
the stars are still comoving. These 6 stars also have a much tighter [Fe/H] distribution∼−0.7
with one exception ([Fe/H] = -2.12). We conclude that the existence of the comoving cluster
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter has been published in Myeong et al. (2017a). I conceived this
project and was responsible for the data acquisition and analysis. My supervisors, N. Wyn Evans and Vasily
Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into a more logical
presentation. Sergey E. Koposov and Jason L. Sanders also provided priceless consultation.
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is stable against changes in distance estimation and conjecture that this is the dissolving
remnant of a long-ago accreted globular cluster.
3.1 Introduction
Over the last decade, many streams have been identified in the stellar halo of the Milky Way,
usually as overdensities of main-sequence turn-off stars in resolved star maps from wide
area photometric surveys (see e.g., Belokurov et al., 2006b; Grillmair, 2009; Newberg and
Carlin, 2016). An alternative method is to identify substructure kinematically as samples of
stars with similar chemistry moving in a distinct and coherent way. Though less widely used,
this has had some striking successes, including the famous identification of the Sagittarius
dwarf (Ibata et al., 1994), the halo stream found by Helmi et al. (1999) in Hipparcos data,
and the globular cluster streams found by Smith et al. (2009) in Sloan Digital Survey Stripe
82 data.
The first data releases (DR1) of the Gaia satellite (Brown et al., 2016; Gaia Collaboration
et al., 2016) provides us with a new vista of the Solar neighbourhood. The primary astrometric
catalogue in Gaia DR1 is TGAS (Tycho Gaia Astrometric solution), which uses data from
Tycho-2 (Høg et al., 2000) to provide a 30 year baseline for astrometric calculations. It
has 2057050 entries. When cross-matched with RAVE-on (Casey et al., 2017; Kunder
et al., 2017), this gives a catalogue of 180929 stars with full six-dimensional phase space
information, as well as associated stellar spectral quantities. TGAS cross-matches are also
possible with LAMOST (Luo et al., 2015) and APOGEE (Anders et al., 2014), though they
are somewhat smaller in size with 78579 and 12061 entries respectively. Not all the entries
in the three cross-matched catalogues are distinct. When stars overlap in the surveys, we take
the data with the smallest relative error in radial velocity. This yields a final master catalogue
of 268588 stars where the RAVE-on contribution is 180454 stars. The master catalogue is a
natural arena in which to search for kinematic substructure.
This Chapter identifies a group of stars moving on strongly radial orbits in the TGAS
cross-matched master catalogue. The stars have similar metallicities, and the simplest
explanation of their unusual kinematics is that they are the residue of an ancient halo
structure. Section 3.2 describes our treatment of the data and extraction of the substructure
stars. Section 3.3 discusses the selected stars, together with estimates for the age and future
evolution of the substructure.
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Fig. 3.1 Left: The spatial structure of the 56 stars satisfying the quality cuts and with
JR > 800 kms−1 kpc. Stars are colour-coded according to metallicity if known, whilst the
arrow indicates the magnitude and direction of the spatial velocity. There is a clear clustering
of stars at (X ,Y,Z)≈ (9.0,−1.0,−0.6) kpc, which have radial motion dominating their total
velocity. The 14 stars that may belong to the comoving cluster are shown as circles or squares,
while the remainder are shown as triangles. Right: Using spectrophotometric distances, the
14 candidate members are re-examined. 5 stars (circles) are retained as confirmed members
as both their distances and metallicities are similar. Of the remaining 9 stars, 6 do not have
spectrophotometric distances. However, 2 are not comoving according to the new distances,
whilst 1 is comoving but has markedly different metallicity. These 3 objects are marked with
squares. Finally, the Sun is marked on both plots as a star.
3.2 Extraction of the Member Stars
First, the proper motions are converted to velocities using the unbiased, inferred distance
estimates of Astraatmadja and Bailer-Jones (2016). To ensure a high quality sample, we
impose a cut that the error in the radial velocity εRV < 10 kms−1, the error in the total velocity
εVtot < 25 kms−1 and the relative error in the total velocity is< 10%. This reduces the sample
to 73268 stars (66891 using the RAVE-on measurements, the remainder from LAMOST
and APOGEE). We now use the Galactic potential MWPotential2014 in Bovy (2015) to
compute the radial and azimuthal actions (JR and Jφ , using the adiabatic approximation e.g.
Binney, 2010). The bulk of the stars are moving on nearly circular orbits in the thin disk.
Nonetheless, there are extensions of stars in the high action regime, which are predominantly
metal-poor and are moving on eccentric orbits.
We retain only stars with a radial action JR > 800 kms−1 kpc. This cut leave us with
56 stars moving on predominantly eccentric orbits (41 are from the RAVE-on crossmatch,
15 from the other crossmatches). Fig. 3.1 shows the spatial distribution of all these stars,
colour-coded according to metallicity (if known), with arrows representing their velocity
vectors. The existence of a comoving cohort of stars at (X ,Y,Z) ≈ (9.0,−1.0,−0.6) kpc
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Fig. 3.2 Locations of the 56 high-quality stars with JR > 800 kms−1 kpc in the Galactic
(X ,Y ) and (Y,Z) planes using the Astraatmadja and Bailer-Jones (2016) distances. Circles
(5 confirmed members) and squares (9 possibles) show stars associated with the comoving
clump, whilst triangles show the rejected stars. Symbols are coloured according to the radial
velocity (upper panels) or vertical velocity (lower panels). The colours of the symbols show
that the stars of interest have quite similar velocities, both vertical and radial.
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Table 3.1 RAVE identifiers, as well as right ascension and declination, for the 5 confirmed
members.
is evident. This is confirmed by a visual inspection of histograms of velocity components
resolved with respect to the cylindrical polar coordinate (vR,vφ ,vz), which betrays clear
peaks corresponding to the comoving clump. To formalize their extraction, we perform 2.5σ
clipping based on vR,vφ ,vz and orientation angle Ψ, individually. Here, Ψ= arctan(−V/U),
where U and V are the Galactocentric Cartesian velocity components along the X and Y
directions. So, Ψ is the angle of star’s motion in Galactic plane. Then, only those stars
falling within the range of the median ±2.5σ (measured after the clipping) are retained. This
process is repeated until no further stars are rejected. This leaves a set of 14 stars possibly
belonging to a comoving clump with strongly radial orbits. They are shown as circles or
squares in the left panel of Fig. 3.1, color-coded according to metallicity. All these stars lie
in the TGAS and RAVE-on crossmatch.
For this set of 14 stars, we measured the median and σ (standard deviation) in each
(U,V,W ) component. To ensure that no possible members have been missed, we returned to
the original sample of 73268 and searched for all stars in the (U,V,W ) velocity box bounded
by the median ±2σ in each velocity component. This covers a comparable but wider range
then the ‘minimum to maximum’ range in each velocity component of the 14 initial stars, so
it is wide enough to contain our initial sample and any others that may have some comparable
motion. However, no further stars are identified as possible members.
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Fig. 3.3 Surface gravity versus effective temperature for all stars in the master catalogue
with spectroscopic parameters. The 11 comoving stars with known metallicity are shown as
circles (confirmed members) or squares (possibles), the remainder as triangles. The location
of the Sun is shown as a star for reference. The inset shows the normalised cumulative
histogram of [Fe/H] for the 5 secure comoving stars (in blue) and for the thin disk (in green).
The D value for the KS-test indicates that the two distributions are very different.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































38 A Halo Substructure in Gaia Data Release 1
Astraatmadja and Bailer-Jones (2016) used a prior suitable for nearby disk stars and
they caution that their distances may be underestimates when objects lie beyond 2 kpc from
the Sun. Our comoving candidates have heliocentric distance ≈ 1.8 kpc, so it is prudent to
cross-check our candidates with another different distance estimator. There are 8 RAVE-on
stars among our candidates that satisfy recommendations advocated by Casey et al. (2017),
namely they have teff_sparv< 8000 K, the RAVE spectral parameters c1,c2,c3 reported
as ‘n’ or normal, and a reduced χ2 < 3 as recorded by ‘the Cannon’ pipeline. For these
stars, we can use the technique pioneered by Burnett and Binney (2010) to compute the
spectrophotometric distance distribution folded with the TGAS parallax distribution for each
star. Specifically, we use the PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al., 2012) and the extinction
map of Green et al. (2015) to obtain the probability distribution function of the distance
given the spectroscopic parameters (Teff, logg, [Fe/H]), apparent 2MASS magnitudes (J, H
and Ks) and the TGAS parallaxes along with their associated uncertainties (or covariances
where available). We adopt an identical prior to that used in Binney et al. (2014). The
right panel of Fig. 3.1 shows the new view of the comoving candidates, Of the 8 stars with
spectrophotometric distances, 5 have a common velocity and metallicity. We regard these as
confirmed members and they are shown as circles. Their RAVE identifiers, as well as right
ascensions and declination, are given in Table 3.1. There are 3 remaining stars, 2 of which
are no longer comoving, and 1 of which is comoving but has a discrepant metallicity. We
regard these as merely possible members, pending confirmation of the distance or metallicity,
and they are shown as squares. In other words, we have 5 confirmed members and 9 possible
members, including the stars without spectrophotometric distances.
In the panels of Fig. 3.2, the circles and squares show our selected clump or co-moving
group, while the triangles are the rejected stars (but still possessing εRV < 10 kms−1, εVtot <
25 kms−1, relative velocity error < 10% and JR > 800 kms−1 kpc). The stars are colour-
coded according to their radial and vertical velocities, so a coherent group stands out as a
clump of objects with similar colouring. The significance of the comoving group above the
background level can be measured in Galactocentric (X ,Y ), (X ,Z) and (Y,Z) planes. The
number of stars (with εRV < 10 kms−1, εVtot < 25 kms−1, relative velocity error < 10% and
JR > 800 kms−1 kpc) in the comoving group region (drawn as an aperture that encloses the
group) was compared with the number of stars in other regions (representing the background
level) across the plane. The significance of the comoving group above the background level
is 3.2σ , 7.2σ and 4.8σ for each Galactocentric (X ,Y ), (X ,Z) and (Y,Z) planes respectively.
The comoving sample of 14 stars has median position (X ,Y,Z) = (9.00,−0.94,−0.62)
kpc and velocity (vR,vφ ,vz) = (167.33,0.86,−94.85) kms−1 in the Galactic rest frame. By
integrating orbits in potential MWPotential2014 from Bovy (2015), we obtain a median
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apocentric distance of ∼ 13 kpc and pericentric distance of ∼ 0.4 kpc for stars in the clump.
The high eccentricity (median e= 0.940) and low apocentric distances suggest that the clump
may be the relic of an object that fell into the halo long ago and whose apocentric distance
has been reduced by dynamical friction over a number of pericentric passages. These values
are recorded in Table 3.2. where we also give the corresponding figures if the sample is
restricted to just the 5 stars with confirmed membership.
Fig. 3.3 shows the spectroscopic properties of the stars. They are all metal-poor giants
with median [Fe/H] =−0.83. By conducting a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we can verify that
the metallicities are not consistent with being drawn from the thin disk (D = 0.944). This
is illustrated in the inset to the figure. The medians and median absolute deviations in the
spectroscopic quantities are also noted in Table 3.2. As the stars in the comoving clump
are exclusively drawn from the RAVE survey, an immediate concern is that the footprint of
the survey may affect the results. The RAVE footprint and the comoving clump are shown
in Galactic coordinates in Fig. 3.4. The positions of the 14 stars are marked in red. The
distribution of circles (confirmed members) is suggestive of a stream moving from upper
left to lower right. The three squares (possibles) at (ℓ≈ 245◦,b≈−40◦) then lie ∼ 300 pc
off the stream. This also hints that these three stars are less likely to be members of the
structure. However, this is not conclusive as it is conceivable that a globular cluster stream
could broaden over time. Note that the substructure does extend towards the edge of the
RAVE footprint, and so it is conceivable that it may be larger than is apparent from the TGAS
and RAVE cross-match.
3.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Using crossmatches of the Tycho Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) with the Radial Velocity
Experiment (RAVE-on), we have extracted a sample of 14 stars with unusual kinematics. The
stars are all moving on strongly radial orbits and are clumped at (X ,Y,Z)≈ (9.0,−1.0,−0.6)
kpc. The median eccentricity of the stars is 0.940.
We checked that this comoving group is resilient against distance errors. For 8 out of the
14 stars, it is possible to calculate spectrophotometric distances using the methods of Burnett
and Binney (2010). 6 of the stars still show a comoving trend. These 6 stars also have a
much tighter [Fe/H] distribution ∼−0.7 with one exception ([Fe/H] = -2.12). The median
absolute deviation of [Fe/H] is 0.10. So, the motion, spatial location and metallicity of at
least 5 stars are well confined in both distance estimates, suggesting that they are comoving
and have a common origin.
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Fig. 3.4 The RAVE footprint in Galactic coordinates. The 14 comoving clump stars are
shown as circles (confirmed members) or squares (possibles). As the edge of the footprint
abuts the clump, there may be an extension of the substructure that is currently missing.
The simplest interpretation of this coherently moving substructure is that it is the residue
of a long past accretion event. The small metallicity spread in the 5 secure members suggests
that the progenitor was more likely to be a globular cluster than a dwarf galaxy. The comoving
group may be identified with the nucleus of this disintegrating body. Naturally, we would
expect tidal streams also to be present, but in an old accretion event, the surface density of
stream material may be very low. Although some streams can be caused by resonance effects,
such as the Hercules Stream (Dehnen, 2000) and some can be caused by interactions with
perturbers, such as the Aquarius Stream (Casey et al., 2014), neither option seems likely here.
Resonance effects usually give structures of modest eccentricity, as nearly circular orbits can
usually couple most easily to the perturbation.
The large globular cluster ω Centauri has long been thought to be the remnant nucleus of
an accreted dwarf galaxy (Freeman, 1993), as it shows evidence of multiple stellar populations
with spreads in the age and metallicity (e.g. Villanova et al., 2007). If our comoving group
is associated with ω Centauri, for example, by sharing a common progenitor, some clues
may be found from stellar parameters or dynamics. RAVE DR4 (Kordopatis et al., 2013)
provides an estimate of the age for 14 comoving group members. The mean age is 9.8 Gyr
with standard deviation of 0.1 Gyr. The age-metallicity relation for ω Centauri presented
by Villanova et al. (2014) shows some stars with metallicity and the age comparable to our
comoving group stars, even though this estimated age is a relative age. Yet, the orbit of the
comoving group appears to be highly eccentric with vφ close to zero. It is ambiguous as to
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whether the group is prograde or retrograde, while ω Centauri clearly has a less eccentric and
retrograde orbit (Majewski, 2000). In addition, the estimated values of energy and angular
momentum of the comoving group stars do not show a clear link with ω Centauri, suggesting
that this comoving group is very unlikely to be associated with it.
Although there have already been searches for halo overdensities in the TGAS-RAVE
cross-match by Helmi et al. (2017, herafter H17), the substructure identified in this Chapter
appears to be new. It does not correspond to any of the overdensities labelled VelHel-1 to
9 in H17. As the underlying Galactic potential is different between H17 and this work, the
estimated values of energy E of the stars are different. As H17 convert parallaxes to distances
via the reciprocal rather than using the calculations of Astraatmadja and Bailer-Jones (2016)
or using spectrophotometric distances, the azimuthal actions Jφ of the stars are also different.
This affects the integrity of the substructures identified in H17, which we find to be indistinct
and smeared out. As judged by the Tycho-IDs, there are only 4 stars in our substructure that
overlap with H17, two in the VelHel-1 and 2 in VelHel-8. The claimed enhancements in
H17 therefore do not appear to be related to our substructure, which is a coherent entity in
configuration and velocity space.
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Abstract
We use the SDSS-Gaia Catalogue to identify six new pieces of halo substructure. SDSS-
Gaia is an astrometric catalogue that exploits SDSS data release 9 to provide first epoch
photometry for objects in the Gaia source catalogue. We use a version of the catalogue
containing 245316 stars with all phase space coordinates within a heliocentric distance of
∼ 10 kpc. We devise a method to assess the significance of halo substructures based on
their clustering in velocity space. The two most substantial structures are multiple wraps
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter has been published in Myeong et al. (2018a). I conceived
this project and was responsible for the data acquisition and analysis. My supervisors, N. Wyn Evans and
Vasily Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into a more
logical presentation. Nicola C. Amorisco provided model analogues (see Amorisco, 2017, for more details) for
interpreting some of the results. Sergey E. Koposov also provided priceless consultation.
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of a stream which has undergone considerable phase mixing (S1, with 94 members) and a
kinematically cold stream (S2, with 61 members). The member stars of S1 have a median
position of (X ,Y,Z) = (8.12,−0.22,2.75) kpc and a median metallicity of [Fe/H] =−1.78.
The stars of S2 have median coordinates (X ,Y,Z) = (8.66,0.30,0.77) kpc and a median
metallicity of [Fe/H] =−1.91. They lie in velocity space close to some of the stars in the
stream reported by Helmi et al. (1999). By modelling, we estimate that both structures had
progenitors with virial masses ≈ 1010M⊙ and infall times ≳ 9 Gyr ago. Using abundance
matching, these correspond to stellar masses between 106 and 107M⊙. These are somewhat
larger than the masses inferred through the mass-metallicity relation by factors of 5 to 15.
Additionally, we identify two further substructures (S3 and S4 with 55 and 40 members)
and two clusters or moving groups (C1 and C2 with 24 and 12) members. In all 6 cases,
clustering in kinematics is found to correspond to clustering in both configuration space and
metallicity, adding credence to the reliability of our detections.
4.1 Introduction
Lord Rutherford briskly asserted “All Science is either Physics or Stamp Collecting”. The
study of the stellar halo of the Milky Way has seen much philately over the last decade with
the discovery of abundant streams and substructure (e.g., Belokurov et al., 2006b; Grillmair,
2009; Newberg and Carlin, 2016). These have usually been identified as overdensities from
resolved star maps. Substructures remain kinematically cold and identifiable in phase space
long after they have ceased to be recognizable in star counts against the stellar background
of the Galaxy. In principle, searches in velocity space or in phase space are much more
powerful than direct searches in configuration space. There are believed to be hundreds of
accreted dwarf galaxies and globular clusters in the halo of the Milky Way which could be
found through searches in velocity space.
In practice, kinematic data has been so fragmentary to date that such substructure searches
have been difficult to perform. There have been some successes, such as the group of 8 stars
in the Hipparcos data clumped in metallicity and phase space found by Helmi et al. (1999) or
the discrete kinematic overdensities in Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Stripe 82 identified
by Smith et al. (2009). Nonetheless, given the ostensible power of the method, results have
been meagre.
The advent of data from the Gaia satellite (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016) is a pivotal
moment for identifying the hundreds of partially mixed phase space structures that numerical
simulations suggest should be present in the halo. Many of these have dissolved sufficiently
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to fall below the surface brightness threshold of current imaging surveys, and thus will remain
unnoticed without kinematic data from Gaia.
The first Gaia data release provided TGAS, or the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution,
which used the earlier Tycho catalogue as the first epoch for the astrometric solution (Brown
et al., 2016). TGAS gives the proper motions and parallaxes of just over 2 million stars.
Subsets of these stars are in ongoing radial velocity surveys such as LAMOST, RAVE or
RAVE-on (Casey et al., 2017; Kunder et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2015). Already, claims of a
coherently moving feature in velocity space (Myeong et al., 2017a) as well as over-densities
in “integrals of motion space” (Helmi et al., 2017) have been made.
Cross-matches between TGAS and radial velocity surveys produce catalogues of ∼
250 000 stars. These are primarily local samples, dominated by denizens of the local disk
within 1 kpc. It would be advantageous to use a much larger and deeper sample of stars with
full phase space information. Along with TGAS, Gaia data release 1 also comprised the
Gaia source photometric catalogue, which provides the locations of ∼ 109 sources. Koposov
(2017, in prep.) recalibrated the SDSS astrometric solution and then obtained proper motions
from Gaia positions and their recalibarted positions in SDSS. This catalogue is also discussed
in some detail in Deason et al. (2017) and de Boer et al. (2018). The individual SDSS-Gaia
proper motions have statistical errors typically ∼ 2 mas yr−1, or ∼ 9.48D km s−1 for a
star with heliocentric distance D kpc. As the SDSS data were taken over a significant
period of time, the error is primarily controlled by the time baseline. However, there are
no systematic effects down to a level of 0.1−0.2 mas yr−1 in the astrometry with regard to
magnitude or colour (see e.g., Figure 2 of Deason et al., 2017), so this makes the SDSS-Gaia
catalogue suitable for searching for large-scale velocity signatures corresponding to streams
and substructures.
The depth of SDSS-Gaia enables us to search out to heliocentric distances of ∼ 10 kpc,
which is a substantial advantage over TGAS. Cross-matching SDSS-Gaia with spectroscopic
surveys can add radial velocities. Finally, photometric parallaxes for stars such as main-
sequence turn-offs (MSTOs) or blue horizontal branch stars (BHBs) gives samples with
the full six-dimensional phase space coordinates. Although the SDSS-Gaia catalogue will
be superseded in April 2018 by the next Gaia data release, it currently provides the best
catalogue in which to search for halo substructure by kinematic means.
The overall aim of this activity is to constrain the fraction of halo stars in clumps and
substructures. This is of great interest as it encodes the accretion history of the stellar halo and
by extension of the Milky Way itself. Nonetheless, the optimum algorithms for substructure
identification, as well as the best methodologies to match detected substructures to disrupting
subhalos in numerical simulations, are ripe for exploration with SDSS-Gaia. Ultimately,
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Fig. 4.1 The cleaned sample is shown in the (vφ , [Fe/H]) plane. There is a clear separation
of the halo stars from the disk (thin and thick) populations. Green represents the disk,
blue the relatively metal-rich halo ([Fe/H] >−1.65), and red the relatively metal-poor halo
([Fe/H] <−1.65). For the one dimensional vφ and [Fe/H] distributions, the normalisation is
performed separately for the disk, and for the entire halo group, so the sum of the area under
the green histogram is unity, as is that for the blue and red combined.
a better understanding of such algorithms is needed to convert the ’stamp collecting’ into
astrophysics.
In this spirit, Section 4.2 introduces a new method to search for substructure in velocity
space in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. The six most significant halo substructures are studied in
detail in Section 4.3. They include a gigantic stream with cold kinematics, two moving groups
and three hotter substructures in which the velocity distribution in at least one component is
very broad. By matching with substructure in a library of numerical simulations in Section 4.4,
we argue that hotter substructures probably correspond to multiply-wrapped streams in the
later stages of disruption. For the two largest substructures, we provide estimates of the likely
mass of the progenitor and infall time. Finally, Section 4.5 sums up with an eye to possible
extensions and elaborations of our new method.
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Fig. 4.2 The data are shown in the plane of (vφ ,vz) for the disk (left), metal-rich halo
(middle) and metal-poor halo (right). The contours levels are logarithmic. We can see visible
substructure evident in the metal-rich ([Fe/H] >−1.65) and metal-poor ([Fe/H] <−1.65)
halo groups. It is apparent that the sequence from disk to metal-rich halo to metal-poor halo
is one of increasing lumpiness and substructure. The pixel size is 20 kms−1 on each side. The




Our starting sample is the crossmatch between Gaia data release 1 (DR1), the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey data release 9 (PhotoObjAll for the photometric and sppParams for the spec-
troscopic), APOGEE, LAMOST DR2 and RAVE-on (see e.g., Anders et al., 2014; Casey
et al., 2017; Kunder et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2015). There are 466 414 stars in this sample
with five-dimensional phase space information. The sample contains MSTO stars and BHB
stars, which can be extracted using methods similar to Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of Williams et al.
(2017). The MSTO stars are extracted using the cuts: extinction εr < 0.5, g,r, i magnitudes
satisfying 14< g< 20, 14< r < 20, 14< i< 20, 0.2< (g− r)0 < 0.8 with surface gravity
3.5< logg< 5.0 and effective temperature 4500< Teff < 8000. The BHB stars are chosen
from −0.25< (g− r)0 < 0.0, 0.9< (u−g)0 < 1.4 with spectroscopic parameters satisfying
3.0< logg< 3.5 and 8300< Teff < 9300. We apply a set of quality cuts to both the photo-
metric and spectroscopic data to remove stars with uncertain measurements as well as stars
with a heliocentric radial velocity error > 15 kms−1 and a heliocentric distance > 10 kpc.
The cuts cause the sample to be reduced to 245 316 in size with 245 078 MSTO stars and
238 BHB stars. The median heliocentric radial velocity error is 2.9 kms−1 and the median
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Fig. 4.3 For the entire halo sample, we show from left to right the data, the smooth Gaussian
Mixture model, and the residuals. Superposed on the data are blue ellipses representing the
Gaussians with orientation and sizes scaled according to their principal axes. The rows show
the principal planes in velocity space (vR,vφ ), (vR,vz) and (vφ ,vz) respectively. Although the
Gaussian mixture model is a good representation of the halo, substructure is already apparent
in the plots in the rightmost column. The residuals demonstrate the locations of the main
pieces of substructure, as well as highlighting the lumpy nature of the distribution.
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Fig. 4.4 The velocity distributions of the full halo sample (bottom row) and the residuals
(top row) are shown in the three principal planes in velocity space, (vR,vφ ), (vR,vz) and
(vφ ,vz). Stars belonging to the two most prominent substructures are shown as blue circles
and red pentagons (S1 and S2). Also shown are two smaller substructures as upward-pointing
magenta triangles and green squares (S3 and S4), and two moving clumps as downward-
pointing brown triangles and pale blue diamonds (C1 and C2).
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Fig. 4.5 The properties of stars belonging to the three substructures S1, S3 and S4. We have
grouped them together because of the morphological similarity. The left and middle panes
show two views of the substructure with the intention of depicting the overall shape. The
right panel is a projection of the substructure onto the Galactic plane. The arrows show the
total velocity in the Galactic rest-frame. The Sun is marked as a star at the centre, whilst
the Sun’s motion is marked by an arrow in magenta. A sphere of radius 2 kpc (which is a
crude representation of the Galactic bulge), as well as a grey sheet representing the Galactic
plane, are shown to give a sense of the scale and position of the substructure in relation to the
familiar Galactic landscape. A triad of velocity vectors of scale 300 kms−1 is shown in the
bottom left corner.
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Fig. 4.6 As Fig. 4.5, but for the stream S2 and the two moving clumps (C1 and C2).
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Fig. 4.7 The metallicity distribution function for the six substructures is shown in red, whilst
the blue is the entire halo sample for comparison. Note that the substructures are narrower in
metallicity than the entire halo, which is consistent with expectations.
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proper motion error is 17.8 kms−1. Parallaxes can be obtained via the formulae in Ivezic´
et al. (2008) for MSTOs (using spectroscopic metallicities) and in Deason et al. (2011b) for
BHBs to give full six-dimensional phase space information. For the MSTOs that comprise
the bulk of the sample, mean distance error scales linearly with distance and reaches ∼ 1
kpc at a distance of 4.5 kpc. The mode of the distance error for the whole MSTO sample is
∼ 0.47 kpc.
Velocities in the Galactic rest-frame are resolved in the cylindrical polar coordinate
system to give (vR,vφ ,vz). From the histogram in the (vφ , [Fe/H]) plane in Fig. 4.1, we see a
reasonably clear separation of the halo population from the thin and thick disk populations.
We define a polygon (converted from a contour) representing each population, and then
calculate the distance of each star from two contours (one representing the halo, the other
representing the thin and thick disks). This enables us to classify each star as either halo or
disk. For the halo stars, we perform a Gaussian fitting decomposition based on the metallicity,
and then subdivide the halo group into the relatively metal-rich, and the relatively metal-poor
halo. As the result of the Gaussian decomposition, the division occurs at [Fe/H] ≈−1.65.
Our sample then comprises 181 574 disk stars (green), 40 293 relatively metal-rich halo stars
(blue), and 23 449 relatively metal-poor halo stars (red), as shown in Fig. 4.1.
This subdivision of the stars into disk and halo groups is crude, but we only wish to
use it to demonstrate that the sequence from thin and thick disk through metal-rich halo to
metal-poor halo is one of increasing substructure. This is evident from Fig. 4.2 in which the
logarithmic contours of the velocity distribution in the (vR,vφ ) plane moves from smoothness
to raggedness with increasing numbers of outliers and subgroups. Some of this effect is
statistical in origin as there are between 4 and 8 times fewer stars in the halo populations.
However, some prominent pieces of halo substructure can be picked out by eye, and so some
of the effect is real. Accordingly, we proceed to develop a systematic way of identifying the
substructure.
4.2.2 Detection
Henceforth, we use the entire halo sample (the blue and red distributions in Fig. 4.1). We first
develop a smooth underlying background model, which is then used as the global density
estimator against which substructure is identified. Using Galactocentric velocities resolved
with respect to cylindrical polar coordinates (vR,vφ ,vz), we fit a basic Gaussian Mixture
model from the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) python software package 1. Note
that if we use too many Gaussian components, some of the actual signals from genuine
1http://scikit-learn.org
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substructures get diluted by some of the fitted Gaussians. To avoid such dilution, we decide
to use considerably less Gaussian components than the estimate of the number of components
obtained from minimization of the Akaike Information Criterion or AIC test (56 components).
We ensure that each of the fitted Gaussians has a width wider than 150 kms−1 on each axis
to avoid including small scale features in our velocity distribution model. We find that 10
Gaussians provide a reasonable description of the velocity space for the halo stars, as shown
in Fig. 4.3. The data, together with the superposed Gaussians are shown in the left panels,
whilst the smooth model and residuals are shown in the middle and right. It is evident that
there is substructure, and much of it corresponds to prominent clumps in Fig 4.2.
Next, we look for significant overdensities over the Gaussian Mixture model. We measure
the local density of each star in our data, and compare this to the density value predicted by
the smooth model. We do this by carrying out a k-nearest neighbours search with k = 5 (or 6
including the star itself). Using Scikit-learn, we obtain the radius r5 required to encounter
the k = 5 nearest neighbours and hence an estimate of the local density. The probability of
the star’s location in the 3-dimensional velocity space is predicted by the Gaussian Mixture
model. We multiply this by the sample size and the volume of the sphere with radius r5 to
give the expected number. We assume Poisson sampling and from the expected number of
stars in the sphere, we compute the tail probability of having 6 stars (5 neighbours and the
star itself) in the sphere given this distribution. We then convert the tail probability to the
number of sigma.
We use any stars with significance > 4 as the “seeds” for finding an overdensity in our
3-dimensional velocity space. First, we classify these seeds by the Friends-of-Friends method
– that is, any seeds that are close to each other (< 30 kms−1 radius sphere) are considered as
the same group. For each seed, we then take all stars within a spherical volume of radius
35 kms−1 around the seed. During this process, we discard any seeds and corresponding
stars if there exist less than 5 stars within this spherical volume. We classify the stars around
the seeds by using the Nearest Neighbours Classification from Scikit-learn. This stage is
necessary because there are cases in which a star is picked up by more than one seed. So
we train the classifier using the classified seeds, and then perform a distance-weighted k
neighbours classification (k = 3) for the stars around the seeds. The weight here is the inverse
of the distance. This gives us a list of candidates.
Now, we find the centre of each group in our 3-dimensional space. The measured number
of group members is the number of stars in the ellipsoid in velocity space occupied by the
group. This ellipsoid has a volume 4π abc/3, where (a,b,c) is the extent of the group in
each axis. The expected number of field stars in the volume ellipsoid is then the probability
predicted by the Gaussian Mixture Model at the central location multiplied by the data size
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and by the volume. The Poisson uncertainty is the square root of the expected number. This
provides us with a crude measure of the significance of each substructure.
We will provide the list of substructures elsewhere, but here we describe the six most
significant pieces of halo substructure, which is ∼ 20 per cent of the detected potential
candidates with σ > 4. They are labelled S for stream or shell-like substructures and C for
clusters or moving groups. The locations of the stars in velocity space belonging to the
substructures are shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that, as the stars lie within the SDSS footprint,
proper motions contribute mainly to the radial vR and azimuthal vz components, whilst the
line of sight velocities contribute mainly to vz. This causes kinematic features to appear
colder in vz than in the other two directions which are more affected by errors. The two largest
substructures in terms of the number of member stars are S1, coloured blue, with 94 identified
members (σ = 8.94) and S2, coloured red, with 61 members (σ = 8.95). Just behind them in
terms of the number of member stars are: S3, coloured magenta, with 55 members (σ = 8.41)
and S4, coloured green, with 40 (σ = 8.49) members. There are also two clumps or moving
groups: C1, coloured brown, with 24 members (σ = 8.46) and C2, coloured pale blue,
with 12 members (σ = 18.66). Table 4.1 provides the median, mean absolute deviation and
dispersion for kinematical and spectroscopic quantities of the substructures. A list of stars in
the substructures is available electronically from the authors.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3.1 The Hotter Substructures: S1, S3 and S4
Fig. 4.5 shows the discovery panels for the three hotter substructures. For each, we provide
two views of the morphology in the left and middle panels, as well as a projection onto the
Galactic plane on the right. The metallicity distribution function of each substructure is
compared against that of the full halo sample in Fig. 4.7.
S1 is a large piece of halo substructure, containing 94 member stars. The members
correspond to an obvious narrow tail-like overdensity in the (vφ ,vz) velocity distribution in
Figs 4.2 or 4.4, visible by eye. The medians of the positions of the stars provide a location
of (X ,Y,Z) = (8.1,−0.2,2.8) kpc, so the structure lies just beyond the Sun’s location. It has
a substantial extension in both Y and Z as indicated by the median absolute deviations of
∼ 1 kpc, so it is distended vertically and azimuthally. Therefore, the spatial configuration
is shell-like, pirouetting around the Sun’s location. The vertical or vz velocities are tightly
constrained around a median of −42.7 kms−1 with a median absolute deviation of 21.3
kms−1. The structure is counter-rotating with a median vφ of −313.8 kms−1. The median
radial velocity vR is 44.8 kms−1 with a comparatively large median absolute deviation of 38.4
kms−1, mainly caused by the extent of the structure. It is natural to inquire whether this is a
diminutive analogue of the shell-like features seen in elliptical galaxies (Hernquist and Quinn,
1987) or in the Milky Way halo (Belokurov et al., 2007b; Rocha-Pinto et al., 2004). However,
shells are known to be associated with radial infall of galaxies or clusters (e.g., Amorisco,
2015; Hendel and Johnston, 2015; Pop et al., 2017), whereas the strongly counter-rotating
nature of the substructure indicates that the progenitor orbit has high angular momentum.
We will elaborate on the true nature of this structure in the next Section.
The detection algorithm used to identify substructures is based on kinematics alone.
However, in all our presented substructures, it is possible to identify clumpiness in configu-
ration space and in chemical properties. Fig. 4.7 shows the metallicities of the S1 stars in
red are much spikier than the halo metallicity distribution function in green. They have a
median metallicity of −1.78 with a narrow median absolute deviation of 0.19, making this a
convincing detection.
S3 and S4 share some similarities with S1 in that the radial and azimuthal velocity
distributions are broad, but the vertical velocity distribution is narrower, suggesting a highly
inclined orbital plane. S3 and S4 are more obviously stream-like, as the stars are moving along
the extent of the structure, whereas S1 moves almost perpendicularly. All three substructures
are on retrograde orbits. They all lie just beyond the Solar position, though the preponderance
of substructure here is a selection effect of the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. The stars belonging to
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Fig. 4.8 The location of the stars belong to the substructures are shown in the plane of right
ascension versus declination. The pixel size is 8.5 deg on each side.
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both S3 and S4 are tightly clustered in metallicity with median values of −1.34 and −1.70
respectively. Although S3 and S4 occupy similar region in the 3-dimensional velocity space,
they show clear deviation in their metallicity distribution as well as in their vz distribution
which suggest they are separate substructures. This has been further checked by the Gaussian
fitting decomposition on the 4-dimensional space (3-dimensional velocity components and
the metallicity) which shows the separation between two substructures more clearly. Notice
that S3 is comparatively metal-rich and is visible by eye as a distortion in the outermost
contours of the velocity distribution of the metal-rich halo in the middle panel of Fig. 4.2 at
(vφ ,vz)≃ (−250,200) kms−1. There is also a possibility that S3 and S4 are not fully distinct
substructures. Despite their different metallicity distributions, their close overlap in velocity
space (Fig. 4.4) and similar spatial distribution (middle and bottom rows of Fig. 4.5) suggest
a possibility of a single large substructure with some internal metallicity variations being
torn apart over time.
4.3.2 The Colder Substructures: S2, C1 and C2
The top row of Fig. 4.6 shows the discovery panels for substructure S2 comprising 73 member
stars, which has the characteristics of a halo stream. S2 corresponds to an obvious overdensity
in the (vφ ,vz) velocity distribution. It can be seen as an underhanging blob of stars in the
lower rightmost panel of Fig. 4.2 at (vφ ,vz)≃ (160,−250) kms−1. The member stars also
comprise a tight grouping in the (vR,vφ ) and (vR,vz) planes. The coldness of this substructure
in velocity space is emphasised by the narrow velocity distributions. The median absolute
deviation in (vR,vφ ,vz) are (19.7,12.1,11.7) kms−1, though these are of course averages over
the spatial extent of the stream and so are not indicative of the velocity dispersion or the size
of the progenitor.
The median values of the spatial coordinates are (X ,Y,Z) = (8.7,0.3,0.8) kpc, so that
this substructure is again close to the Sun. Nearby objects have the highest proper motions
and stand out from the bulk of the stars in the catalogue, so it is not surprising that our
detection is more sensitive to the substructures close to the Solar radius. As Fig. 4.6 shows,
S2 is a stream plunging through the Galactic disk, moving on a nearly polar orbit. The fact
that the stream is aligned along the velocity vectors of the stars, as is natural for a stream,
adds confidence to our detection. The stars have a median metallicity [Fe/H] of −1.91 and
a median absolute deviation of 0.26. As is clear from Fig. 4.7, the metallicity distribution
function of the substructure is poorer and narrower than the stellar halo as a whole.
In fact, S2 lies at a very similar location in velocity space as 4 stars belonging to the halo
stream identified in Hipparcos data by Helmi et al. (1999, see especially the upper panels of
their Fig. 2). Their stars are clumped in “integrals of motion space”, while the two structures
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have no direct member stars in common, presumably due to the use of different dataset.
The relationship of S2 with the stream of Helmi et al. (1999) will be discussed in detail
elsewhere. As the associated substructure has been identified both in velocity space and in
“integrals of motion space”, it provides an interesting test case for assessing the advantages
and disadvantages of each search arena and algorithm.
The middle and bottom rows of Fig. 4.6 show panels for the two clumps C1 and C2.
These comprise 24 and 12 members respectively, and so are less substantial and extensive
than S1-S4. Their velocity histograms are very narrow with the vertical velocity distribution
being the coldest. The structures are tightly confined in space and in metallicity. The median
metallicity [Fe/H] of C1 is −2.11, making it the most metal-poor of all our substructures,
whilst C2 has a median metallicity of −1.39 (see Fig. 4.7).
4.3.3 Distribution on the Sky
The locations of the stars in right ascension and the declination for all the substructures are
shown in Fig. 4.8. Notice that the substructure are difficult to discern, with the exceptions
of S1 and S4. In general, the substructures are both nearby and extended, so their member
stars are scattered across the sky. The stream S2 is hard to make out, as it is traversing the
Galactic disk. Fig. 4.8 vindicates the power of kinematic searches, as the substructures would
be nearly impossible to identify any other way.
4.4 Interpretation
We use the library of accretion events created by Amorisco (2017) to find model analogues
for the two largest substructures S1 and S2. The library uses minor merger N-body sim-
ulations to study how stellar material is deposited onto the host. Both host and infalling
satellites are assumed to have spherical Navarro-Frenk-White profiles (Navarro et al., 1997),
meaning that the Milky Way disk is not properly accounted for. The disk is not expected to
cause substantial additional satellite disruption in satellites with total masses Msat ≳ 109M⊙
(D’Onghia et al., 2010; Garrison-Kimmel et al., 2017), but can alter the debris’ orbits and it
does increase the speed of the phase-mixing process (e.g., Helmi and White, 1999). This
initial exploration neglects these effects. Specifically, we search for accretion events that
result in substructures located close to the Solar radius and that provide reasonable matches
to the velocity histograms. To do so, we use spherical polar coordinate, (vr,vθ ,vϕ ), defined
by the mean angular momentum vector of the substructure itself. Therefore, vϕ refers to
rotation in the mean orbital plane, while the scatter in vθ is a proxy of the structure’s hotness.
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Fig. 4.9 Matches to substructures S1 (upper two rows of panels) and S2 (lower two rows of
panels) in the library of Amorisco (2017). For each substructure, the observed kinematics
(red histograms) is compared with the chosen model in the upper trios of panels. There, thin
grey lines illustrate the debris’ kinematics corresponding to different viable positions of the
Sun. The thick blue line identifies the best-fitting model, corresponding to the best Sun’s
position. The lower-left panels illustrate the three-dimensional structure of the simulated tidal
debris. Grey points are model particles and the red X symbol identifies the Galactic centre.
Green + symbols identify the Sun’s positions corresponding to the kinematic distributions
shown in the upper trio of panels. The best Sun’s position is displayed with a large blue +
symbol. The panel in the lower-right is a zoomed version that best shows the position of the
simulated debris material with respect to the selected Sun’s locations. Symbols are as in the
lower-left panels. Additionally, a fraction of the model particles are accompanied by their
velocity vectors, to illustrate the debris kinematics.
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By automating this, we can explore a large number of models in the library with a variety of
mass ratios (−2≲ logMsat/Mhalo ≲−0.5), infall circularities (0.2< j < 0.8, where j is the
ratio between angular momentum and the maximum angular momentum at the same energy)
and infall times. For each model we look for matches by considering thousands of possible
Sun’s locations, together with slightly different mass and length normalisations. The former
exploits the lack of a stellar disk in the models, the second explores the possible scatter in
the values of the Galaxy’s mass and concentration at the time of infall.
Despite the size of this library, there do not seem to be that many models that fit reasonably
when actually compared with the histograms of S1. For a randomly picked Sun’s location,
most model structures feature the presence of multiple phase-space wraps, resulting in
sharply double peaked vr distributions, with average close to zero or ⟨vr⟩ ≈ 0. Instead, S1
is characterised by a broad and unimodal vr distribution, which contains vr = 0 and is not
double peaked. To reproduce this, the Sun is required to lie very close to the pericenter
of the debris’ orbit. Among those models for which feasible locations for the Sun can be
found, we illustrate one of the most successful in the upper panel of Fig. 4.9, in which green
points display a selection of feasible Sun’s locations. Each of these produce the velocity
distributions plotted as thin black lines in the upper panels. The best choice for the Sun’s
location is shown in blue. The corresponding blue velocity distributions reproduce most of
the features of the velocity histograms, though the match to the vϕ distribution is poor. It
corresponds to a virial mass ratio of Msat/Mhalo = 1 : 20 at infall, implying that the progenitor
had a starting mass of ≈ 2×1010M⊙ at infall time ≈ 10 Gyr ago, for a circularity at infall of
j = 0.8.
As shown in the lower plot of the upper panel of Fig. 4.9, S1 is identified as a stream in
an advanced state of disintegration. The Sun appears to lie within the stream’s wraps, while
these are at pericenter. The quite advanced state of phase mixing and partial superposition of
multiple stream wraps helps in reproducing the broad vϕ distribution, although the model
distributions still appear to remain somewhat tighter than suggested by the data. The stream
does indeed pirouette around the Sun, but the substructure S1 is not a shell. In fact, its angular
momentum is still high, as permitted by the low initial virial mass ratio. The vr distribution
encompasses vr = 0, but it does so while the Sun is close to the stream’s pericenter rather than
to the apocenter as in a more classical shell. The fact that one of the velocity distributions is
poorly fit does mean that our conclusions regarding the properties of the progenitor of S1 are
preliminary. It may be that we have a restricted view of S1 owing to the incompleteness of
our sample, though integration of the orbits of the stars does not reveal a connection to other
known substructures.
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The vr histogram of the substructure S2 has a similar distinguishing property, implying
that the Sun’s preferred position is again very close to pericentre. The main difference is that
the dispersions are smaller, which drives the model to lower mass ratios, and therefore to less
phase-mixed morphologies. The lower panel of Fig. 4.9 illustrates a model that provides a
good match: it has a virial mass ratio of 1 : 100 at infall, implying that the progenitor had a
starting mass of≈ 5×109M⊙ at infall time≈ 11 Gyr ago, and an initial circularity of j = 0.5.
However, a number of models that are close in parameter space can also roughly reproduce
the features of the substructure. For example, one can trade a slightly higher initial mass
ratio (≈ 1 : 50) for a somewhat later infall time (≈ 8 Gyr) or a marginally higher angular
momentum. These coupled changes can compensate each other, without affecting much the
degree of the stream’s phase mixing, and therefore its kinematic properties.
As shown by the analysis above, a significant variety of models have a pericentric
distance that is comparable with the Sun’s radius. These are models with comparatively old
progenitors, which helps them to fall deeper in the Milky Way halo, but not overly massive,
which would instead cause excessive dynamical friction and phase mixing. Despite the limits
of the models we adopted, it is clear that the progenitors of both S1 and S2 belong to this
class.
The inferred total masses of S1 (≈ 1010M⊙) and S2 (≈ 5×109M⊙) are about a factor of
10 smaller than the total mass of the Large Magellanic Cloud. According to the abundance
matching of Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014), these correspond to stellar masses between 106
and 107M⊙, and so are comparable to present-day objects like the Fornax dwarf spheroidal.
The stellar masses inferred for S1 and S2 through the mass-metallicity relation of Kirby et al.
(2013a) are 105.7M⊙ and 105.3M⊙, which are somewhat lower by factors of 5 to 15. However,
this does not take into account the redshift evolution of the mass-metallicity relation (see
e.g., Ma et al., 2016), which though uncertain may remove these inconsistencies entirely.
In addition, there is substantial scatter in both abundance matching, the mass-metallicity
relation and the data of Kirby et al. (2013a). Hence, metallicity and kinematics appear to be
painting a broadly consistent picture.
Nonetheless, there are some clear shortcomings to our methodology. First, we did not use
the footprint of the SDSS-Gaia survey and so this weakens our claim to a proper comparison
with the data. Secondly, the proper motion errors are not known on a star by star basis, though
on average they are reckoned to be ∼ 2 mas yr−1. The effect of the proper motion errors
is to broaden the distributions in the angular coordinates especially and this may partially
explain our failure to reproduce the broadness of the vϕ distribution for S1. Finally, the
underlying galaxy models used to generate our substructure library are spherical and so
somewhat idealised.
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4.5 Conclusions
We have devised a method to search algorithmically for substructure. We model the dis-
tribution of the underlying smooth component as a Gaussian Mixture model. We use this
to identify enhancements against the background, by comparing the local density around
any star with the prediction from the Gaussian Mixture model and thence computing the
significance. Stars with significance greater than 4 are then grouped by a Friends-of-Friends
algorithm to give substructures. In our application, the underlying smooth component is
the velocity distribution of the stellar halo, and we were seeking kinematically coherent
substructures that are the residue of long-disrupted dwarf galaxies.
Our method has a number of advantages. First, the entire algorithm is very fast. For the
halo samples studied here (63 742 stars), substructures can be identified and their significance
computed in∼ 100s. It is estimated that there will be 2×107 halo stars in Gaia Data Release
2 (Robin et al., 2012), so the algorithm remains competitive and feasible in the face of the
much larger datasets expected shortly. Secondly, the algorithm is easily adapted to different
search spaces. Here, we chose to search only in velocity space and use any metallicity data
as confirmation. However, it would have been easy to add extra dimensions in chemistry
(such as metallicity or abundances) and search in a chemo-dynamical space. Alternatively,
we could have applied the algorithm in action or ’integral of motion’ space.
We implemented the new algorithm on a sample of stars extracted from the SDSS-
Gaia catalogue (see e.g. Deason et al., 2017). This uses Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
photometry as the first epoch for sources in Gaia DR1. When cross-matched with available
spectroscopic surveys, such as RAVE, APOGEE or LAMOST, we obtain the line-of-sight
velocities and metallicity. By photometrically selecting main sequence turn-off stars or BHB
stars, for which distance estimators are available, we construct a sample of 245 316 stars with
full phase space coordinates. The velocity distributions show a strong trend of increasing
substructure with diminishing metallicity. The most metal-poor stars ([Fe/H] < −1.65)
exhibit abundant substructure in their velocity distributions. Some of the substructures are
visible by eye.
Our new algorithm enabled us to identify six new substructures in the local stellar halo.
The most substantial (S1) is a stream in an advanced state of disruption just beyond the Solar
radius. The Sun is located close to the pericentre of multiple wraps, giving rise to a broad
distribution in two of the velocity components. This is the relic of an old accretion event in
which a satellite was engulfed on a retrograde orbit. Modelling suggests that the progenitor
was relatively massive at≈ 2×1010M⊙ at infall time≈ 10 Gyr ago. The next most substantial
(S2) is a stream, though it is more intact. Again, it is located close to the Solar radius, but
is plunging through the Galactic disk. It has characteristic stream kinematics, with the
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velocity vectors of the stars aligned with the elongation of the substructure. The cold velocity
distributions suggest that the progenitor was less massive – at most perhaps ≈ 5×109M⊙
at infall time ≈ 11 Gyr ago. The stars belonging to these substructures are clustered not
just kinematically but also chemically, which adds confidence to the detections. Abundance
matching suggests that both S1 and S2 correspond to galaxies with stellar masses between
106 and 107M⊙. This is comparable to the largest dwarf spheroidal galaxies surrounding the
Milky Way today. The metallicities of S1 and S2 ([Fe/H] ≈−1.78 and −1.91 respectively)
are consistent with stellar masses of ∼ 105.5M⊙ through the mass-metallicity relation (Kirby
et al., 2013a). Although such masses are slightly lower than our modelling suggests, it must
be remembered that there is considerable scatter in both the abundance matching and the
redshift dependence of the mass-metallicity relations.
We identified four further pieces of substructure; namely, two moving groups or clumps
(C1 and C2) and two substructures (S3 and S4). The latter two share some similarities with
S1 and are also probably streams in the later stages of disintegration. As all our substructures
are nearby, the member stars are candidates for high resolution spectroscopic follow-up to
provide abundances and ages. The larger substructures probably extend beyond the volume
accessible in SDSS-Gaia, and it would be valuable to trace their full extent.
The overall aim of activity in this field is to provide an assessment of the fractional
mass in substructure as a function of Galactic position and metallicity. Nevertheless, in
Rutherford’s words, the ’Stamp Collecting’ is still insightful. It is useful to understand the
largest substructures in the nearby halo and the nature of the accretion events that gave
rise to them. Our matches with the remnants of accretion events in libraries of numerically
constructed stellar halos have provided insights, but they are not perfect – for example, we
failed to reproduce the full broadness of the azimuthal velocity distribution in the case of S1.
In fact, it was difficult to find perfect matches, even though our task was eased by the absence
of a Galactic disk in the library of Amorisco (2017). This suggests that the problem of
matching substructures in Gaia DR2 to accreted subhalos in simulations may be challenging.
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Abstract
We use the SDSS-Gaia catalogue to search for substructure in the stellar halo. The sample
comprises 62 133 halo stars with full phase space coordinates and extends out to heliocentric
distances of ∼ 10 kpc. As actions are conserved under slow changes of the potential, they
permit identification of groups of stars with a common accretion history. We devise a method
to identify halo substructures based on their clustering in action space, using metallicity
as a secondary check. This is validated against smooth models and numerical constructed
stellar halos from the Aquarius simulations. We identify 21 substructures in the SDSS-Gaia
catalogue, including 7 high significance, high energy and retrograde ones.
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter has been published in Myeong et al. (2018b). I conceived this
project and was responsible for the data acquisition and analysis. My supervisors, N. Wyn Evans and Vasily
Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into a more logical
presentation. Jason L. Sanders and Sergey E. Koposov also provided priceless consultation.
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We investigate whether the retrograde substructures may be material stripped off the
atypical globular cluster ω Centauri. Using a simple model of the accretion of the progenitor
of the ω Centauri, we tentatively argue for the possible association of up to 5 of our new
substructures (labelled Rg1, Rg3, Rg4, Rg6 and Rg7) with this event. This sets a minimum
mass of 5× 108M⊙ for the progenitor, so as to bring ω Centauri to its current location in
action – energy space. Our proposal can be tested by high resolution spectroscopy of the
candidates to look for the unusual abundance patterns possessed by ω Centauri stars.
5.1 Introduction
The spatial structure of the stellar halo has already been explored using either multiband
photometry from surveys like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and Pan-STARRS (e.g., Bell
et al., 2008; Belokurov et al., 2006b; Slater et al., 2014) or variable stars such as RR Lyrae
characteristic of old metal-poor stellar populations (Iorio et al., 2018; Watkins et al., 2009). At
least within heliocentric distances of ∼ 30 kpc and for declinations northward of δ =−30◦,
the most prominent halo substructures in resolved star density maps have now been identified
by matched filter searches (Newberg and Carlin, 2016).
Nowadays, we are so familiar with maps such as the “Field of Streams” (Belokurov
et al., 2006b) that we forget how surprising they really are. Substructure identification
in configuration space is grossly inefficient compared to searches in phase space (Helmi
and White, 1999; Johnston, 1998). Streams remain kinematically cold and identifiable as
substructure in phase space long after they have ceased to be recognisable in star counts
against the stellar background of the galaxy. Given what has already been discovered with
multiband photometry, the local phase space structure of the stellar halo must be bristling
with abundant substructure.
Astrometric satellites have the ability to transform this terrain. Already using data from
the Hipparcos satellite, Helmi and White (1999) identified 13 stars which form an outlier in
the plane defined by two components of angular momentum (see also Myeong et al., 2018a,
for later developments). The first Gaia data release (DR1) in 2016 has already inspired
two such searches. Helmi et al. (2017) used the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS)
cross-matched with RAVE (Kunder et al., 2017) to identify overdensities in “integrals of
the motion space”, or energy and angular momentum space, which they ascribed to halo
substructure. Myeong et al. (2017a) used TGAS cross-matched with RAVE-on (Casey et al.,
2017) to search for halo substructure in action space, identifying a subset of stars with large
radial action. These stars are all moving on highly eccentric orbits and are clustered in both
configuration space and metallicity, thus providing a convincing candidate.
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Fig. 5.1 Distribution of the stellar halo sample in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue in spatial
coordinates projected onto the principal planes (X ,Y ) and (X ,Z) in Galactocentric Cartesian
coordinates (X ,Y,Z). There are 62 133 halo stars with full phase space coordinates and the
sample extends out to heliocentric distances of ∼ 10 kpc. The golden star in each panel
represents the present position of ω Centauri, while the mauve star is the position of the Sun.
Note that ω Centauri is at the low galactic latitude limit of the survey, so some of its debris
may be missed.
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Crossmatches between TGAS and radial velocity surveys provide catalogues of ∼ 2000
halo stars largely within ∼ 1 kpc of the Sun. This is too parochial for studies of the stellar
halo. The SDSS-Gaia catalogue contains a much larger and deeper sample of ∼ 60000
halo stars out to ∼ 10 kpc. This catalogue was made by recalibrating the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) astrometric solution, and then obtaining proper motions from positions in the
Gaia DR1 Source catalogue and their recalibrated positions in SDSS (see e.g., de Boer et al.,
2018; Deason et al., 2017, for more details). The individual SDSS-Gaia proper motions
have statistical errors typically ∼ 2 mas yr−1, or ∼ 9.48D km s−1 for a star with heliocentric
distance D kpc. The SDSS-Gaia catalogue is the natural intermediary between Gaia DR1
and the recently released Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018b).
Myeong et al. (2018c) recently provided new pictures of the Milky Way halo in action
space as a function of metallicity using a sample of ∼ 60000 halo stars with full phase space
coordinates present in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. The comparatively metal-rich halo (−1.9<
[Fe/H] <−1.3) is strongly retrograde at high energies (see e.g., Figure 2 of Myeong et al.,
2018c). By contrast, at lower metallicities, there are very few halo stars that are retrograde
and high energy. This is evidence of a considerable retrograde merger or accretion event in
the recent past (e.g., Norris and Ryan, 1989; Quinn and Goodman, 1986).
Here, we carry out a search for halo substructure in action space using the SDSS-Gaia
catalogue. This is a modification of our earlier search for halo substructure in velocity
space (Myeong et al., 2018a). There are a number of advantages to using actions. Unlike
integrals of motion, actions preserve their invariance under slow changes (e.g., Goldstein
and Poole, 1980). They have often been suggested as the natural coordinates for galactic
dynamics (see e.g., Binney and Spergel, 1982), in which of course the potential is evolving
in time. Helmi and White (1999) first argued that fossil structures in the stellar halo may
be identifiable as clusters in action space. This idea has been tested extensively with
numerical simulations both in static analytical potentials and in time-varying cosmological
potentials (Gómez et al., 2010; Helmi and White, 1999; Knebe et al., 2005).
The identification of substructures enables us to map out the accretion history of the
Milky Way. For example, Myeong et al. (2018a) found two prominent substructures in
velocity space (S1 and S2) and used a library of accreted remnants to estimate that they
correspond to dwarf galaxies with virial masses of ≈ 1010M⊙ that fell into the Milky Way
≳ 9 Gyr ago. Likewise, Belokurov et al. (2018) have suggested that the highly radially
anisotropic velocity distribution of halo stars may be the imprint of a massive merger event,
for which evidence also exits in the radial profile of the stellar halo density law (Deason
et al., 2013).
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Retrograde substructures are interesting, because they may be related to the anomalous
globular cluster ω Centauri. This has a present-day mass of 5×106M⊙ (Meylan et al., 1995)
and is believed to be the stripped nucleus of a dwarf galaxy (Bekki and Freeman, 2003).
This is bolstered by the fact that ω Centauri has long been known to contain multiple stellar
populations (Bedin et al., 2004; Norris et al., 1996; Suntzeff and Kraft, 1996). Not merely
do the stars in ω Centauri exhibit a large metallicity spread (Norris and Da Costa, 1995),
but there are extreme star-to-star variations in many light elements (Marino et al., 2012;
Milone et al., 2017). If ω Centauri was once a dwarf galaxy, then its virial mass may have
been as high as 1010M⊙ based on models of the chemical evolution of multi-population
clusters (Valcarce and Catelan, 2011). Dynamical evolutionary models find similar, though
somewhat lower, starting values of∼ 108−109M⊙ (e.g., Bekki and Freeman, 2003; Tsuchiya
et al., 2003, 2004). Therefore, ω Centauri must have disgorged much of its initial mass of
stars (and dark matter) as tidal debris in its passage to the inner Galaxy.
Searches for tidal debris in the solar neighbourhood date back to at least Dinescu (2002),
who found a retrograde signature in the solar neighbourhood for stars in the metallicity
range −2.0≤[Fe/H] ≤−1.5. Further kinematic searches followed, though primarily with
small samples of stars concentrated in the solar neighbourhood (e.g., Brook et al., 2003;
Fernández-Trincado et al., 2015; Meza et al., 2005; Mizutani et al., 2003). Majewski
et al. (2012) examined the line of sight velocities of ∼ 3000 metal-poor stars within 5 kpc
and conjectured that most of the retrograde stars in the inner halo may be related to the
disruption of ω Centauri. There have also been suggestions of evidence of material torn from
ω Centauri by Morrison et al. (2009) and Helmi et al. (2017) based on their studies with 246
metal-poor stars and 1912 halo stars respectively. However, some specific groups that have
been suggested as likely contenders for material stripped off – such as Kapteyn’s Moving
Group (Wylie-de Boer et al., 2010) and the so-called ω Centauri Moving Group (Meza et al.,
2005) – have not survived detailed scrutiny based on the chemical evidence (Navarrete et al.,
2015).
This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 describes our algorithm for substructure
search in action space using the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. We identify 21 substructures in total
with coherent kinematics and narrow metallicity distributions. Remarkably, we find that some
of the most significant substructures are comparatively metal-rich, high energy and retrograde.
Section 5.3 describes the properties of our retrograde candidates, and uses simple models of
dynamical friction to investigate whether at least some of the new retrograde substructures
are likely to be the shards of ω Centauri. We draw our conclusions in Section 5.4.
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Fig. 5.2 Distribution of the stellar halo sample and substructure candidates in action – energy
space. Top left: (Jφ ,Jz). Top right: (Jz,JR). Bottom left: (Jφ ,E). Bottom right: (JR,Jφ ).
The 21 most significant substructures are colour-coded according to metallicity. Previously
found substructures (S1, S2, C2) and seven highlighted candidates (Rg1 – Rg7) are further
highlighted with a magenta outline. The golden star in each panel represents the present
position of ω Centauri.
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Fig. 5.3 Two-dimensional projection of the detection space. We show from left to right
the data, the smooth Gaussian kernel density model, and the residuals. The rows show
the principal planes in action space (logJR,Jφ ), (logJR, logJz) and (Jφ , logJz) respectively.
Reassuringly, the residuals correspond to the locations of the main pieces of substructure.
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5.2 Detection of Substructures
5.2.1 Method
We use the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. This is created by the crossmatch between Gaia data
release 1 (DR1), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey data release 9 and LAMOST data release
3 (see, Ahn et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2015). Briefly, the main sequence turn-off stars (MSTOs)
are extracted using the cuts: extinction εr < 0.5, g,r, i magnitudes satisfying 14 < g < 20,
14 < r < 20, 14 < i < 20, 0.2 < (g− r)0 < 0.8 with surface gravity 3.5 < logg < 5.0
and effective temperature 4500 < Teff < 8000. The rationale for the cuts is described in
detail in Williams et al. (2017). The blue horizontal branch stars (BHBs) are chosen from
−0.25 < (g− r)0 < 0.0, 0.9 < (u− g)0 < 1.4 with spectroscopic parameters satisfying
3.0 < logg < 3.5 and 8300 < Teff < 9300. Photometric parallaxes based on the SDSS
photometry are used for MSTOs and BHBs using the formulae in Ivezic´ et al. (2008) and
in Deason et al. (2011b) to give full six-dimensional phase space coordinates. We apply a
series of quality cuts to both the photometric and spectroscopic data to remove stars with
poor measurements as well as stars with a heliocentric radial velocity error > 15 kms−1,
distance error > 2.5 kpc, and a heliocentric distance > 10 kpc.
We then convert the observables to velocities in the Galactic rest-frame. We use the Milky
Way potential of McMillan (2017), which gives the circular speed at the Sun as 232.8 km s−1.
For the Solar peculiar motion, we use the most recent value from Schönrich et al. (2010),
namely (U,V,W ) = (11.1,12.24,7.25) km s−1. The separation between the disk and the
halo stars is carried out based on their azimuthal velocity and their metallicity (e.g., Myeong
et al., 2018a). The equation for the excision of disk stars is
[Fe/H]≳−0.002 vφ −0.9 (5.1)
where vφ is the azimuthal velocity in direction of the Milky Way rotation and [Fe/H] the
metallicity. This equation gives a good description of the more elaborate statistical separation
displayed in Figure 1 of Myeong et al. (2018a). After the cuts, we obtain a sample of 62 133
halo stars comprising 61 911 MSTO stars and 222 BHB stars (59 811 stars with SDSS DR9
and 2 322 stars with LAMOST DR3 spectroscopy). The locations of these stars are shown
projected onto the principal planes of the Galaxy in Fig. 5.1. Notice that the sample extends
well beyond the solar neighbourhood out to heliocentric distances of 10 kpc. There are clear
spatial selection effects, and the footprint of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey can be readily
discerned. Nonetheless, the sample is kinematically unbiased and has already proved to be a
treasure trove for substructure searches in velocity space (Myeong et al., 2018a).
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Next, the actions of each star are computed using the numerical method of Binney (2012)
and Sanders and Binney (2016). We construct a background model representing the underly-
ing smooth distribution of the data in the 3-dimensional action space (log(JR),Jφ , log(Jz)).
We perform our search in logarithmic scale for JR and Jz to compensate for the increase in
spread of JR and Jz which can reach large values for halo stars (see e.g., Figure 7 of Sander-
son et al., 2015). The density estimation with a Gaussian kernel (KDE) from Scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) is used with the optimal bandwidth determined by cross-validation.
From this model, we generate 200 random samples with the same size as the data. For each
sampling, we use a k-nearest neighbour search with k = 5 to measure the density at the
location of each star in the actual data. The mean of these 200 independent measurements
is considered as the local density S0 expected by the model (computationally faster than
deriving the model density by Gaussian KDE itself). The similar k-nearest neighbours search
is applied on the original data to obtain the actual measured density S. From the probability
density function, P(S)≈ S−k−1 exp(−kS0/S), we compute the probability percentile of the
measured density and convert it to the number of sigma indicating the significance.
Stars with significance > 4 are used as “seeds” for searching for overdensities in action
space. The seeds are first classified into several groups based on their relative location in the
action space by the hierarchical agglomerative clustering implementation in Scikit-learn.
For each seed, we collect nearby stars within a local volume of ellipsoid with semi-axes
corresponding to one third of the standard deviation of each action. We discard any seeds
that have less than 5 stars within this volume. The collected stars are classified by the Nearest
Neighbours Classification from Scikit-learn. The classifier is trained on the pre-classified
seeds and performs a distance-weighted (k = 3) neighbours classification on stars. This
provides us with a list of substructure candidates.
For each candidate, we measure the volume of ellipsoid in action space occupied by its
member. The expected density (predicted by the model) at the centre of this volume is used
to estimate the expected number of stars for the candidate, and hence obtain the significance
(using the same method as described above). To obtain a high quality list, we require that a
candidate (i) has significance > 4, (ii) contains more than 10 stars and (iii) has a metallicity
distribution function (MDF) strongly peaked in comparison with the halo MDF. The latter is
judged by first decomposing the halo MDF into two Gaussians (with dispersions 0.38 and
0.27 as the result of Gaussian mixture model. see e.g., Figure 1 of Myeong et al., 2018a).
We require that a Gaussian fit to our candidate MDF should have a dispersion less than 0.27,
ensuring that it is peakier than the halo MDF. This gives us 21 candidate substructures.
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5.2.2 Algorithm Validation
Before proceeding, we report two cross-checks. Using the public software package AGAMA
(Vasiliev, 2019a), we generated a smooth model of a stellar halo (Williams and Evans, 2015)
in the potential of McMillan (2017). We created a catalogue of 250 000 stars within a
heliocentric distance of 10 kpc around the Sun with the disk and the bulge region eliminated
using |z|> 1.5 kpc and r > 3.0 kpc. The algorithm identified no substructures as it found no
“seeds”.
Secondly, we tested on publicly available stellar haloes created by cosmological zoom-
in simulations. We used the Aquarius catalogue provided by Lowing et al. (2015). The
catalogue lists the "TreeID" for each star providing the information of the parent satellite
that brought the star into the main halo. We obtained the catalogue of 250 000 stars with 49
TreeIDs in the local volume of 10 kpc around the Sun with disk and bulge region excluded.
However, some of the TreeIDs contribute very few stars in the local volume. There are
34 TreeIDs with > 50 stars. This seems a reasonable figure against which to measure
performance of our method.
Our algorithm identified 28 candidate substructures after applying the significance σ > 4
and number of member stars > 10 cuts. The smallest candidate has 40 stars. Although all the
substructures identified by the algorithm are real, there is not a one-to-one correspondence
between TreeIDs and candidates. Of these, 2 TreeIDs are detected as multiple candidates (4
candidates and 3 candidates respectively) and 2 candidates show significant internal blending
of multiple TreeIDs. For the case of blended candidates, we note that these multiple TreeIDs
in the same candidate have virtually the same actions. Interestingly, they also occupy the same
region in the configuration space with the indistinguishable streaming motion – therefore
the same actions. This may be a case of multiple satellites accreted to the main halo along
the same dark matter filament at a similar redshift. In this case, multiple TreeID groups are
accreted with almost identical kinematics.
We conclude that the present algorithm works well, in the sense of identifying overdensi-
ties with high significance and generating candidate lists for these overdensities. In particular,
the tunable parameters in the algorithm (bandwidth, linking procedure, number of nearest
neighbours) have been set conservatively. Although some highly disrupted structures are
missed, most substructures get picked up, unless they are too small in size.
Our method has some points of similarity with Helmi et al. (2017) and also some points
of difference, which it is useful to summarise. Both algorithms use the data to derive a
smooth background model. However, our search proceeds in action space, whereas Helmi
et al. (2017) use an ‘integral of motion space’ that is most appropriate for a spherical
potential. Secondly, Helmi et al. (2017) begins with a two-dimensional search in (E,Jφ )
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with a corroborating check for projections in the third integral of motion, whereas we carry
out our search in the three-dimensional action space (JR,Jφ ,Jz) from the beginning. Thirdly,
Helmi et al. (2017) do not account for the Solar peculiar motion and take the Local Standard
of Rest as 220 kms−1, whereas we use the circular speed at the Sun as 232.8 km s−1 and the
Solar peculiar motion from Schönrich et al. (2010), namely (U,V,W ) = (11.1,12.24,7.25)
km s−1. These differences are important, as for very local stars they can cause a change
from prograde to retrograde. Fourthly, we require that the metallicity distribution functions
of our substructures to be strongly peaked, whereas no such requirement is imposed in
Helmi et al. (2017). These differences in methodology mean that we do not detect any of
the “VelHels” identified by Helmi et al. (2017). Many of the “VelHels” have rather broad
metallicity distribution functions (Veljanoski and Helmi, 2018) and would fail our criteria.
Although the algorithms are related, the main difference is the size of the dataset through
which we search. Helmi et al. (2017) uses a sample of 1912 halo stars extracted from TGAS
crossmatched with RAVE. Our algorithm has been applied to a sample of 62 133 stars with
full six-dimensional phase space information in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue (see e.g., de Boer
et al., 2018; Deason et al., 2017). We identified 21 high significance substructures. These
all have morphological features that resemble segments of orbits close to pericentre, as well
as compact metallicity distributions. The stars belonging to the substructures are therefore
kinematically and chemically similar.
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Fig. 5.4 Spatial distribution of 4 selected retrograde substructures, the previously known S1
and the new Rg1, Rg2, and Rg3. Left and Middle: Two views of the substructure depicting
the overall shape and motion. Right: Projection of the substructure onto the Galactic plane.
The arrow shows the total Galactocentric velocity. The Sun and the Sun’s motion are marked
as a star and a magenta arrow. A 2 kpc radius sphere and a grey plane are crude representation
of the Galactic bulge and the Galactic plane to give a sense of substructure’s scale and location
in Galactic frame. A black triad of velocity vectors (scale of 300 km s−1) is marked in each
panel.
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5.3 Substructure Forensics
Fig. 5.2 shows the 21 high significance substructures in action space and integral of motion
space. The data, the underlying smooth model from the Gaussian kernel density estimator
and the residuals are shown in the left, middle and right panels of Fig. 5.3. Reassuringly, the
identified substructures correspond to prominent residuals, mainly in the outer, relatively less
dense parts of the distribution. This is an effect due to the imposition of high significance in
candidate selection. Candidates detected at the central denser regions are more vulnerable to
blending with random contaminants. Since we use compactness of the MDF of the candidates
as one of the criteria for validation, it is natural for us to identify more substructures with high
significance in less dense regions. Another thing to notice is that a significant number are in
a retrograde tail of stars that emanates from the main body of the distribution in Fig. 5.2. In
fact, two of the top three most significant substructures are retrograde. The population of
high energy retrograde stars provides a very happy hunting ground for halo substructure in
general.
We list the properties of all the retrograde candidates in Table 5.1. The table gives
their mean locations, velocities in the Galactic rest-frame and metallicity. We also report
their orbital properties, including mean energy E and circularity η , which is the ratio of
total angular momentum to the angular momentum of a circular orbit of the same energy
L/Lcirc(E). Another orbital quantity of interest is the inclination to the Galactic plane, defined
as i = arccos(Jφ/J) where J is the absolute value of the total angular momentum. Although
we do not study the new prograde substructure candidates in detail in this Chapter, we list
their basic properties in Table 5.2. Electronic tables of member stars are available from the
authors.
5.3.1 Cross-checks: Known Candidates (S1, S2, C2)
Myeong et al. (2018a) already identified six halo substructures in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue
from a search in velocity space. Only three are recovered here with high significance,
namely S1, S2 and C2. What happened to the remaining substructures? Two (S3, S4) are
found, but at lower significance than we imposed here. C1 is also identified with a large
portion of new members, but it fails the requirement that we insisted that the substructure
have a compact metallicity distribution. The velocity-based search was more successful
in recovering seemingly clean stream-like structures for S2 and C2. However, the power
of action space is that it can associate patches of substructures from different pericentric
passages (Helmi and White, 1999). This means that more highly phase-mixed material can
be associated with the substructure, and so we expect more disrupted morphologies.
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Fig. 5.5 Orbital tracks of ω Centauri in action space (E,Jφ ) and (E,L) as the progenitor sinks
to its present location, together with the retrograde substructures (S1 and Rg1–7). The golden
star marks the present position of ω Centauri. The blue tracks the trajectory of the progenitor
to the present-day ω Centauri, as given by numerical integration assuming Chandrasekhar
dynamical friction with the velocity dispersion of the dark matter varying from 120 kms−1
to 220 kms−1 in steps of 20 kms−1. We also show the evolution tracks of an object with
a constant circularity η ≈ 0.6 (solid red line) corresponding to ω Centauri today, whilst
dashed red lines show further constant circularity tracks (0.4 and 0.3). The grey shaded area
shows the range of locations in which tidally-torn streams may not reside, as ω Centauri’s
circularity cannot have diminished during its orbital evolution. The green lines mark the
(retrograde) circular orbit limit.
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5.3.2 The Retrograde Candidates
These include the previously known S1, and the seven new retrograde candidates (Rg1–7, in
order of decreasing significance). The morphology of some of the retrograde substructures is
shown in Fig. 5.4. Their shapes are strongly affected by the footprint, as the stars must lie in
the SDSS so the coverage of the Southern Galactic hemisphere is patchy. Occasionally, there
are stars that do not seem to agree with the overall morphology of the substructure (e.g., in
Rg3 there are two stars whose velocity vectors run counter to the trends seen in the remaining
stars in the arm). These could be contaminants, but they could also be phase-mixed material.
Nonetheless, the overall shapes of the substructures, as well as their velocity distributions,
are consistent with orbital segments close to pericentre. The candidates all share similar
characteristics in that they are retrograde and all (but one) belong to Myeong et al. (2018c)’s
categorisation of the comparatively metal-rich halo (−1.9< [Fe/H]<−1.3). They are tightly
clustered in azimuthal action Jφ , but typically have much larger spreads in JR and Jz. It is
interesting to compare S1 as selected in action space with the more ragged view of the same
substructure as selected in velocity space and given in Figure 5 of Myeong et al. (2018a).
This retrograde substructure passes right through the solar neighbourhood. If there is a dark
matter stream associated with this substructure, then it may have important consequences for
direct detection experiments.
Of course, ω Centauri is known to be on a retrograde orbit. Its proper motion has recently
been re-measured by Libralato et al. (2018) and differs somewhat from the previous value.
Using the potential of McMillan (2017), the present energy of ω Centauri is −1.85×105
km2 s2, whilst its actions (JR,Jφ ,Jz) are (264.5, -496.4, 93.5) kms−1 kpc. Its position is
marked as a golden star in the action plots of Fig. 5.2. This gives a total angular momentum
of 646.62 kms−1 kpc and a present day circularity of η ≈ 0.60 for ω Centauri. Usually,
the effect of dynamical friction on orbits of moderate eccentricity is to circularize orbits.
However, van den Bosch et al. (1999) find that the orbital circularity can sometimes stay
roughly constant throughout the decay. The eccentricity decreases near the pericentre, but
increases near the apocentre such that there is only mild net circularisation or radialisation in
their simulations in an admittedly spherical potential (see Figure 9 of van den Bosch et al.,
1999). It is reasonable to conjecture that the orbit of ω Centauri can only get more circular
with time, or – in this limiting case – stay constant. Thus, the circularity η = 0.6 line is a
limit below which it is not sensible to associate substructure with ω Centauri. This rules out
S1, Rg2 and Rg5 as belonging to the sinking ω Centauri.
The circularity η = 0.6 line is shown in Fig 5.5 with the region below it shaded grey as
forbidden. We also show the tracks in red for objects evolving with constant circularity of 0.4
and 0.5 in action space. In addition, we have supplemented these with blue tracks showing
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the simple model trajectory of an ω Centauri progenitor (represented as a point mass of
5×108M⊙) moving in the Galactic potential of McMillan (2017) and under the influence
of dynamical friction as judged by the Chandrasekhar (1943) formula, with the velocity
dispersion of the dark matter particles as 120 kms−1 to 220 kms−1 in 20 kms−1 intervals (see
also, Chapter 8.1 of Binney and Tremaine, 2008). We use the factor Λ in the Coulomb
logarithm from the equation (8.1b) in Binney and Tremaine (2008). We note that these tracks
are simple model trajectories and although the Chandrasekhar formula can provide a good
description for orbital decay under dynamical friction (Binney and Tremaine, 2008), a more
realistic picture will require more sophisticated methods such as N-body simulations (see
also, Fujii et al., 2006; Weinberg, 1989). Although we consider ω Centauri as a point mass,
its internal velocity dispersion could produce scatter about the tracks. Still, at 5×108M⊙,
the scatter would have a modest effect on the overall direction of the trajectory. The rate of
circularisation does depend on the choice of parameters, especially the velocity dispersion of
the halo. These tracks are much steeper, but it is actually difficult to push the trajectories to
lower values of Jφ than that of the present day ω Centauri. Of course, this calculation omits
any effects due to mass loss from ω Centauri or evolution of the Milky Way potential. Given
that the structure of the progenitor and the workings of dynamical friction in the Galaxy are
not well-known, we regard the region between the constant circularity line η = 0.60 and
the most extreme Chandrasekhar curve as the likely area in which tidal fragments are to be
sought and found. This suggests that the substructures Rg1, Rg3, Rg4, Rg6 and Rg7 are all
possible candidates.
Further evidence can be provided by the inclinations of the substructures, which are
listed in Table 5.1. Here, we use the traditional convention that inclinations greater than 90◦
describe retrograde orbits. The effect of dynamical friction is to drag the orbit of a sinking
satellite down towards the Galactic plane. Unsurprisingly ω Centauri is now on a rather
low inclination orbit iOC = 140.15◦. So, candidates with more inclined retrograde orbits
(that is, smaller i), or within the range of their dispersion with the present day inclination of
ω Centauri, are feasible. Rg1 has a slightly less inclined orbit (i = 145.37◦), but considering
its dispersion of 4.54◦, it is still plausible. Rg3 has a less inclined orbit (i = 148.35◦),
and even taking into account its dispersion, it does not cause it to overlap with iOC. Rg4
has comparable but more inclined orbit (138.64◦). Rg6 has a slightly less inclined orbit
(141.76◦), while its dispersion takes it within the range. Rg7 has considerably more inclined
orbit (129.61◦) – more than 10◦ difference. This leaves Rg1, Rg4, Rg6 as the strongest
candidates, with Rg3 and Rg7 somewhat less favoured.
The validity of the claims can be established by seeing which substructures are chemically
consistent with ω Centauri via high resolution spectroscopy. Navarrete et al. (2015) studied
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two prominent pieces of retrograde substructure, Kapteyn’s Moving Group, and the so-called
ω Centauri group. Both have been previously been claimed to be material shed by ω Centauri
on its journey to the inner Galaxy (Meza et al., 2005; Wylie-de Boer et al., 2010). However,
both groups are not related to ω Centauri, based on abundances from Na, O, Mg, Al, Ca and
Ba derived from optical spectra. In particular, ω Centauri has characteristic Na-O and Mg-Al
patterns of abundances for moderately metal-rich halo stars, as well as an overabundance of
Ba, that are different from the halo field stars. The GALAH survey (Buder et al., 2018), with
its range of elemental abundances, may also be useful here.
If the substructures are not related to ω Centauri, then they are perhaps even more
interesting and puzzling! Presumably they must then be the remnants of objects that are
highly phase-mixed and so little now remains even of the nucleus. Studying the elemental
abundance ratios of the retrograde substructure will greatly benefit the unravelling of their
true origin. In particular, we would obtain evidence on the importance of rapid (r) and slow
(s) process enrichment. It would be interesting to see if they show evidence for the anomalous
r-process enhancement, already detected for some of the faintest dwarf galaxies (Ji et al.,
2016; Roederer, 2017). To this end, the authors happily make available electronic tables of
the member stars in the retrograde substructures as target lists for spectroscopy.
5.4 Conclusions
This Chapter has developed a new algorithm to search for substructure in action space. As
actions are conserved under slow evolution of the potential, stars accreted onto the Milky
Way halo in the same merger event should be clustered in action space. Thus, the algorithm
searches for significant overdensities with respect to the data-derived background model. The
metallicity distribution function of the substructures is required to be more strongly peaked
than the stellar halo metallicity distribution function itself. The final substructure candidates
are therefore clustered both in action and in metallicity. Our algorithm has been validated
against mock catalogues of substructure in the Aquarius cosmological zoom-in simulations
provided by Lowing et al. (2015).
This algorithm is similar in spirit to our earlier search strategy in velocity space, though
here we have used a Kernel density estimator to model the background rather than a Gaussian
mixture model (Myeong et al., 2018a). We applied our algorithm to a sample of 62 133 halo
stars with full phase space coordinates extracted from the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. The sample
size is at least an order of magnitude greater than any previous substructure search in phase
space (see e.g., Helmi et al., 2017; Morrison et al., 2009). The stars extend out to heliocentric
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distances of ∼ 10 kpc, and this permits us to identify coherent features in phase space in an
unprecedently large volume of the Galaxy.
Altogether, we identified 21 high significance substructures in action space. Here, we
have focussed on eight substructures that lie in the retrograde, high energy portion of action
space. This includes the previously discovered S1 substructure (Myeong et al., 2018a),
as well as seven new candidates (Rg1–7). Myeong et al. (2018c) already showed that the
retrograde, high energy stars in the local halo are confined to a restricted range of metallicities
(−1.9< [Fe/H] <−1.3). The origin of this high energy and clumpy component of the local
stellar halo remains a puzzle. Although the substructure must have come from mergers of
retrograde satellites, it remains unclear whether one large satellite or multiple smaller ones
are responsible.
One possible source of the abundant retrograde substructure is the anomalous globular
cluster, ω Centauri. There is a long history of searches in the solar neighbourhood for stars
tidally torn from ω Centauri (e.g., Dinescu, 2002; Meza et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2009).
On studying a sample of metal-poor halo giants within ∼ 5 kpc, Majewski et al. (2012) made
the bold conjecture that the disruption of the progenitor of ω Centauri may have generated a
very substantial part of the retrograde population in the stellar halo. It is this hypothesis that
we can hope to test with substructure searches in deeper halo catalogues like SDSS-Gaia.
Here, we have shown based on kinematic evidence that three of our substructures (Rg1,
Rg4, Rg6) could be the shards of ω Centauri. Rg3 and Rg7 are also possible, though they
are somewhat disfavoured on the grounds of their present inclination. S1, Rg2 and Rg5
seem ruled out on the grounds of their present circularity. The timescale of the orbital decay
due to the dynamical friction depends on the mass of the satellite (e.g. van den Bosch et al.,
1999). Since this timescale must be shorter than a Hubble time, then, given the current energy
and location of ω Centauri, the progenitor must have had a mass of at least 5× 108M⊙,
comparable to the value found by Bekki and Freeman (2003). This sets a lower bound, as
this is an average mass throughout the orbital decay over the Hubble time. Moreover, the
mass loss from the tidal stripping and the evolution of the Milky Way potential could cause
the actual initial mass to be greater by perhaps an order of magnitude (e.g., Tsuchiya et al.,
2003).
The most direct way to test the claims of this Chapter is by obtaining high resolution
spectroscopy of the candidate stars in the substructures. In particular, ω Centauri has
characteristic Na-O and Mg-Al patterns of abundances for moderately metal-rich halo stars,
as well as an overabundance of Ba, that are different from the halo field stars (c.f. Navarrete
et al., 2015). Furthermore, suppose for example we establish that Rg3 and Rg4 (but not the
others) were associated with ω Centauri. Then, this would provide significant constraints
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on the progenitor and the action of dynamical friction, as we would know whether the orbit
is circularising. Another intriguing possibility is that the highest energy substructures may
have been stripped before extended star formation and multiple population enrichment, and
so it may even be possible to see gradients across the substructures.
If chemical evidence disproves our assertion that some of the retrograde substructures
belong to ω Centauri, then the situation is perhaps even more interesting. It leaves us with two
major puzzles. First, where are the substantial amounts of debris that must have been shed
by the ω Centauri progenitor? And second, what is the origin of the high energy, retrograde
halo which is riven with substructure? The recent release of the Gaia DR2 dataset (Gaia
Collaboration et al., 2018b) offers further golden prospects for resolving these puzzles, as
well as for harnessing the power of substructure identification algorithms to build a complete
inventory of merger remnants in the stellar halo. The algorithms and techniques that we have
developed here will have no small part to play.
Chapter 6
The Sausage Globular Clusters
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2McWilliams Center for Cosmology, Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University,
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Abstract
The Gaia Sausage is an elongated structure in velocity space discovered by Belokurov et al.
(2018) using the kinematics of metal-rich halo stars. They showed that it could be created
by a massive dwarf galaxy (∼ 5×1010M⊙) on a strongly radial orbit that merged with the
Milky Way at a redshift z≲ 3. This merger would also have brought in globular clusters. We
seek evidence for the associated Sausage Globular Clusters by analysing the structure of 91
Milky Way globular clusters (GCs) in action space using the Gaia Data Release 2 catalogue,
complemented with Hubble Space Telescope proper motions. There is a characteristic energy
Ecrit which separates the in situ objects, such as the bulge/disc clusters, from the accreted
objects, such as the young halo clusters. There are 15 old halo GCs that have E > Ecrit. Eight
of the high energy, old halo GCs are strongly clumped in azimuthal and vertical action, yet
strung out like beads on a chain at extreme radial action. They are very radially anisotropic
(β ∼ 0.95) and move on orbits that are all highly eccentric (e ≳ 0.80). They also form a
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter has been published in Myeong et al. (2018d). I conceived this
project and was responsible for the data acquisition and analysis. My supervisors, N. Wyn Evans and Vasily
Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into a more logical
presentation. Jason L. Sanders and Sergey E. Koposov also provided priceless consultation.
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track in the age-metallicity plane compatible with a dwarf galaxy origin. These properties
are consistent with GCs associated with the merger event that gave rise to the Gaia Sausage.
6.1 Introduction
There are multiple and striking pieces of evidence for the existence of a massive ancient
merger which provides the bulk of the stars in the inner halo of the Milky Way galaxy. For
example, the radial density profile of the stellar halo shows a dramatic break at around 30
kpc in tracers such as RR Lyrae and blue horizontal branch stars (e.g., Deason et al., 2011b;
Watkins et al., 2009). Deason et al. (2013) argued that this could be interpreted as the last
apocentre of a massive progenitor galaxy accreted between 8 and 10 Gyr ago. Myeong et al.
(2018c) showed that the kinematics of metal-rich halo stars (−1.9< [Fe/H] <−1.1) betray
extensive evidence of recent accretion using the SDSS-Gaia catalogue. The variation in
Oosterhoff classes of RR Lyraes with radius (Belokurov et al., 2018) similarly shows evidence
that the bulk of the field RRab is provided by a single massive progenitor. Finally, Belokurov
et al. (2018) demonstrated that the shape of the velocity ellipsoid of the inner metal-rich stellar
halo is highly non-Gaussian and sausage-shaped. They interpreted this Gaia Sausage as
evidence that two thirds of the local stellar halo could have been deposited via the disruption
of a massive (≳ 1010M⊙) galaxy on a strongly radial orbit between redshift z = 3 and z = 1.
Although identified in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue, recent investigations by Haywood et al.
(2018) with the new Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018c)
support the original hypothesis. If so, then this beast must have brought with it a population
of globular clusters (GCs), now dispersed in the inner halo. After all, the similarly massive
Sagittarius galaxy (Sgr) is now known to have brought at least 4 and possibly 7 GCs with
it (e.g., Forbes and Bridges, 2010; Sohn et al., 2018).
The main aim of this Chapter is to search for the Sausage Globular Clusters. The
identification of objects accreted in the same merger event is easiest in action space. Actions
have the property of adiabatic invariance, so that they stay approximately constant when
changes in the potential occur slowly (e.g., Binney and Spergel, 1982; Goldstein and Poole,
1980). Globular clusters accreted in the same event are identifiable as clumped and compact
substructures in action space (as is indeed the case for the 4 Sgr GCs – Terzan 7, Terzan 8, Arp
2, Pal 12). Historically, actions were cumbersome to calculate, but recent theoretical advances
have transformed the situation (e.g., Binney, 2012; Sanders and Binney, 2016). The power
of actions has recently been demonstrated by the identification of the tidal disgorgements
of ω Centauri (Myeong et al., 2018b). Here, we display the Milky Way globular clusters in
action space using a realistic Galactic potential comprising flattened stellar and gas discs,
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Fig. 6.1 The distribution of globular clusters (GCs) in energy-action space or (Jφ ,E), (JR,E)
and (Jz,E) space. The grey-scale background shows the halo main-sequence turn-off (MSTO)
stars from Myeong et al. (2018c) as a comparison. There are 75 GCs with Gaia DR2 proper
motions and a further 16 with Hubble Space Telescope proper motions; 53 old halo (OHs,
red circles), 17 young halo (YHs, blue triangles), 16 bulge/disc (BDs, yellow triangles), and
4 Sgr GCs (SG, green diamonds) together with 1 of unknown classification (grey cross).
The Sagittarius galaxy (Sgr) is also marked as a black filled square. The vertical dashed
line marks the division between prograde (Jφ > 0) and retrograde (Jφ < 0). The horizontal
dashed line signifies the characteristic energy above which all the YHs lie, and below which
all the BDs lie. The eight OH globular clusters whose symbols are enclosed by black open
circles are grouped together in (Jφ ,E) and (Jz,E), whilst in (JR,E) they are stretched out
close to the boundary of JR at corresponding energy (as judged from the MSTOs). They are
the Sausage GCs. The 2 YHs enclosed with black open squares form an extended selection
that may also be related. They have horizontal branch morphology similar to OHs, and have
similar actions.
halo and bulge (McMillan, 2017) with the specific aim of identifying the Sausage Globular
Clusters.
6.2 The Globular Clusters in Action Space
The Milky Way globular clusters are a disparate group: some were formed in situ in the Milky
Way, some acquired by the engulfment of dwarf galaxies. A classification was introduced
by Zinn (1993), in which globular clusters are divided into bulge/disc, old halo and young
halo on the basis of cluster metallicity and horizontal branch morphology. The bulge/disc
systems are concentrated in the Galactic bulge and inner disc, whilst the old halo clusters are
predominantly in the inner halo. They are mostly believed to have been formed in the Milky
Way, though ∼ 15–17 per cent might have been accreted. The young halo clusters can extend
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Fig. 6.2 The same data as Fig. 6.1, but now in action space. The Sausage GCs form an
extended sequence in JR, but are tightly clustered in Jφ and especially Jz. Again black circles
enclose probable members, black open squares possibles; red circles are OHs, blue triangles
are YHs, yellow triangles are BDs, green diamonds are SGs and grey cross is unknown. The
black filled square is Sgr itself. The grey dashed line marks Jφ = 0. The two cyan dashed
lines mark two constant-energy surfaces projected onto the principal planes to provide a
rough idea of the action space morphology (see e.g., Figure 3.25 of Binney and Tremaine,
2008).
to large radii and are all believed to have been accreted (see e.g., Mackey and Gilmore, 2004;
Mackey and van den Bergh, 2005).
The combination of observables from the Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018c), Sohn et al.
(2018) and Harris (1996, 2010 edition) allows us to obtain full six-dimensional information
for 91 globular clusters (out of a total of ∼ 150 in the Galaxy). To convert from observables
to the Galactic rest-frame, we use the circular speed of 232.8 kms−1 at the Sun’s position
of 8.2 kpc, consistent with the McMillan (2017) potential, whilst for the Solar peculiar
motion we use the most recent value from Schönrich et al. (2010), namely (U,V,W ) =
(11.1,12.24,7.25) kms−1. These values differ from those used by the Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2018c) or Posti and Helmi (2018), so there are small differences in quantities such as
apocentres and eccentricities. We use the numerical method of Binney (2012) and Sanders and
Binney (2016) to compute the action variables of each globular cluster (JR,Jφ ,Jz). Globular
clusters associated with the Gaia Sausage must lie on highly radial orbits, and so have low
Jφ and Jz, but very large JR. The uncertainty in proper motions is the main contributor to
the median (total) velocity error of ∼ 9 kms−1. This leads to median errors in the actions
of ∼ 10%, and so features in action space are robust against uncertainties. Fig. 6.1 presents
the distribution of globular clusters in energy and action space, while Fig. 6.2 presents the
projections onto the principal planes of action space. In both cases, we also show as grey
pixels the distribution of main sequence turn-off stars (MSTOs) from Myeong et al. (2018c).
This is to give an idea of the range in action at any energy level occupied by the stellar
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halo. Both plots are colour-coded according to the conventional classification from Mackey
and van den Bergh (2005): red circles mark the old halo globular clusters (OHs), the blue
triangles the young halo globular clusters (YHs), yellow triangles the bulge/disc ones (BDs)
and green diamonds the Sagittarius GCs (SG). The Sagittarius dwarf (Sgr) is also marked
as a black filled square. The young halo globular clusters all lie above a critical energy of
Ecrit =−1.6×105 km2s−2. The bulge/disc globulars all lie below this critical energy. We
regard the identification of this critical energy Ecrit as a reference level. Though the value
of Ecrit does depend on potential, the existence of a critical energy level is robust – it is the
value of the most bound YH cluster. We argue that globular clusters with comparable or
higher energy are all accreted from dwarf galaxies.
The bulge/disc and old halo clusters form tracks in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. We can see that
the bulge/disc clusters branch out towards positive Jφ , while maintaining low JR and low Jz
values, as befit disc orbits. They are entirely limited to E ≤ Ecrit. For the old halo clusters,
we can see a similar branching towards positive Jφ at low energy (E < Ecrit). The low energy
old halo clusters are all concentrated at low JR. There are similarities in the morphology of
the (JR,E) distribution for the low energy old halo clusters and the MSTOs as illustrated in
Myeong et al. (2018c). In the (Jz,E) plane, the old halo clusters seemingly break up into two
separate branches at low energy, though it is unclear whether this is caused by dynamical or
selection effects.
There are 15 old halo clusters above the critical energy (E ≳ Ecrit). Their azimuthal
action Jφ distribution is narrower than the low energy ones. It resembles the tips of the
‘diamond-like’ contours seen in the distribution of MSTOs in the metal-rich halo (Myeong
et al., 2018c). Also, the radial action JR distribution of high energy old halo clusters is
extremely distended. Most of them have high radial action, tracing out a structure similar to
the picture of the metal-rich halo.
Of the 15 high energy old halo clusters, there are 6 with high vertical action (Jz ≳ 1000
km s−1 kpc). They lie well apart from the main group. They have a wide spread in azimuthal
(Jφ ) and radial (JR) actions, similar to the YHs suggesting an accretion origin. The main
group are concentrated at large JR, low Jz and low Jφ region in the action space, indicating
radial orbits. They show surprisingly low vertical action (Jz ≲ 500 km s−1) – they are actually
less extended in Jz than the low energy old halo clusters and much less extended than the
MSTO stars with similar energy. This tight concentration, especially in Jz, is interesting since
the range of Jz becomes wider as we move to higher energy, as is demonstrated by the MSTO
sample. The 8 high energy OHs forming this main group (NGCs 1851, 1904, 2298, 2808,
5286, 6864, 6779 and 7089) are marked with black circles in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. For this group
of 8, the maximum Jz is ∼ 360 km s−1 kpc, the maximum |Jφ | is ∼ 500 km s−1 kpc, while
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the minimum JR is ∼ 700 km s−1 kpc. In action space, their distribution is highly flattened
and sausage-like. Interestingly, there are no old halo clusters with comparable energy that
have high vertical action Jz (see e.g., the middle panel of Fig. 6.2). Mackey and Gilmore
(2004) suggest that 15–17 per cent of the old halo clusters might have been accreted. In
our picture, at least 8 Sausage GCs (or 14 including those with very high Jz) out of 53 are
accreted, in rough accord with the estimate.
The young halo globular clusters all have E > Ecrit, and show a broad spread in all actions.
They include extreme prograde and retrograde members in the sample, as well as the ones
with largest radial JR and vertical Jz actions (excluding the Sgr GCs). The 2 black open
squares in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 provide an extended selection to the Sausage GCs. They are
2 young halo globular clusters (NGC 362, and NGC 1261) with a rather similar horizontal
branch morphology to old halo clusters (see later) that also have similar actions and energy
to the Sausage GCs. These are possibles rather than probables.
The left panel of Fig. 6.3 shows the apocentres and pericentres of the sample, with lines
of constant eccentricity superposed. The Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018c) already noted the
tendency for GCs with larger apocentres to have larger eccentricities. The 8 probable and
2 possible Sausage GCs are denoted by black open circles and open squares. They form a
clump concentrated at high JR, low Jz and low Jφ and they all have high orbital eccentricity
≳ 0.80. We can also see that most of the bulge/disc clusters have low eccentricity. There are
also many old halo clusters with comparably low eccentricity. The young halo clusters are
again widely dispersed, as they have high energy and highly spread actions.
Finally, we must consider whether selection effects could cause this. As the Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2018c) point out, GCs with high energy are more likely to be observed
if they are on eccentric orbits. Even so, the middle panel of Fig. 6.2 demonstrates that there
are no old halo clusters in this energy range that have high Jz. By taking the positions of
GCs in our sample, and sampling their velocities from velocity distribution tensors based
on Figure 4 of Belokurov et al. (2018), we show the expected distribution in action space
in the right panel of Fig. 6.3. Grey pixels represent the metal-poor halo with β ∼ 0.3 and
red contours represent the metal-rich halo with β ∼ 0.8. Notice that there is only a mild bias
towards low Jz in the grey pixels, and Gaia should have seen any high Jz GCs at this energy
range, if they existed. For the red contours with the velocity distribution representing the
metal-rich halo (i.e. highly anisotropic), we can see better correlation with the Sausage GCs.
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Fig. 6.3 Left Panel: Apocentres and pericentres of the GCs, colour coded according to
old halo (red circles), young halo (blue triangles), bulge/disc (yellow triangles), Sgr GCs
(green diamonds), and unknown (grey cross). Sagittarius galaxy (Sgr) is also marked
(black filled square). Lines of constant eccentricity from 0 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1 are shown
in green. Note the Sausage GCs (black open circles as probables and open squares as
possibles) all have eccentricity ≳ 0.80. Right Panel: Gaia Selection Effects. The grey pixels
and red contours show the distribution of samples in action space of GCs at the observed
locations of GCs, but with velocities randomly drawn from velocity distribution tensors
based on Figure 4 of Belokurov et al. (2018). Grey pixels represent the metal-poor halo with
β ∼ 0.3 and the red contours represent the metal-rich halo with β ∼ 0.8. Only samples with
−1.7 < E/105 (km2/s2)<−1.2 and |Jφ |< 700 kms−1kpc are shown. Although there is a
weak bias to low Jz, it is clear that Gaia could have detected objects at high Jz in this energy
range if they existed. The actual locations of the Sausage GCs (red) and other GCs (pale
blue) with −1.7< E/105 (km2/s2)<−1.2 and |Jφ |< 700 kms−1kpc are superposed.
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Fig. 6.4 The velocity distribution of the GC sample, resolved with respect to spherical polar
coordinates (vr,vθ ,vφ ). The Sausage GCs are marked with their customary black open circles
(probables) and open squares (possibles). Their extreme radial anisotropy is illustrated by the
superposed ellipses with semiaxes given by the velocity dispersion in each coordinate. This
plot should be compared with Fig. 2 of Belokurov et al. (2018), which shows the sausage-like
velocity distributions of main-sequence turn-off stars in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue.
Name (vr,vθ ,vϕ) e (JR,Jφ ,Jz) E
(NGC) (kms−1) (kms−1kpc) (km2s−2)
1851 (134.8,11.6,28.6) 0.91 (1493,-178,230) -134706
1904 (46.5,-2.9,-21.5) 0.93 (1477,51,155) -137390
2298 (-96.1,41.3,-57.7) 0.79 (949,-648,317) -140391
2808 (-152.9,-35.5,-3.7) 0.86 (1038,394,35) -152947
5286 (-202.3,42.4,-58.3) 0.84 (856,-366,148) -153940
6864 (-113.0,-27.6,24.1) 0.83 (1144,316,324) -143397
6779 (159.4,19.9,-76.9) 0.86 (677,-182,199) -159799
7089 (231.3,24.1,28.0) 0.88 (1368,-192,309) -139217
362 (147.1,7.9,-33.5) 0.85 (837,-57,317) -159510
1261 (-113.8,30.5,7.2) 0.86 (1474,-393,351) -132973
Table 6.1 The kinematic properties of the 8 probable and 2 possible Sausage GCs. The
Galactic rest frame velocity in spherical polars, the actions in cylindrical polars, the energy
and orbital eccentricity e = (rapo− rperi)/(rapo+ rperi) are all given.
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The properties of the 8 probable and 2 possible Sausage GCs in energy and action space are
listed in Table 6.1.
The identification of the Gaia Sausage in main-sequence turn-off stars is most evident in








Here, vϕ is the azimuthal velocity in the direction of the Milky Way’s rotation, vθ is increasing
towards the Milky Way’s north pole and vr is the radial velocity in spherical coordinates.
Given that the β = 1 implies that all orbits are linear straight lines through the Galactic Centre,
then the metal-rich local halo stars are very radially anisotropic. This gives the Sausage its
name, as the structure (which is also highly non-Gaussian) looks sausage-shaped in velocity
space. Fig. 6.4 shows the velocities of the GCs resolved with respect to spherical polar
coordinates. The Sausage GCs have an even more extreme value of the anisotropy parameter
than the Sausage MSTOs, with βGCs ≈ 0.95. Of course, both here and in Belokurov et al.
(2018), cuts have been used to remove stars and GCs to isolate the Sausage component.
The left panel of Fig. 6.5 shows age versus metallicity for the Sausage GCs, as well as
7 GCs that have been claimed as associates of the Sagittarius (Sgr), specifically Terzan 7,
Terzan 8, Arp 2, Pal 12, NGC 4147, NGC 6715 and Whiting 1 (Forbes and Bridges, 2010).
As noted by Forbes and Bridges (2010), the age-metallicity relation for the Milky Way’s
GCs reveals two distinct tracks. There is broad swathe of bulge/disc and old halo globular
clusters with a roughly constant old age of ∼ 12.8 Gyr. This comprises the bulk of the
sample. However, Forbes and Bridges (2010) pointed out that the Sgr GCs form a separate
track that branches to younger ages, and is shown as open diamonds in Fig. 6.5. We find that
the Sausage GCs similarly follow a track that is very different from the bulk of the Milky
Way’s in situ GCs. It is similar to, but vertically offset from, the Sgr track. The right panel of
Fig. 6.5 shows the horizontal branch index versus metallicity using data from Mackey and
van den Bergh (2005). The plot emphasises the ambiguous nature of the two clusters, NGC
362, NGC 1261. Although Mackey and van den Bergh (2005) classified them as young halo
clusters based on their horizontal branch morphology, they are in fact close to the dividing
line. We therefore suggest that this classification can be debatable. They are kinematically
close to the Sausage GCs, who may well be their true brethren.
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Fig. 6.5 Left panel: Plot of the age of GCs versus metallicity using data from Forbes and
Bridges (2010). The Sausage GCs are shown with circular (probables) and square (possibles)
black boundaries. 7 GCs that are claimed former denizens of the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf are
shown as unfilled black diamonds. The sequences of Sgr GCs and Sausage GCs lie on two
distinct, though closely matched, tracks. They are different from the bulk of the Milky Way
GCs which show a constant age of ∼ 13 Gyr independent of metallicity. Right panel: Plot of
horizontal branch morphology versus metallicity using data from Mackey and van den Bergh
(2005). The locations of the two young halo clusters (NGC 362, NGC 1261) are close to the
boundary and their designation is open to debate. We have included them in our extended
sample of Sausage GCs, as they are kinematically similar.
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6.4 Discussion
We argues that there are at least eight and possibly ten halo globular clusters that belong to a
single, ancient massive merger event identified by Belokurov et al. (2018) and responsible
for the Gaia Sausage in velocity space. The evidence is threefold. First, there is a strong
prior expectation of finding a population of radially anisotropic GCs. Evidence for a major
accretion event is provided by studies of the kinematics of halo main-sequence turn-off stars
in the SDSS-Gaia catalogue (Belokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018c), as well as in
Gaia DR2 (Haywood et al., 2018). It explains the peculiar, highly non-Gaussian, radial
anisotropic local velocity distribution of halo stars (hence the “Gaia Sausage”). The existence
of the Sausage GCs supports the idea of a single event and allows us to put estimates on
the mass of the progenitor. Judging from GC numbers, it must have been more massive
than Fornax and comparable to the Sgr progenitor, which Gibbons et al. (2017) estimated
as 5×1010M⊙ in total mass. This is in good agreement with the mass estimate provided in
Belokurov et al. (2018).
Secondly, just as the GCs associated with the Sgr can be identified by their agglomeration
in action space, so can the GCs associated with the “Gaia Sausage”. A critical energy
separates the young halo clusters (which have all been accreted) from the bulge/disc clusters
(which are all formed in situ). The old halo clusters are mainly formed in situ, though Mackey
and Gilmore (2004) suggest that 15–17 per cent were accreted. They straddle the critical
energy. Eight of the old halo clusters with E > Ecrit form a narrow, clumped and compact
distribution in action space. They have characteristic low vertical (Jz) and high radial (JR)
action. They show strong radial anisotropy (β ≈ 0.95) and highly radial, eccentric orbits
(e≳ 0.80). These are exactly the characteristics expected for the Sausage GCs. There may
even be 2 further members – if we, for example, permit the inclusion of young halo clusters.
Thirdly, the 8 globular clusters identified as belonging to the “Gaia Sausage” were chosen
without any regard to their age or metallicity. However, these 8 clusters show the typical
age-metallicity trend expected from dwarf galaxies, which is additional evidence supporting
their extragalactic origin. The time of infall can also be roughly reckoned from the tracks in
age-metallicity space as ∼ 10 Gyrs or z∼ 3, in accord with the estimate in Belokurov et al.
(2018).
Could this peculiarity of the data be due to a selection effect, against which the Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2018) already caution? High energy GCs are more likely to be observed
if they are on eccentric orbits. We have demonstrated that there is a weak preference for GCs
in the Sausage GC energy and angular momentum range to have larger JR than Jz. However,
the Sausage GCs are a significantly more radially anisotropic population than expected purely
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from selection effects. This indicates that the selection effects have limited impact on our
conclusions.
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Abstract
The Gaia Sausage is the major accretion event that built the stellar halo of the Milky Way
galaxy. Here, we provide dynamical and chemical evidence for a second substantial accretion
episode, distinct from the Gaia Sausage. The Sequoia Event provided the bulk of the high
energy retrograde stars in the stellar halo, as well as the recently discovered globular cluster
FSR 1758. There are up to 6 further globular clusters, including ω Centauri, as well as many
of the retrograde substructures in Myeong et al. (2018), associated with the progenitor dwarf
galaxy, named the Sequoia. The stellar mass in the Sequoia galaxy is ∼ 5×107M⊙, whilst
the total mass is ∼ 1010M⊙, as judged from abundance matching or from the total sum of
the globular cluster mass. Although clearly less massive than the Sausage, the Sequoia has a
distinct chemo-dynamical signature. The strongly retrograde Sequoia stars have a typical
eccentricity of ∼ 0.6, whereas the Sausage stars have no clear net rotation and move on
0Remark: The work presented in this Chapter is currently in press (Myeong et al., 2019). I conceived the
original project which was better refined by discussions with Cambridge Streams group. I was responsible for
the data acquisition and analysis, except for Section 7.2. The work presented in Section 7.2 was conducted
by Eugene Vasiliev who is the second author of a publication based on this Chapter. My supervisors, N. Wyn
Evans and Vasily Belokurov, made an invaluable contribution by consulting and reformatting the first draft into
a more logical presentation. Giuliano Iorio also provided priceless consultation.
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predominantly radial orbits. On average, the Sequoia stars have lower metallicity by ∼ 0.3
dex and higher abundance ratios as compared to the Sausage. We conjecture that the Sausage
and the Sequoia galaxies may have been associated and accreted at a comparable epoch.
7.1 Introduction
The Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018d) is proving transformational
in the identification of substructure in the Milky Way galaxy. This is because substructure
retains coherence in phase space over very long timescales (Johnston et al., 1996; Tremaine,
1999). The acquisition of kinematic data, particularly accurate stellar proper motions courtesy
of the Gaia satellite, is therefore the key to unlocking the accretion history of the stellar
halo. The long-term goal of understanding the building blocks of at least the stellar halo, and
perhaps even the entire Galaxy, seems to be within our grasp.
Already, Gaia has provided compelling evidence for the nearly head-on collision of
a Magellanic-sized dwarf galaxy with the nascent Milky Way some 8 to 10 billion years
ago, the so-called ‘Gaia Sausage’ (see e.g. Belokurov et al., 2018; Fattahi et al., 2019;
Haywood et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018c,d). This name describes the elongated shape of
the structure in velocity space. The radial velocity dispersion of the Sausage stars is ≈ 180
kms−1, while the azimuthal and longitudinal dispersions are only ≈ 60 kms−1 (see e.g.,
Figure 4 of Belokurov et al., 2018). The name therefore follows the long-standing scientific
practice of being descriptive and informative.
The aftermath of this accretion event is detectable in the inner stellar halo of the Galaxy as
a giant cloud of relatively metal-rich ([Fe/H]≳−1.5) stars on highly radial orbits. Originally
traced with nearby Main Sequence stars (Belokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018c), the
Sausage debris has now been found over a large distance range with a number of distinct
tracers, including Blue Horizontal Branch stars (Deason et al., 2018; Lancaster et al., 2019)
and RR Lyrae (Iorio and Belokurov, 2019; Simion et al., 2019). The characteristic property
of the residue of this collision is that the orbits are eccentric with little or no net angular
momentum. The debris of this event does not provide any strongly prograde or retrograde
material, as befits an almost head-on collision.
Alternatively, it was proposed that an ancient major merger – dubbed ‘Gaia-Enceladus’ –
could have given rise to the bulk of the retrograde stars in the halo, as well as some of the
low-angular momentum debris (Helmi et al., 2018). The fundamental difference between
the two hypotheses is that the ‘Gaia-Enceladus’ encompasses not just the highly eccentric
component of the halo, but also the strongly retrograde component. For example, in Helmi
et al. (2018), the ‘Gaia-Enceladus’ stars have angular momentum component satisfying
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−1500< Jφ < 150 kms−1 kpc−1, independent to the total energy, and so span a range from
mild prograde through highly eccentric to strongly retrograde. The question of whether a
single collision could produce such a spray of debris with different kinematical properties
remains open.
In fact, the suggestion that the retrograde component of the halo may have been accreted
already predates the arrival of the Gaia data by many years (see e.g., Beers et al., 2012;
Carollo et al., 2007; Majewski et al., 2012; Norris and Ryan, 1989). The retrograde and
peculiar globular cluster ω Centauri has also long been suspected of playing a role in the
supply of retrograde stars, as it may be the stripped nucleus of a dwarf galaxy (Bekki and
Freeman, 2003). The Gaia data releases have provided new samples of the retrograde halo
component, which have been scoured for evidence of multiple minor mergers and accretion
events (e.g., Helmi et al., 2017; Myeong et al., 2018b,c). The question therefore at issue is:
did one merger event provide both the eccentric and retrograde components of the stellar
halo (as in the ‘Gaia-Enceladus’ theory) or does the retrograde component have a different
origin from the eccentric component (the ‘Gaia-Sausage’ theory)?
We provide a possible answer to this question in this Chapter, but our line of reasoning
begins in a roundabout way with another unusual retrograde object, FSR 1758. This was
originally discovered by Froebrich et al. (2007) as a claimed open cluster and later identified
as a globular cluster (Cantat-Gaudin et al., 2018). Barbá et al. (2019) recently reported
the first estimate of its distance and noticed its unusual size, using a combination of data
from the DECam Plane Survey (DECaPS, Schlafly et al. 2018) and the VISTA Variables in
the Via Lactea (VVV) Extended Survey, complemented with Gaia DR2. It is an extended
agglomeration of stars, located at (ℓ = 349◦,b = 3◦) and with a heliocentric distance of
10− 12 kpc. They determined the core radius of FSR 1758 to be ≈ 10 pc, and estimated
the tidal radius to be ≈ 150 pc. Considering its unusual size, Barbá et al. (2019) questioned
whether FSR 1758 is the remnant of a dwarf galaxy or an unusually large globular cluster.
Subsequently, Simpson (2019) found 3 stars in the centre of FSR 1758 with line-of-sight
velocities from the Gaia Radial Velocity Spectrograph (RVS) and argued that the object has a
line-of-sight velocity of 227±1 kms−1. Although the 3 stars are insufficient to come to a
definite conclusion as regards FSR 1758’s internal velocity dispersion, nonetheless Simpson
(2019) argued on the basis of its highly retrograde orbit that it is an accreted halo globular
cluster.
In fact, the globular cluster (GC) datasets have been scrutinised carefully for evidence
of accretion events in recent years. They have proved surprisingly powerful tracers of the
merger events that build the stellar halo of the Galaxy. This was made clear in Forbes
and Bridges (2010), who showed that the globular clusters that formerly belonged to the
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Sagittarius galaxy follow a different track in the plane of age-metallicity as compared to the
bulk of the primordial or in situ clusters. Subsequently, Myeong et al. (2018d) identified a
sample of 10 high eccentricity, high-energy, old halo GCs strongly clumped in action space
that belonged to the ‘Gaia Sausage’ event. More speculatively, Kruijssen et al. (2019) used
the age–metallicity distribution of Galactic globular clusters to reconstruct the entire merger
history, claiming three substantial events. If FSR 1758 is indeed an accreted GC, then this
suggests that a systematic search for companion GCs accreted in the same event, as well
as other stellar debris such as substructures and tidal tails, may provide a picture of the
progenitor.
In Section 7.2, we use Gaia’s kinematic data in combination with photometry from
DECaPS to determine structural parameters and the proper motion dispersion profile for
FSR 1758, and show that its declining fall-off is characteristic of a GC. The nature of
FSR 1758 having been established, we search for companion GCs and stellar substructures
moving on orbits of similar eccentricity and inclination that may have joined the Milky Way
in the same accretion event in Section 7.3. Barbá et al. (2019) introduced the picturesque
term Sequoia to describe the size of FSR 1758. We retain the term and slightly adapt it for
our own use. In our picture, FSR 1758 is one of about five or more GCs that populated the
Sequoia dwarf galaxy, whose existence was already conjectured from our stellar substructure
searches (Myeong et al., 2018b,c). Its disruption brought these GCs into the Milky Way on
similar orbits, as well as abundant retrograde high energy stellar substructure. We argue
that the remnants of the Sequoia galaxy are dynamically distinct from the Gaia Sausage as
they are retrograde, whereas the Sausage was an almost head-on collision. The dual pattern
of these accretion events is evident in energy and actions, and is also shown clearly when
the chemical evidence is analysed. The stars and substructures associated with the Sequoia
have different mean metallicities and different abundance ratios. In Section 7.4, we provide
estimates of the age and mass of the Sequoia galaxy and compare with the Gaia Sausage.
Finally, we summarise our results in our concluding Section 7.5.
7.2 The Nature of FSR 1758
7.2.1 Data
First, we cross-match the positions of stars between Gaia and DECaPS, using a search radius
of 0.5”. DECaPS provides roughly two magnitudes deeper photometry than Gaia, but it is
saturated for bright stars and has patchy spatial coverage, so we study the union of the two
datasets. We use the following combinations of r and i DECaPS photometric bands as a
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Fig. 7.1 Left: Radial profiles of the surface density of FSR 1758. Solid red curves show the
DECaPS data and dashed green the Gaia data; the former have been converted to Gaia G
magnitude using eqn 7.1. If the magnitude distribution of stars were not spatially varying,
these curves would have a constant vertical offset (in logarithmic units). It is clear that the
Gaia data is reasonably complete up to G ≤ 19 in the centre and up to G ≤ 20 elsewhere,
while the DECaPS data is fairly complete up to G ≈ 21. Right: Distribution of stars as a
function of magnitude in the central 2 arcmin (solid lines) and in an off-centred field at R∼ 11
arcmin to the north (dashed lines); the latter is vertically offset by a factor of 2 to compensate
for the lower overall density of stars. It illustrates the same points about the completeness
of Gaia data as compared to DECaPS (the difference between red and green lines starts to
appear at G≳ 20). In the central area, there is an excess of stars with 20≤ G≤ 21. These
are numerous main-sequence stars of the cluster, absent in off-centred fields. Therefore, we
need to include the stars up to G≤ 21 in order to have a faithful representation of surface
density of the cluster.
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proxy for Gaia G and GBP−GRP (derived by comparing the magnitudes of cross-matched
stars):
G≈ r+0.1+0.3(r− i)−0.5(r− i)2,
GBP−GRP ≈ 0.65 + 2.35(r− i)−0.3(r− i)2.
(7.1)
Fig. 7.1 shows the surface density profiles of stars in different ranges of magnitudes, and
their distributions by magnitudes at different spatial locations. By comparing the density of
stars in Gaia and DECaPS datasets, we conclude that the former is reasonably complete up to
G≲ 20. The subset of stars with astrometric measurements also extends roughly to G = 20,
but is less complete in the central area. We wish to include the fainter stars without astrometry
in order to mitigate the bias in representation of the spatial density profile of the cluster. We
chose to use stars up to G = 21, of which roughly 70% are present in the Gaia dataset, and
only 40% have astrometric measurements. During fitting, we also infer the total mass from
the intrinsic (error-deconvolved) proper motion (PM) dispersion. We only use a high-quality
subset of stars (marked as “good astrometry” in the figure) for this inference, ignoring all
sources with astrometric_excess_noise> 1 or phot_bp_rp_excess_factor> 1.3+
0.06(GBP−GRP)2, as suggested by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018d).
7.2.2 Dynamical Modelling
We use a probabilistic model, in which the stars are drawn from a mixture of two populations:
the cluster and the field. The distribution of field stars is assumed to be spatially uniform,
and described by a sum of two bivariate Gaussians in the PM plane. We assume that the
density of cluster stars follows a generalized King profile, also known as the LIMEPY family
of models (Gieles and Zocchi, 2015), which has been shown to adequately describe realistic
globular clusters (Hénault-Brunet et al., 2019). It has the following free parameters: mass M,
scale (core) radius Rc, dimensionless potential depth at the centre (King parameter) W0, and
truncation parameter g controlling the density profile in the outer parts. For the models in
this Section, we do not assume any particular relation between the total cluster mass and the
number of observed cluster members Nclust (this relation is examined in the next Section).
Rather, the total mass of the cluster manifests itself only kinematically, through the overall
amplitude of velocity dispersion. We assume a Gaussian distribution for the PM of cluster
stars, centred around its mean PM, and with a spatially-variable width.
We measure the parallax distribution of field stars directly from the data using stars
outside the central 5 arcmin and represent it by a mixture of three Gaussian components, with
parameters fixed throughout the rest of the modelling. The intrinsic (error-free) parallaxes of
cluster stars are assumed to be equal to the inverse distance to the cluster (fixed to D= 10 kpc),
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Fig. 7.2 Left: Surface density profiles for different subsets of stars. Red solid line: all stars
with G< 21 (same as the corresponding curve in Fig. 7.1). Black solid line and gray shaded
region: all cluster members. Green dot-dashed line: field stars (the difference between the
previous two curves). Blue dotted line: all stars with astrometric measurements. Cyan shaded
region: cluster stars with astrometric measurements. Right: PM dispersion profile of cluster
stars. Black line and shaded region: parametric profile of the generalized King model, with
68% confidence interval. Purple dotted line and shaded region: non-parametric estimate from
stars with ≳ 80% membership probability. Olive dashed line: the profile of a King model
with the total mass 2.5×105 M⊙, as inferred by the photometric fit (Fig. 7.3).
plus the constant zero-point parallax offset −0.03 mas (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018d).
We do not use any information about colours and magnitudes for membership determination,
because they are severely affected by spatially-variable reddening.
The likelihood of observing a star i at a given distance from the cluster centre, with or







Let Nclust be the (unknown) total number of cluster members in our sample of stars within
the radius Rmax. We choose Rmax ≫ Rc, so that all possible cluster members are included,
and normalize the cluster surface density Σclust(R) so that
∫ Rmax
0 Σ
clust(R) 2π RdR = Nclust.
The remaining Nfield ≡ Ntotal−Nclust observed stars are then attributed to the field population
with a spatially-uniform density Σfield ≡ Nfield/(π R2max). Then the likelihoods of a given star
to belong to either population are
L clusti ≡ Σclust(Ri) Aclusti , L fieldi ≡ Σfield Afieldi , (7.3)
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where the factors Aclusti , A
field
i are unity for stars without astrometric measurements, or
describe the likelihood of measuring the observed parallax and PM, given the intrinsic
distribution functions of either population, convolved with measurement uncertainties. For
the cluster population, this factor is a product of the parallax likelihood and the PM likelihood
(ignoring correlations between them):





µ(Ri) ρi εµα ,i εµδ ,i








whereN is the uni- or bivariate normal distribution, ϖ is the parallax, µ ≡ {µα ,µδ} is the
PM with associated measurement uncertainties ε , ρi is the correlation coefficient between the
two components of PM uncertainty matrix, Ri is the distance of the star from the cluster centre,
σµ(R) is the spatially-dependent intrinsic PM dispersion of cluster stars, whose amplitude is
proportional to the square root of the cluster mass. We use only a subset of stars with reliable
PM measurements outside the central 2 arcmin for inferring the intrinsic dispersion, since
the stars in the centre may be affected by crowding. The PM of remaining (mostly faint)
stars are still used to determine the membership, but in doing so, we use a conservative value
σµ = 0. For the field population, the expressions are similar, but involve several Gaussian
components (two for PM and three for parallax), with the intrinsic PM dispersion being a
spatially-constant symmetric 2×2 matrix rather than a single spatially-varying quantity.
The fitting procedure optimizes the model parameters (Nclust,µclust,µfield, covariance







via Markov Chain Monte Carlo as implemented in the EMCEE package (Foreman-Mackey







The total number of cluster members is Nclust = ∑i Pclusti . We stress that we do not make
hard cuts in any of the observed quantities (parallax, PM, radius) to separate the cluster and
the field populations. For stars with astrometric measurements, the membership probability
distribution is strongly bimodal (the two populations are well separated), while for stars
without astrometry, the membership probability smoothly drops with radius from ∼ 0.5 in
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Fig. 7.3 Left: De-reddened colour–absolute magnitude diagrams (CMD) of several Galactic
globular clusters with similar metallicity [Fe/H]≈−1.5, shown by coloured dots, together
with the one for FSR 1758, shown by black crosses (they are shifted leftward from the
isochrone at faint magnitudes because of crowding issues in Gaia BP/RP photometry). We
used the distance D = 10 kpc and reddening E(B−V ) = 0.73 for the latter cluster, and the
literature values for the remaining ones. Overplotted are theoretical isochrones for 12.5 Gyr
old population from two stellar-evolution models: MIST (Choi et al., 2016) and PARSEC
(Bressan et al., 2012). Right: Cumulative number of stars brighter than the given magnitude
(horizontal axis) as a function of magnitude (vertical axis), scaled to the mass of each cluster.
The masses of 4 NGC clusters are from Baumgardt et al. (2019), while the mass of FSR 1758
is inferred as the best match to the remaining clusters.
the centre down to zero at large radii. In total, we have Nclust ≃ 7500 member stars, of which
only ∼ 1600 are astrometrically selected, and only ∼ 350 are used in the dynamical mass
determination through the intrinsic PM dispersion.
Fig. 7.2 shows the inferred cluster density and the PM dispersion profiles. The best-fit
parameters of the generalized King model are: King radius of 3 arcmin (∼ 8.5 pc for the
assumed distance D = 10 kpc), King parameter W0 ≃ 3, truncation radius ∼ 15 arcmin, and
truncation parameter g ≃ 1. The core radius (defined as the projected distance from the
cluster centre where the surface density drops to 1/2 its central value) is ∼ 6.5 pc, and the
half-light radius (the projected distance enclosing half of the cluster stars) is ∼ 9 pc. The
core radius is somewhat smaller than determined by Barbá et al. (2019) from their fit to
the DECaPS photometric sample (without considering astrometry). On the other hand, the
truncation radius (∼ 50 pc) is three times smaller than found in that paper. We stress that the
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density profile in the outer parts, and in particular the truncation radius, is determined mainly
by Gaia astrometry, so is more reliably constrained than just using the photometry alone.
Overall, the modelling procedure makes good use of both the deeper DECaPS photometry
in the cluster centre and the Gaia astrometry in the outer parts. However, the inferred
cluster mass (equivalently, the intrinsic PM dispersion) appears to be rather high, M ≃
(7±1)× 105 M⊙, compared to the photometric model of the next Section. We stress that
the width of the intrinsic PM distribution is inferred by convolving it with the measurement
uncertainties and comparing the error-broadened distribution with the actually observed one.
Hence, it strongly depends on the reliability of uncertainty estimates εµ of stars in the Gaia
dataset. Even for the high-quality subsample, these errors are in the range 0.1−0.3 mas yr−1,
comparable to or exceeding the inferred value of intrinsic PM dispersion. It is known that
the formal uncertainties in Gaia PMs are underestimated (e.g., Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2018d). We multiplied the uncertainties quoted in the catalogue by a correction factor 1.1, as
suggested in that paper, before running the fit. If we instead increase the uncertainties by a
factor 1.3, this reduces the PM dispersion by a third, bringing it into agreement with the total
cluster mass estimated from photometry.
Finally, to check if the PM dispersion profile could be biased by the assumed parametric
form of the generalized King model, we also determined it non-parametrically from the
subset of high-quality stars classified as cluster members with ≥ 80% probability. We used
the method of Vasiliev (2018), representing σµ(R) as a cubic spline with the values at
four control points adjustable during the fit, while taking into account spatially correlated
measurement errors. The result, shown in the right panel of Fig. 7.2, agrees reasonably well
with the parametric profile, but is higher in the very centre. This is likely caused by crowding
issues, and for this reason we have excluded the stars in the central two arcmin from the
high-quality sample used to determine the PM dispersion in the parametric fit. In any case,
the PM dispersion profile appears to be declining with radius, which is natural to expect for a
globular cluster, but not for a dwarf galaxy.
7.2.3 Photometric modelling
Since almost all stars with magnitudes G ≲ 19− 20 have astrometric measurements and
are well separated into the cluster and the field populations, we may use the sample of
astrometrically confirmed members to determine the total cluster mass. The idea is to
compare the distribution of stars by magnitudes with those of several other clusters with
similar colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs), for which the total mass and the distance are
known. By normalizing the number of stars brighter than the given absolute magnitude
by the cluster mass, we constructed the cumulative magnitude distribution profiles for a
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Fig. 7.4 Estimate of the mean line-of-sight velocity (left panel) and its dispersion (right
panel) from the three stars detected by the Gaia RVS instrument. The measured values,
shown by green dots with error bars, are very similar and consistent with zero intrinsic
dispersion, however, the probability distributions as shown in this figure are heavy-tailed,
and the chances of σ exceeding 5 km s−1 are around 10%.
dozen globular clusters in the range of metallicities −2 ≲ [Fe/H] ≲ −1. The masses and
distances of these clusters are taken from Baumgardt et al. (2019), who used a large library of
N-body simulations and a variety of observational constraints to measure the masses. Three
clusters have very similar CMDs to FSR 1758, particularly with regards to the location of
blue horizontal branch (BHB): NGC 6205 (M 13), NGC 6254 (M 10) and NGC 6656 (M 22).
They all have metallicities ≃−1.5 and masses (2−5)×105 M⊙.
Fig. 7.3, left panel, shows the composite CMDs of these three clusters, with the astromet-
rically detected members of FSR 1758 overplotted by black crosses. The measured colour
GBP−GRP and the G-band magnitude are de-reddened using the coefficients given in Table 2
of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a), and the observed magnitude is converted to the absolute
magnitude. By matching the stars of FSR 1758 to the empirically determined isochrones, we
infer the reddening coefficient E(B−V ) = 0.73 and the distance D = 10 kpc, in reasonable
agreement with Barbá et al. (2019). Stars in the lower part of the red giant branch (RGB) are
systematically offset to the left from the isochrone, but this is expected for such a dense and
highly reddened region. If we use DECaPS r and i bands instead of Gaia GBP−GRP, as per
eqn 7.1, the scatter and offset of member stars from the isochrone curve at faint magnitudes
are substantially reduced. The upper part of the RGB and the BHB of FSR 1758 match well
the location of these features in the other three clusters.
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The right panel of Fig. 7.3 shows the cumulative number of stars as a function of
magnitude, normalized by the mass of each cluster. The three clusters listed above have
similar profiles, and in fact almost all other clusters also follow the same trend (we show
additionally the cluster NGC 6752, which has a somewhat higher metallicity). By matching,
we infer the mass of FSR 1758 to be ∼ 2.5×105 M⊙, with an uncertainty ≲ 20%.
As noticed by Simpson (2019), three bright stars in the centre of FSR 1758 are actually
present in the Gaia RVS sample, having values of line-of-sight velocity around 227 km s−1.
Simpson (2019) additionally reported a fourth star with a very similar line-of-sight velocity
at a projected distance ∼ 0.6◦ from the cluster. Given that its PM, G magnitude and colour
are all very close to those of the three other stars, it is unlikely to be a field star, but it also
cannot be a current cluster member, being more than twice as far as the inferred cutoff radius.
This star may have been tidally stripped from the cluster.
With only three stars, it is not possible to put strong constraints on the internal velocity
dispersion σ . The measured values are very close to each other and consistent with zero
intrinsic scatter, but values of σ up to 5–10 km s−1 are not strongly excluded (Fig 7.4). These
values are also consistent with the photometrically estimated mass, which corresponds to the
central velocity dispersion ∼ 4 km s−1, and even with the higher values inferred from PM,
although these are less reliable.
7.3 Tracers of the Sequoia Galaxy
FSR 1758 has a very retrograde, eccentric orbit (e.g., Simpson, 2019). An accretion origin
for the strongly retrograde components of the stellar halo has long been suspected (e.g.,
Beers et al., 2012; Carollo et al., 2007; Norris and Ryan, 1989; Quinn and Goodman, 1986).
Analyses of the Gaia data (Helmi et al., 2017; Myeong et al., 2018b,c) have convincingly
shown that the highest energy stars in the halo are typically retrograde, reinvigorating
these earlier suspicions. This rotational asymmetry could be the consequence of dynamical
interaction between accreted satellites and the Milky Way. For example, Quinn and Goodman
(1986) and Norris and Ryan (1989) show that retrograde accretion events – especially with
some inclination – experience much less drag than prograde ones. So, the effect of many
random infalls can produce an overall rotational asymmetry at high energy. A sharp feature
traced by the retrograde stellar substructure has already been seen in energy-action space
with a specific metallicity range. This is especially obvious in the subpanels of metallicity
−1.9 < [Fe/H] < −1.5 in Figure. 2 of Myeong et al. (2018c). This is a clear signature of
an individual event of retrograde accretion in the past, distinct from other, numerous, past
accretions.
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Fig. 7.5 shows the Milky Way GCs from Vasiliev (2019b), together with the substructures
found by Myeong et al. (2018b), in the plot of scaled action. GCs on retrograde orbits,
including FSR 1758, lie on the far left-hand side of the plot. Specifically, the horizontal
axis is the (normalized) azimuthal action Jφ/Jtot, while the vertical axis is the (normalized)
difference between the vertical and radial actions (Jz− JR)/Jtot, where Jtot is the sum of
absolute values of all three actions. Colour represents the radius of the circular orbit with
the same energy, and so gives an idea of the typical distances probed by an object. The
observational uncertainties such as the distance, line-of-sight velocities and proper motions
are Monte Carlo sampled, with error ellipse transforming in action space to distended shapes.
The gravitational potential used to represent the Milky Way is the one recommended as the
best amongst the suite studied by McMillan (2017). It is an axisymmetric model with bulge,
thin, thick and gaseous disks and an NFW (Navarro et al., 1997) halo.
The portion of the plot occupied by FSR 1758 (coloured green) overlaps with a number
of GCs, in particular ω Centauri. Using a ‘Friends-of-Friends’ clustering algorithm in this
scaled action space, we identify 6 GCs that form an agglomeration. They are FSR 1758,
NGC 3201, ω Centauri (NGC 5139), NGC 6101, NGC 5635, and NGC 6388. All 6 are
listed in Table 7.1, which gives their actions, energies and orbital characteristics. Also shown
on Fig. 7.5 are all the retrograde stellar substructures identified by Myeong et al. (2018b).
These are depicted as irregularly shaped polygons that include all the stars believed to be
members. Apart from Rg5 and Rg7, it is striking that all the retrograde substructures overlap
with our group of GCs associated with FSR 1758. Fig. 7.6 shows the same objects, but now
plotted in the plane of eccentricity and inclination. We see that the GCs listed in Table 7.1
are restricted to a narrow range of inclinations (140◦−160◦) and eccentricities (e∼ 0.6). We
remark that additionally NGC 6401 may be associated with the group, at least as judged by
inclination. However, its eccentricity is somewhat less than the other members. As a possible
member, the orbital properties of NGC 6401 are also listed in the lower part of Table 7.1. It
is noteworthy that the inclination range of our group appears to be distinct from the orbital
plane of the Magellanic system (e.g., D’Onghia and Lake, 2009; Nichols et al., 2011) or the
plane of Milky Way satellites (Kroupa et al., 2005) known to be near perpendicular to the
Galactic plane.
In addition to the GCs (Vasiliev, 2019b) and retrograde stellar substructures (Myeong
et al., 2018b), a retrograde stellar stream, GD-1 (Grillmair and Dionatos, 2006b) is also
marked on Fig. 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 based on a representative six-dimensional phase space
information from Webb and Bovy (2019). Interestingly, the orbital inclination, (normalized)
azimuthal action and energy of GD-1 appear to be comparable to our group of GCs and
retrograde substructures. But, its other action components and orbital eccentricity noticeably
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Fig. 7.5 The action-space map for the Milky Way GCs (Vasiliev, 2019b) and retrograde
substructures (Myeong et al., 2018b). The GD-1 stream (Grillmair and Dionatos, 2006b)
is also marked with a cross based on a representative 6D phase space information from
Webb and Bovy (2019). The horizontal axis is Jφ/Jtot, and the vertical axis is (Jz− JR)/Jtot,
analogous (but not exactly identical) to Fig. 5 of Vasiliev (2019b). Colour marks the circular
orbit radius for the corresponding total energy Rcirc(Etot). Each object is shown with 1000
Monte Carlo representations of the orbit as drawn from the observational errors. The
geometry of the figure can be thought as a projection of the energy-scaled three-dimensional
action-space, viewed from the top (cf. Fig. 3.25 of Binney and Tremaine 2008).
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Fig. 7.6 Distribution of orbital eccentricity and inclination for the Milky Way GCs (Vasiliev,
2019b) and retrograde substructures (Myeong et al., 2018b). The GD-1 stream (Grillmair
and Dionatos, 2006b; Webb and Bovy, 2019) is marked with a cross. Colours have the same
meaning as in Fig. 7.5.
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Fig. 7.7 Distribution of energy and normalised azimuthal action Jφ/Jtot for the Milky Way
GCs (Vasiliev, 2019b) and retrograde substructures (Myeong et al., 2018b). The GD-1 stream
(Grillmair and Dionatos, 2006b; Webb and Bovy, 2019) is marked with a cross. Grey dashed
lines are marking the 3σ range of ω Centauri (NGC 5139) in Jφ/Jtot, which traces the orbital
inclination roughly. Candidate members associated with the accretion event that included
ω Centauri are expected to lie within this range.
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differ from our group. According to the complex morphology of GD-1 (see e.g., Malhan
et al., 2019; Price-Whelan and Bonaca, 2018), there is a possibility that the current orbital
characteristics of GD-1 may not be a good reflection of its past state or its progenitor or its
parent dwarf galaxy. Nonetheless, it will require more detailed investigation to find out any
potential connection between our group and GD-1.
There have been long-held suspicions over the intriguing and anomalous globular cluster,
ω Centauri. Normal globular clusters often have multiple populations, but show homoge-
neous abundances in heavy elements (such as calcium and iron) together with variations
in light elements (such as the oxygen-sodium anticorrelation). However, ω Centauri hosts
multiple stellar populations with different heavy element abundances enriched by supernovae,
as well as spreads in the light elements (see e.g., Bedin et al., 2004; D’Antona et al., 2011;
D’Orazi et al., 2011; Joo and Lee, 2013; Lee et al., 1999). This necessitates the existence of
different channels for enrichment to account for the chemical peculiarities of ω Centauri (e.g.,
Bekki and Norris, 2006; Marcolini et al., 2007; Romano et al., 2007). Already Freeman
(1993) and Bekki and Freeman (2003) suggested it is the nucleus of a stripped dwarf galaxy,
inspired by its very bound retrograde orbit. A number of authors have argued that the
retrograde components in the stellar halo may be related to the disruption of ω Centauri (e.g.,
Brook et al., 2003; Dinescu, 2002; Helmi et al., 2017; Majewski et al., 2012; Myeong et al.,
2018b,c). We amplify this hypothesis here by associating it with the Sequoia Event. Either
ω Centauri is the remnant core of the Sequoia galaxy, or it was the largest GC member. For
dwarf galaxies in cored haloes, the nucleus may be completely dissolved by the merging
process, leaving only the GCs and stellar debris. For nucleated dwarfs or dwarfs in cusped
haloes, the nucleus can survive intact, even if the outer parts are stripped. Whichever picture
is correct, it is reasonable to conclude that the Sequoia dwarf once possessed an entourage of
up to 7 GCs (5 probable and 2 possible).
Fig. 7.7 shows the distribution in energy and normalised azimuthal action. We show the
azimuthal action of ω Centauri with its 3σ uncertainty as dashed vertical lines. If inclination
is roughly preserved under the action of dynamical friction for these strongly retrograde
mergers, then the dashed lines will delineate GCs and substructure associated with the
ω Centauri, and hence the Sequoia. We see that FSR 1758, as well as the objects in Table 7.1,
all lie within this band. GCs with higher energy were stripped earlier and/or composed the
trailing tail. In this picture, FSR 1758 was one of the most massive GCs in the precursor
dwarf galaxy, residing near the centre of the progenitor. So, it has ended up with comparable,
if higher, energy. Objects with lower energy may have come from the disruption of the
leading tail. This includes NGC 6535 (and possibly NGC 6388), which have been deposited
closer to the centre of the Milky Way on tighter orbits.
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Fig. 7.8 Distribution of age and metallicity for the Milky Way GCs from Kruijssen et al.
(2019) and the references therein. Five Sequoia member GCs with existing estimates are
marked with squares (probable) and circle (possible). Sausage GCs (see e.g., Myeong
et al., 2018d; Vasiliev, 2019b) are marked with downward-pointing triangles. Sgr GCs (see
e.g., Forbes and Bridges, 2010) are marked as diamonds. Upper panel: Colour shows the
normalised azimuthal action Jφ/Jtot. The member GCs stand out clearly with Jφ/Jtot ∼−0.6.
Lower panel: Colour shows the normalised difference between the vertical and radial actions
(Jz− JR)/Jtot. Sausage GCs stand out clearly with (Jz− JR)/Jtot ∼−0.6.
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From energy arguments, the retrograde substructures (Myeong et al., 2018b) are more
likely to be the remnant debris of the Sequoia than direct tidal debris from ω Centauri.
The retrograde stellar substructures are stripped well before the progenitor became severely
destroyed. In this case, if its core is indeed ω Centauri, we do not expect the retrograde
substructures to show the unique chemical abundance patterns observed from ω Centauri
(e.g., Na–O and Mg–Al patterns, Ba overabundance; cf. Navarrete et al., 2015). These may
have been imprinted on ω Centauri by subsequent accretion of gas onto the nucleus, after
the stripping process removed the retrograde substructures. It would be interesting to revisit
Kapteyn’s Moving Group (Wylie-de Boer et al., 2010) or the ω Centauri Moving group
(Meza et al., 2005) – which were disproved to be ω Centauri’s tidal debris based on the
chemical abundances (Navarrete et al., 2015) – for the possibility that they are remnant debris
of the Sequoia. By contrast, the freshly discovered Fimbulthul stream (Ibata et al., 2019) is
probably stripped from ω Centauri itself rather than Sequoia and in this case should show
the unique abundance patterns.
The age–metallicity relation of the GCs is shown in Fig. 7.8 based on data complied by
Kruijssen et al. (2019). Among five member GCs estimates four GCs (except NGC 6388)
form a distinct track in the age–metallicity relation that is different from the Milky Way’s
in-situ GCs. This is most visible in the upper panel of Fig. 7.8. This branching is similar to
what has already been seen for GCs associated with major accretion events – in particular,
the Sagittarius (Sgr) GCs (Terzan 7, Terzan 8, Arp 2, Pal 12, NGC 41471, NGC 6715, and
Whiting 1, Forbes and Bridges, 2010, and marked as diamonds) or the Sausage GCs (see
e.g., Myeong et al., 2018d, and marked as downward-pointing triangles). The track of the
Sausage GCs stands out clearly especially at the lower panel of Fig. 7.8. This track in the
age–metallicity plot of Fig. 7.8 is remarkable especially since the original membership of the
GCs is established purely based on dynamical information. This is independent evidence of
the extragalactic origin of the member GCs from an individual merger event.
Halo stars can be identified effectively based on chemical abundances such as [Al/Fe]
and [Mg/Fe] (Hawkins et al., 2015). With APOGEE DR14 (Abolfathi et al., 2018), Mack-
ereth et al. (2019) showed that halo stars with high eccentricity orbits tend to have lower
[Mg/Fe] on average compared to the rest of the halo stars. In Fig. 7.9, we show more
specifically that the highly radial Gaia Sausage remnant stars (e∼ 0.9 with |Jφ/Jtot|< 0.07
and (Jz− JR)/Jtot <−0.3) and the high energy retrograde substructure stars (e∼ 0.6 with
Jφ/Jtot <−0.5 and (Jz− JR)/Jtot < 0.1) have clearly different [Fe/H] distribution and differ-
ent abundance patterns. The Sausage remnants show a metallicity distribution function peak
at [Fe/H]= −1.3, whereas the high energy retrograde stars are more metal poor, with the
1As will be discussed later, this cluster is unlikely to belong to the Sgr group, based on its kinematics.
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peak at [Fe/H]= −1.6 (both in good agreement with Matsuno et al., 2019; Myeong et al.,
2018c). While the metallicity distributions of the Sausage and Sequoia stars overlap, at
fixed [Fe/H], the two galaxies show distinct patters in the abundance of alpha elements. For
example, at [Fe/H]∼−1.5, the Sequoia debris are clearly more enhanced in Al compared
to the Sausage. Such differences in the abundances provide additional evidence that the
accretion event that made the high energy retrograde stars in the halo is also chemically
different from the Sausage event. Interestingly, their chemical characteristics – the Sausage
having higher [Fe/H] and lower abundance ratios compared to the Sequoia progenitor – are
in line with the trend observed by Mackereth et al. (2019) from the EAGLE simulations
(Schaye et al., 2015).
Matsuno et al. (2019) searched through the SAGA database, which contains ∼ 880 metal-
poor stars with [Fe/H] < −0.7. They also found that the high energy retrograde stars are
clearly distinct from the stars of the Sausage which dominates the inner halo (Belokurov
et al., 2018). They reported that the ‘knee’ in the abundance and metallicity plane differs by
about 0.5 dex (at [Fe/H]∼−2 for the Sausage and ∼−2.5 for the retrograde stars) which is
another indication of their different origin.
Our hypothesis is distinct from the proposal of Helmi et al. (2018), who made a broad
selection based on the azimuthal action −1500 kpc km s−1 < Jφ < 150 kpc km s−1 only,
as opposed to using additional integrals of motion. Helmi et al. (2018) used this sample
to suggest the ‘Gaia-Enceladus’ accretion event. In our picture, this sample contains stars
belonging to both the Gaia Sausage and the Sequoia. Our hypothesis is more closely related
to the work of Mackereth et al. (2019), who divided halo stars according to eccentricity
and showed that the low and high eccentricity groups have different abundance ratios and
probably different origin. For the low eccentricity group, Mackereth et al. (2019) suggested
they are likely to be a mixture of in situ halo stars and many smaller accreted materials –
which includes the Sequoia debris. Matsuno et al. (2019) finding of a different ‘knee’ is
important corroboratory evidence of this as well.
7.4 The Sequoia and the Sausage
The progenitor of the Sausage had a total mass in stars and dark matter≳ 1011M⊙ (Belokurov
et al., 2018). This was also derived in Fattahi et al. (2019) using cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations (Grand et al., 2017), and is consistent with the estimates from Mackereth et al.
(2019) and Vincenzo et al. (2019). Myeong et al. (2018d) identified 10 GCs associated with
the Sausage event from one of the earliest kinematics dataset of 75 Milky Way GCs based
on the Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018c). This Sausage GC membership has
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Fig. 7.9 The action-space map, metallicity distribution and abundance patterns for the halo
stars in APOGEE DR14 (Abolfathi et al., 2018; Leung and Bovy, 2019). Gaia Sausage
remnant set (e ∼ 0.9 with |Jφ/Jtot| < 0.07 and (Jz− JR)/Jtot < −0.3) and the high energy
retrograde set (e ∼ 0.6 with Jφ/Jtot < −0.5 and (Jz− JR)/Jtot < 0.1) are shown with blue
and red. Rest of the halo stars are shown in grey.
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Fig. 7.10 Distribution of energy and azimuthal action for the halo stellar sample similar to
Figure. 2 of Myeong et al. (2018c). The top panel is showing the distribution function of
the azimuthal action for the stars with high energy (E >−1.1×105 km2s−2). The signature
of Gaia Sausage remnants is visible as a peak at low Jφ . A separate trace of a retrograde
accretion (Sequoia event) is clearly visible as a sharp tail around Jφ ∼−3000 kpc km s−1
(Myeong et al., 2018b). Green lines mark the circular orbit.
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been revised with the more complete catalogue of 150 Milky Way GCs (Vasiliev, 2019b)
and also with the age–metallicity relation (see e.g., lower panel of Fig. 7.8). The original
identification by Myeong et al. (2018d) was also limited to GCs with noticeably high energy
only. These authors used the total energy of the young halo (YH) clusters (see e.g., Mackey
and Gilmore, 2004; Mackey and van den Bergh, 2005; Zinn, 1993, for more details on the
GC classification) known at that time as a reference energy in order to concentrate on the old
halo (OH) GCs with the most certain ex situ origin, judging from their noticeably high total
energy. As we now have better knowledge on the typical chemo-dynamical characteristics
of the Sausage GCs (e.g., e ∼ 0.9, (Jz− JR)/Jtot ∼ −0.6 with age–metallicity branching
from Fig. 5 of Vasiliev (2019b) and Fig. 7.8 in this work), we can revise the search in the
larger catalogue of Milky Way GCs, without any artificial energy cut. We note that only the
GCs with full kinematics, age and metallicity information have been examined. This gives
up to 21 potential GCs showing typical chemo-dynamical characteristics of the Sausage,
specifically NGC 362 2, 1261 2, 1851, 1904, 2298, 2808, 4147 23, 4833, 5286, 5694, 6544,
6584 2, 6712, 6779, 6864, 6934 2, 6981 2, 7006 2, 7089, Pal 14 2, Pal 15. Note that there
are 8 YH classified GCs among the set with red horizontal branch (HB) morphology (see
e.g., Mackey and Gilmore, 2004; Mackey and van den Bergh, 2005; Zinn, 1993). Since the
Sausage progenitor was considerably massive, its original GCs might have HB morphology
similar to the Milky Way OH clusters (see Mackey and Gilmore, 2004; Mackey and van den
Bergh, 2005, for more detail), while some of the younger GCs with red HB morphology
might have been formed during the wet merger of the Sausage and the Milky Way (see e.g.,
Renaud, 2018), or have been acquired by the Sausage from separate accretion events before
it merged with the Milky Way. Interestingly, this number, 13, of Sausage GCs with OH
classification is in agreement with the suggested number of expected GCs originally formed
in a major merger satellite of the Milky Way (see e.g., Kruijssen et al., 2019).
The Sequoia event has at least 4 GCs, excluding ω Centauri (as is right if it is the stripped
core). The total stellar mass of GCs is known to be correlated with the (halo) mass of
the host, albeit with some scatter. Based on the current and the initial masses of the GCs
from Baumgardt et al. (2019) and using the fractional mass ⟨η⟩= MGCs/Mhalo ∼ 4×10−5
derived by Hudson et al. (2014), we can estimate the progenitor mass. In the case of the Gaia
Sausage with 13 OH clusters, the progenitor mass is at least 1×1011M⊙ (from the current
mass of the GCs) or up to 4×1011M⊙ (from the initial mass of the GCs). Hudson et al. (2014)
2YH clusters (see e.g., Mackey and Gilmore, 2004; Mackey and van den Bergh, 2005; Zinn, 1993)
3Note that NGC 4147 is among the potential Sausage GCs. NGC 4147 has previously been suggested
as a Sgr GC (e.g., Bellazzini et al., 2003; Forbes and Bridges, 2010), while there are studies suggesting no
connection with Sgr dwarf (e.g., Law and Majewski, 2010). Here, we consider NGC 4147 to be a potential
Sausage GC as the orbital characteristics of NGC 4147 are very different from the Sgr dwarf and other Sgr
GCs, while they are similar to other Sausage GCs.
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also provides a fractional value for the GC mass in terms of the stellar halo mass, which yields
corresponding lower bounds on the stellar mass of the Sausage progenitor of 5×108M⊙ or
up to 5×109M⊙ respectively. The abundance matching relation of Garrison-Kimmel et al.
(2014) gives similar estimates as well. Since our estimates are not redshift corrected, we note
that they are overestimates of the actual progenitor mass at the merger time.
In comparison, the mass of the Sequoia galaxy is at least 1×1010M⊙ (from the current
mass of the GCs) or 5×1010M⊙ (from the initial mass4 of the GCs). Valcarce and Catelan
(2011) suggested the mass of the progenitor of ω Centauri may be as high as 1010M⊙ from
chemical evolution modelling of its multiple populations which is in broad agreement. The
lower bound of the stellar mass from abundance matching gives 5×106M⊙ (current mass of
GCs) or 7×107M⊙ (initial mass), while the relation from Hudson et al. (2014) gives higher
stellar mass estimates by a factor of two. The mass-metallicity relation of Kirby et al. (2013b)
with a metallicity of −1.6 gives a broadly consistent stellar mass of 2×107M⊙, but if we
take account of the redshift evolution of the relation, this could be larger (see e.g., Ma et al.,
2016). For example, for z = 1.3, the relation gives 1.7×108M⊙ which is again comparable
to other estimates.
Although less massive then the Gaia Sausage, the Sequoia was a notable accretion in the
evolutionary history of the Milky Way. In terms of the mass, the Fornax dwarf spheroidal
could be a rough representation of the Sequoia progenitor. The fact that the Fornax dSph
hosts a comparable number of GCs is also a similarity. Among its six GCs, Fornax 4 has
been considered for possible ex situ origin (see e.g., Buonanno et al., 1999; van den Bergh,
2000), leaving Fornax with five probable in situ GCs. This is comparable to our estimates of
the current number of member GCs of the Sequoia galaxy.
It is noteworthy that NGC 3201 is one of the probable members of the Sequoia event.
It has already been pointed out that NGC 3201 is potentially associated with the S1 stellar
stream (Myeong et al., 2018a; O’Hare et al., 2018). In fact, NGC 3201 and the S1 stream
have almost identical actions and energy. Myeong et al. (2018a) identified the S1 stream
as a stellar remnant of an accreted dwarf, and inferred its progenitor mass to be in order of
∼ 1010M⊙ based on the library of accretion events using minor merger N-body simulations
(Amorisco, 2017). Interestingly, in this study, we already derived the lower bound mass
of the Sequoia to be in order of ∼ 1010M⊙ as well, based on completely different methods.
Such agreement from independent approaches adds credence to the authenticity of this likely
the same event discovered from two separate studies.
4For the mass fraction Mcurrent/Minitial for FSR 1758, we used the mean mass fraction of the other member
GCs.
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Now, the infall time for the S1 stream’s progenitor is ≳ 9 Gyr (Myeong et al., 2018a). If
the S1 progenitor is indeed the Sequoia, this provides a consistent picture, as the youngest
GC associated with the event (NGC 3201) is ∼ 11 Gyr. In fact, the S1 stream and NGC 3201
bracket the range of possible infall times between 9 and 11 Gyr. Interestingly, Marcolini
et al. (2007) suggested that ω Centauri is a remnant of a dwarf spheroidal galaxy accreted
∼ 10 Gyr ago based on their study with hydrodynamical and chemical modelling. This is
in a good agreement with our range. Also, we note that this suggested age range (9 Gyr to
11 Gyr) agrees very well with the suggested infall time of the Gaia Sausage itself. There
is a possibility that the Sausage and the Sequoia galaxies were accreted at a comparable
epoch. This suggests that here may have been a global association between them – perhaps
the Sequoia was a satellite galaxy of the Sausage? The currently observed higher angular
momentum of the Sequoia debris could reflect its binary orbital velocity at the time of
accretion. More generally, any small differences in the initial condition at the early stage of
the infall can easily cause the current difference between the orbital characteristics of the
Gaia Sausage (highly radial with very low azimuthal action) and the Sequoia event (clearly
retrograde).
7.5 Conclusions
The starting point of our investigation is an unusual object FSR 1758 (Froebrich et al., 2007).
Its enigmatic nature was recently pointed out by Barbá et al. (2019), who raised the question
as to whether FSR 1758 is an unusually large globular cluster or a dwarf galaxy remnant.
Using Gaia data, we derived its proper motion dispersion profile, which is strongly declining,
and so we concur with Simpson (2019) that FSR 1758 is an accreted, retrograde globular
cluster. Our modelling suggests that FSR 1758 has a half-light radius of ∼ 9 pc and a
baryonic mass of ∼ 2.5×105 M⊙ with an uncertainty ≲ 20%.
It is natural to look for other retrograde globular clusters with similar actions as FSR 1758,
which may have fallen in to the Milky Way at the same merger. This led us to the iden-
tification of Sequoia Event, which was already conjectured from our studies of stellar
substructures (e.g., Myeong et al., 2018b,c). Other investigators before us (e.g., Beers et al.,
2012; Carollo et al., 2007; Majewski et al., 2012; Norris and Ryan, 1989; Quinn and Good-
man, 1986) have concurred that the highly retrograde parts of the stellar halo are most likely
accreted.
The Sequoia Event is distinct from other known accretions, particularly the Gaia Sausage
(Belokurov et al., 2018; Myeong et al., 2018c,d). It has been seen in three tracers. First,
there are at least 6 globular clusters, packed in action space around FSR 1758. These
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include ω Centauri itself, the most massive of the Milky Way globular clusters. Based on its
kinematics and its spread of stellar ages, metallicities and abundances, this has long been
suggested as the stripped core of a dwarf galaxy remnant (e.g., Bekki and Freeman, 2003;
D’Antona et al., 2011). It may therefore be the remnant of the Sequoia galaxy. However,
it is also possible that ω Centauri may have been a core globular cluster of a now wholly
destroyed progenitor. Whichever hypothesis is correct, it still remains the case that FSR 1758
is also one of the Sequoia’s largest globular clusters. Of the agglomeration of 6 globular
clusters, 4 have existing age and metallicity estimates (see e.g., Kruijssen et al., 2019, and
the references therein). They form a distinct track in the age–metallicity relation, different
from the Milky Way’s in situ globular clusters. Additionally, this track shows evidence of an
offset from the track of the Sausage globular clusters (Myeong et al., 2018a), supporting the
identification of a separate event.
Secondly, the Sequoia Event is discernible in the retrograde stellar substructures, which
are clearly visible in energy and action space (Myeong et al., 2018b). They form a separate
grouping from the bulk of the Gaia Sausage, which has close to zero net angular momentum.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 7.10, where the morphology of the contours in the high energy
region shows the pattern of bimodal accretion tracks. The distribution of the azimuthal action
for the stars with high energy (e.g., E > −1.1× 105 km2/s2) shows the existence of this
extra retrograde component, clearly separated from the Sausage at zero angular momentum.
Myeong et al. (2018b,c) showed the signal of this extra component is concentrated at a
specific range of metallicity ([Fe/H] ∼−1.6). Thus, the Sequoia Event is also distinct from
the Gaia-Enceladus structure (Helmi et al., 2018), which appears to combine parts of the
Gaia Sausage and the Sequoia.
Thirdly, the very metal poor stars that are retrograde also have a chemical signature in
the abundance and metallicity plane that is distinct from both the Sausage and the overall
halo. This was already hinted at in Mackereth et al. (2019), who used APOGEE data release
14 (DR14, Abolfathi et al., 2018) to demonstrate that the retrograde halo stars have lower
[Mg/Fe] compared to the rest of the halo. The argument was further substantiated by Matsuno
et al. (2019), who found evidence that the knee in the abundance and metallicity plane occurs
at different spots separated by 0.5 dex for the stars in the Sausage and in the retrograde
component or Sequoia. We have provided further evidence from APOGEE DR14 that the
metallicity distribution and the abundance patters of Sausage and Sequoia stars are different
(see Fig. 7.9). The peak of the metallicity distribution function of the Sausage is higher
with [Fe/H] =−1.3 as compared to the Sequoia at [Fe/H] =−1.6. The abundance ratios of
Sausage stars are lower than Sequoia stars.
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These three lines of evidence all argue for two different accretion events. A number of
arguments (abundance matching, mass in globular clusters today) suggest that the Sausage
progenitor had a total mass of ∼ 1− 5× 1011M⊙, whilst the Sequoia had a mass of ∼
1−5×1010M⊙. In terms of stellar mass, the Sausage weighs in at∼ 5−50×108M⊙, whilst
the Sequoia is ∼ 5−70×106M⊙. Modern day analogues would be the Large Magellanic
Cloud and Fornax dSph, respectively. The infall time is somewhat comparable, and so the
two progenitors may have been a binary pair or association.
Different tracers (e.g., globular clusters, retrograde stellar substructures) stripped from
the progenitor at different times now occupy different portions of energy and action space.
They are like stepping stones that enable us to recreate the history of the event and trace out
the time evolution of the disruption of the progenitor. To carry out such a re-creation, we need
to be certain which substructures can be definitely associated with the Sequoia event. Here,
detailed studies of abundances of stars with high resolution spectroscopy can play a crucial
role. The chemical signature of the Sequoia event is seemingly evident both in Fig. 7.9, as
well as in Mackereth et al. (2019) and Matsuno et al. (2019). The current limitation is the
size or the quality of the sample and so dedicated medium or high resolution spectroscopic
follow-up study is essential.
Chapter 8
Summary and Future Prospects
The stellar halo of the Milky Way is an interesting component of the Galaxy. It is believed to
be mainly formed by the extragalactic materials as a result of the past accretions (see e.g.,
Abadi et al., 2006; Font et al., 2006; Searle and Zinn, 1978). In addition to its ex-situ origin,
the timescale for the dynamical relaxation is much longer in this region of the Galaxy which
means their present-day dynamics can better preserve the traces of the past accretion/merger
events. Studying the present-day structure and substructure of the Milky Way halo is therefore
one of the most direct ways of understanding the formation and the evolutionary history of
the Galaxy. Yet, obtaining a sample of halo stars with sufficient size and quality has been a
challenge due to the sparse density of the stellar halo, and the detailed study on the halo has
been largely limited so far.
In this perspective, the current and the future Gaia Data Releases (DR) can open a
new era for the study of Galactic Archaeology. The recent Gaia DR2 provides data that is
incomparable in volume and quality compared to any pre-existing data. Precise astrometric
information is now available for∼ 1.3 billion stars across the Milky Way which had remained
uncharted so far. The combination of the recent Gaia dataset with various spectroscopic
surveys such as SDSS (SEGUE), APOGEE, LAMOST, RAVE and GALAH can give us an
access to the largest dataset of the Milky Way halo stars, comprising full six-dimensional
phase space (complete spatial and velocity) information and chemical abundances. This
dataset is almost 60 times larger in number, across 5 times greater spatial volume in the
Milky Way.
So far, most conventional studies have relied on limited or incomplete phase space in-
formation with lower dimensionality and with missing components – insufficient to fully
understand the substructure’s dynamics or to trace the evolutionary history of its progeni-
tor. Also, only those substructures with sufficiently high surface density could have been
identified, which has been a big limitation for halo substructure study.
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In contrast, the full six-dimensional phase space information allows us to study the stellar
dynamics by inferring the conserved elements along the orbit (e.g., integrals of motion) for
individual stars. The action-angle variables (a set of canonical coordinates of the Hamiltonian)
provide clear characterisation of the individual stellar orbits. They are adiabatic invariant so
remain approximately constant even under the slow change in the potential (i.e., Galactic
evolution). This means they are effectively conserved, so the variables inferred based on
the present-day data reflect the past state – they are like “living fossils”. This makes them
ideal for the “Galactic Archaeology” as they allow us to trace the hidden history of Galaxy
formation and evolution. For the first time, I computed the action-angle variables based on a
“realistic” potential of the Milky Way (e.g., McMillan, 2017) for an incomparably large set of
the halo stars.
In addition to the dynamical information, chemical abundances for individual stars pro-
vide key information for identifying different stellar populations. This chemical information
can be complementary to the dynamical analysis. For example, the chemo-dynamical cor-
relation among stars or stellar populations can be studied to compile a genealogy of Milky
Way evolution. Such a study of the Milky Way halo with complete dynamical information
and chemical abundances has been and will continue to provide us with a key to unveil the
true structure of the Milky Way and its formation mechanism which is also closely linked to
the dark matter and to the current picture of the Λ Cold Dark Matter Cosmology.
In Chapter 2, I have studied the morphology of the stellar halo of the Milky Way based
on their action space distribution, as a function of metallicity. This study showed many
interesting features of the halo, such as the chemo-dynamical duality of the halo (the evidence
of the most significant merger revealed so far – the “Gaia Sausage” Belokurov et al., 2018;
Myeong et al., 2018c), the trace of a past retrograde accretion (contributed by the current
high energy retrograde halo component), and a resonant feature (evidence of the dynamical
influence of the Milky Way bar).
Chapter 3, 4 and 5 are examples of a more focused study on the halo substructures with a
new detection algorithm that differs from the conventional studies. These studies reveal the
existence of halo substructures. The majority of them appear to be retrograde stellar streams
which are highly likely to be the remnant of past retrograde accretions. I have investigated
the properties of the potential progenitors (past accreted dwarf galaxies) of these substructure.
I also have looked for potential association of these substructures with ω Centauri which has
long been suggested to be a remaining core of a dissolved dwarf galaxy that could be the
major contributor of retrograde stars in the inner halo.
I also compiled a catalogue of Milky Way globular clusters with six-dimensional phase
space information as well as their age, metallicity, horizontal-branch (HB) index and the
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classification based on the HB index (e.g., Forbes and Bridges, 2010; Mackey and van den
Bergh, 2005; Vasiliev, 2019b). If the radially anisotropic metal-rich halo population (see
e.g., Chapter 2) is a result of a radial merger of one or a group of satellites in the past (the
“Gaia Sausage”), any globular clusters originated from them are likely to have similarly radial
orbits. Indeed, a collection of globular clusters with strong chemo-dynamical similarity to
the “Gaia Sausage” remnant is identified in Chapter 6. Their age–metallicity relations also
support their extragalactic origin and adds more credence to the association with the “Gaia
Sausage”.
The age, metallicity and dynamical information of the Milky Way globular clusters
reveals a group of globular clusters with comparable orbital characteristics (eccentric and
highly retrograde) that also forms a separate age–metallicity track differs from the bulk
of the in-situ Milky Way globular clusters. More interestingly, their orbital characteristics
and the metallicity distribution are in good agreement with the majority of the retrograde
stellar streams identified in Chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 7 shows the chrono-chemo-dynamical
evidence of another early retrograde accretion event – the “Sequoia” – that contributed to
the Milky Way’s evolution, especially to the retrograde halo population. From multiple
tracers in the Milky Way halo, including the stellar substructures and globular clusters, the
chemical and dynamical signature of the “Sequoia” and its present-day remnants has been
investigated.
Most of the work mentioned so far is based on the first Gaia data release with some
updates from the second data release. This is a foretaste of what to come. Future data releases
from Gaia, LSST, 4MOST, and many more will come in a few years time. Here I am closing
the chapter with brief descriptions on some of the research ideas to pursue as a next step
to take from the current results. One example is a study on the stellar structures associated
with the Milky Way globular clusters. Such structures could be a result of the dynamical
evolution of the globular cluster itself or the globular cluster’s parent, such as a past-accreted
dwarf galaxy. If a globular cluster has extragalactic origin and was released into the Milky
Way as a result of the tidal disruption of its parent, it will have orbital characteristics similar
to some other (extragalactic) stellar materials in the halo originating from the same parent.
Since the traces of such stellar contents can be elusive by themselves, the globular cluster
can be a powerful tracer in the phase space to capture the sign of such remnants of the
past accretion/merger. Here, dynamical information such as the action-angle variables or
orbital parameters can be used based on the full six-dimensional phase space information
with a realistic Milky Way potential model. The globular cluster’s actions can be used as
a seed to capture the stars with comparable actions (similar orbit). The study also can be
extended to the samples without the full phase space information by marginalising over
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the missing components. This method will be more effective than the conventional studies
which only rely on photometric imaging, as it is more sensitive to the low surface brightness
structure and is much more resistant to the phase-mixing. This also provides more complete
information about the dynamics of the structure. We can trace the evolutionary history of it
and its progenitor as a result of dynamical interactions with the Milky Way. This can provide
powerful constraint on the physical characteristics of its progenitor and the Milky Way.
The chemo-chrono-dynamical correlations between the Milky Way globular clusters
can provide constraint on the portion of Milky Way globular clusters with extragalactic
origin which is related to the significance of the role of the accretion/merger process in the
galaxy formation and evolution – in line with the ΛCDM cosmology. Combined information
of chemical abundances, age, horizontal-branch morphology, action-angle variables and
orbital characteristics (e.g., inclination, precession rate, eccentricity) can provide an effective
arena for the study of chemo-chrono-dynamical correlations between globular clusters. Each
identified globular cluster pair or group could indicate a separate accretion/merger event in
the past that brought corresponding globular clusters into the Milky Way. Their progenitors
(e.g., dwarf galaxy) also can be characterised. For example, the number and the age of the
member globular clusters tell us about the progenitor’s mass and the time of infall. Its action
variables and orbital characteristics are also closely related to the initial condition of infall
(e.g., angle or eccentricity). Any preferred infall direction or the possibility of “group infall”
can be examined among those identified cases. This can be compared with the existing
satellite galaxies around the Milky Way. Also, this can reveal the existence of “dark matter
filaments” which is another characteristic features predicted in the ΛCDM model.
The existence of shell structures in the Milky Way associated with the “Gaia Sausage”
is another interesting topic. The “Gaia Sausage” appears to be one of the most massive
mergers that occurred in the Milky Way. The range of apocentres of these “Sausage” stars is
closely related to the size of the progenitor, and the number of orbits during its orbital decay.
While these stars show considerable spread of apocentre, the distribution of the apocentre,
mean (time-averaged over orbits) and current Galactocentric radius of the associated stars can
be analysed in detail. Particularly since the “Gaia Sausage” was a radial infall (or quickly
radialised), it is highly likely for the orbital decay of the progenitor to leave noticeable
structures such as “stellar shells” which will appear as patterns or peaks in these distributions.
Thus, such traces can provide us with a crucial understanding of the orbital decay process
under the dynamical friction, and so can provide constraint on the potential (structure and
mass distribution) of the Milky Way and the “Gaia Sausage”.
In addition, newly discovered stellar streams with extragalactic origins (e.g., S1 and Rg
streams) are other good tracers for investigating the Milky Way potential and the orbital
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decay process with regard to the dynamical friction. Moreover, these cases provide important
clues for investigating the potential existence of the associated dark matter component at the
inner Galaxy. Such information is crucial for the direct dark matter detection experiments
based on the recoil energy regarding the streams which have very good prospects for the
purpose.
The follow-up study of retrograde stellar streams is another topic of great interest.
For example, more detailed chemical abundance analysis will aid the confirmation of the
extragalactic nature of these retrograde stellar streams, and will provide insight into their
detailed chemical and star formation history. This can be achieved from medium/high-
resolution spectroscopy of the member stars. While the current analysis on the metallicity
([Fe/H]) and the kinematics of the stars in these stellar streams strongly hint at the likely
progenitors being dwarf galaxies, it is crucial to obtain chemical evidence to assess their
extragalactic origin, to study their star-formation history and to make comparisons with
the surviving dwarf galaxy population or the stripped dwarf galaxy nucleus ωCentauri.
Our retrograde stellar streams could be a new evidence of a past retrograde accretion (the
“Sequoia”, contributing to the retrograde halo component) with a clear trace of orbital decay.
They also could be the first confirmed discovery of significant halo substructures associated
with ωCentauri and its progenitor. On the other hand, a possible globular cluster origin
can also be explored through a very tight metallicity distribution and the presence of the
well-known abundance anti-correlations (e.g., Na–O, Mg–Al) which are universal in globular
cluster stars.
Another interesting topic is a study of traces of radialisation in the metal-poor halo
component. Previous study on the Milky Way halo based on the action-angle variables
revealed a massive major merger “Gaia Sausage” which created a highly radial, metal-rich
halo component. In addition to this, a possible trace of an anti-correlation between the energy
and the radial action from the metal-poor halo population was observed. Such anti-correlation
may be a result of a significant radialisation during the orbital decay of a massive merger.
The existence of such traces at the inner Galaxy can be a clue for unveiling the nature of the
metal-poor halo, especially regarding the origin, formation and evolution mechanism of it
and the Milky Way.
Similar chemo-dynamical analysis can be made to the disc component of the milky Way
to identify the substructures in the disc. The detected comoving candidates can be studied
in details with their chemical and dynamical characteristics, and also can be compared to
the known comoving bodies such as open clusters. Similarly, the kinematics of the known
open clusters can be used as tracers to look for further members with comparable dynamics.
Also, potential associations between the known open clusters can be examined. Although
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the vast majority of the disc stars are expected to show strong rotation corresponding to the
Galactic rotation, we may be able to find specific correlations or trends among the disc stars
and classify them into subgroups. We may be able to identify outlier comoving groups as
well. In addition, any sign of radial mixing could be traced.
The recent Gaia data releases already have opened a new chapter for the field of Galac-
tic Archaeology. The Gaia mission is highly complementary to many other existing and
forthcoming surveys and indeed have brought an incredible synergy. The current and the
future Gaia data releases and the upcoming surveys (e.g., wide-sky spectroscopic survey
such as 4MOST) will continue to be the driving force for our voyage to the uncharted ocean
of knowledge.
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Abstract
We report the discovery of tidal tails around the two outer halo globular clusters, Eridanus
and Palomar 15, based on gi-band images obtained with DECam at the CTIO 4-m Blanco
Telescope. The tidal tails are among the most remote stellar streams presently known in the
Milky Way halo. Cluster members have been determined from the color-magnitude diagrams
and used to establish the radial density profiles, which show, in both cases, a strong departure
in the outer regions from the best-fit King profile. Spatial density maps reveal tidal tails
stretching out on opposite sides of both clusters, extending over a length of ∼760 pc for
Eridanus and ∼1160 pc for Palomar 15. The great circle projected from the Palomar 15 tidal
tails encompasses the Galactic Center, while that for Eridanus passes close to four dwarf
satellite galaxies, one of which (Sculptor) is at a comparable distance to that of Eridanus.
0Remark: The original project was conceived during my undergraduate study and the early part of the work
presented in this Chapter was carried out before I started the current degree. The work presented in this Chapter
has been published in Myeong et al. (2017b). I was responsible for the data processing and analysis. Helmut
Jerjen and A. Dougal Mackey, made an invaluable contribution by checking the results and improving the first
draft into a more logical presentation. Gary S. Da Costa also provided priceless consultation.
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A.1 Introduction
It is widely accepted that large galaxies such as the Milky Way formed through accretion
and merger of numerous protogalactic fragments (e.g. Blumenthal et al., 1984; Searle and
Zinn, 1978). A significant fraction of the Milky Way’s globular cluster population is thought
to have been acquired by this process, and it is believed that a large portion of the current
halo stellar mass may have been donated by their host dwarf galaxies via tidal disruption and
mass loss (Forbes and Bridges, 2010; Mackey and Gilmore, 2004).
There are two types of stellar structures that we expect to see around Galactic globular
clusters. One can occur around accreted clusters and represents the remnant of the disrupted
parent dwarf galaxy (see Olszewski et al. (2009) and Kuzma et al. (2016)). In extreme cases
we might see a cluster embedded in an extended stellar stream. This is the case in the halo of
M31 (e.g. Mackey et al., 2010) and in our own Galaxy where a number of globular clusters
are associated with the disrupting Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (e.g. Law and Majewski, 2010).
The second type consists of narrow stellar streams arising from the dynamical evolution
of the cluster itself in the external tidal field of the Milky Way. Many studies have investigated
the presence of tidal tails associated with globular clusters (e.g., Grillmair et al., 1995; Leon
et al., 2000). It has been found that some globular clusters have stellar distributions that
significantly differ from a King profile (King, 1962), extending beyond the nominal tidal
radius (Carballo-Bello et al., 2012; Grillmair et al., 1995).
Recently, it has been discovered that the tidal tails of some globular clusters, such
as Palomar 5 (Grillmair and Dionatos, 2006a; Odenkirchen et al., 2001) and NGC 5466
(Belokurov et al., 2006a; Grillmair and Johnson, 2006), extend over several hundred parsecs
in physical length. In this context it is also interesting to note that many narrow streams, like
the Orphan (Belokurov et al., 2006b; Grillmair et al., 2015; Grillmair, 2006) and Phoenix
streams (Balbinot et al., 2016) exist in the inner Milky Way halo. These likely originate from
completely disrupted globular clusters (Martin et al., 2014; Newberg et al., 2010).
The main point is that the Galactic tidal field, disk and bulge shocks, and two-body
relaxation can all affect the outer structures of globular clusters in ways that we do not fully
understand. Adding new examples of globular clusters with tidal tails, particularly at large
Galactocentric distances, thus gives us additional information about the frequency of this
phenomenon and can help to probe the outermost parts of the Galaxy. The properties of such
streams can further help to constrain the dark matter distribution in the Galactic halo. For
example, the gaps in the tidal tails of Palomar 5 may tell us about the dark matter sub-halos
predicted in ΛCDM cosmology (Ngan and Carlberg, 2014).
So far, most studies searching for tidal structures around Milky Way globular clusters
have been restricted to relatively nearby targets (e.g., Grillmair and Carlin, 2016) with the
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one exception of Palomar 14 (Sollima et al., 2011). In this Chapter we report the discovery
of stellar substructures around two distant halo globular clusters, Eridanus (RGC = 95.0 kpc)
and Palomar 15 (Pal 15; RGC = 38.4 kpc).
A.2 Data Analysis
We used the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) at the CTIO 4-m Blanco Telescope to obtain
deep imaging around Eridanus and Pal 15. This instrument comprises a 62 CCD mosaic that
spans a 3 sqr deg field-of-view and has a pixel scale of 0.27” (Flaugher et al., 2015). For
Eridanus, we obtained five dithered 900s g-band images and 11 dithered 600s i-band images
on Feb 25-27, 2014 (average seeing ∼ 1.11′′). For Pal 15, we obtained five dithered 360s
g-band images and five dithered 360s i-band images on Sept 24-26, 2013 (average seeing
∼ 1.12 ′′). The nights were part of the observing programs 2014A-0621 for Eridanus and
2013B-0617 for Pal 15 – PI: D. Mackey. The raw images were preprocessed with the DECam
Community Pipeline (Valdes et al., 2014), including application of the astrometric solution.
We used the resampled images (individual frames) and their corresponding weight maps for
our study.
SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996) and PSFEx (Bertin, 2011) were employed for
source detection and PSF photometry. Star/galaxy separation was performed using the
method described in Koposov et al. (2015), which adopts
|SPREAD_MODEL|< SPREADERR_MODEL+0.003 (A.1)
as the threshold for stars. The instrumental magnitudes were calibrated by crossmatching with
the Pan-STARRS1 StackObjectThin catalog (Chambers et al., 2016), and then de-reddened
using the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps with the extinction coefficients from Schlafly and
Finkbeiner (2011). The inferred distances are consistent with those given in Harris (1996).
For a given target we constructed the ((g− i)0,g0) color-magnitude diagram (CMD)
using all stellar objects within r < 3′ from the nominal cluster center, and fit a fiducial line
representing the locus of cluster members in the CMD. The fiducial line for each cluster was
determined empirically. The CMDs for the inner 3′, which are dominated by cluster members,
were subdivided into intervals of g0 and the 3σ -clipped median (g− i)0 colors determined. A
continuous curve through the pairs of mean g0 and the corresponding median color for each
interval then defines the fiducial line for the cluster members. This fiducial line was then
used to calculate a weight w for each star detected across the field. The weight quantifies the
likelihood of a star being a cluster member based on its distance from the fiducial line along
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the color axis. The weight value was calculated using the Gaussian distribution N(x,µ,σ )
centred on the fiducial line (normalized to have w = 1.0 at the centre), with σ corresponding
to the uncertainty in (g− i)0 at the g0 value, which were taken from the photometric errors
generated by SExtractor.
Stars within 2σ range from the fiducial line in color (that is, w = N((g− i)0,∗,(g−
i)0, f id,σ(g−i)0)> 0.135) were considered to have a high probability of being related to the
target cluster. We will henceforth call this selection “member stars”, although it still contains
some contamination from foreground/background objects (henceforth “background”) which
happen to lie near the cluster population in CMD. To minimise this contamination while
maximising the signal due to cluster members, we further restricted our selection to an
interval in g0 defined to cover the region on the CMD with the greatest contrast between
“cluster” and “background” stars. In addition, we ensured that the faint end of this interval
was 0.5 mag above the 50% photometric completeness limit.
Radial density profiles and spatial density maps were generated to investigate the distri-
bution of the member stars (Figs.A.1 and A.2). For the radial profile (upper left panel), we
binned our field-of-view in concentric annuli with logarithmic spacing. Poisson statistics were
assumed for calculating the uncertainty in each bin. The best-fitting King profile (King, 1962)
was determined by using a python library LIMFIT (Newville et al., 2014) after subtracting
the background level. The background level was fixed from the total (cluster+background)
density profile by determining the median annular density after 3σ -clipping.
Two-dimensional density maps (bottom panels) were constructed by binning the DE-
Cam field into cells of size 0.33′×0.33′ for Eridanus and 0.59′×0.59′ for Pal 15, and then
smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of width σ = 0.8′ for Eridanus and σ = 1.47′ for Pal 15.
The bin size and sigma were chosen after testing various combinations to provide the maxi-
mum contrast for the tidal features. The median stellar density of the field (=background),
beyond 3 tidal radii from the cluster, is 5 star/arcmin2 (σ = 2.9 star/arcmin2) for Eridanus,
7 star/arcmin2 (σ = 3.1 star/arcmin2) for Pal 15 before smoothing. We generated a back-
ground map for each cluster in the same manner by using the corresponding subsample of
background objects. After this map was normalised to the median 3σ -clipped density of the
w> 0.135 map determined above, it was subtracted to remove any large-scale gradients or
instrumental artefacts across the field. Local RMS values were measured for each of the
62 CCDs. The median was considered to be the background RMS and used to scale the
background subtracted spatial density map (bottom left panel).
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Fig. A.1 Eridanus. Upper Left panel: Background-subtracted radial density profile and the
best-fit King profile (red line). The green line is the least-squares fit to the profile after the
point where it starts to deviate from the King profile. The blue dashed line indicates the
tidal radius from the best-fitting King profile. Upper Right panel: Hess diagram of stellar
objects over the DECam field-of-view. Red dots are the stars within r < 3′ from the nominal
cluster center. The white area highlights the selection box for cluster members. Lower left
panel: 2D density map of the Eridanus region after the background subtraction. The field was
binned into 0.33′×0.33′ pixels and smoothed with a σ = 0.8′ Gaussian kernel. Lower right
panel: Contour map generated from the lower left panel, superimposed on the background
map. Circles are the core radius, rc = 0.25′ (6.6 pc) (solid), and the tidal radius, rt = 3.17′
(83.0 pc) (dashed) from the best-fitting King profile. The scale on the right side of the density
map is the signal strength in units of the standard deviation above the background. The
contour lines range from 2.7−4.75σ in logarithmic steps.
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A.3 Eridanus
Eridanus, at RGC = 95.0 kpc (Harris, 1996), is one of the most distant Galactic globular
clusters known. It has been classified as a “young” halo cluster, suggesting that it may have
originated in an external satellite galaxy and been accreted into the Galactic halo (Mackey
and van den Bergh, 2005; Zinn, 1993). Our best-fitting King profile has a core radius
rc = 0.25′±0.12′ (6.6±3.1 pc) and a tidal radius rt = 3.17′±0.76′ (83.0±20.0 pc), with
the concentration index c = log(rt/rc) = 1.10±0.23. These values agree well with previous
measurements (rc = 0.25′ and rt = 3.15′, Harris (1996)). The radial profile exhibits an excess
of stars outside r ∼ 1.82′ (log(r)∼ 0.26), which continues beyond the nominal tidal radius
r > rt = 3.17′ and follows a power law with an index of γ = −1.64± 0.16 (azimuthally
averaged).
The spatial density map and the corresponding contour map (lower panels of Figure A.1)
reveal two prominent tidal tails extending considerably beyond the tidal radius (dashed circle
in the contour map). These structures show no correlation with the background map. Tail 1
extends ∼ 18′ (∼ 480 pc) from the cluster center in North-East direction at a position angle
of PA=40±5◦. Tail 2 extends ∼ 11′ (∼ 280 pc) in South-West direction (PA=220±10◦).
The fractional overdensity of cluster stars is 29.4% and 31.6%, respectively, in the distance
interval 2.5rt < r < 3rt . The alignment of the features is close to axisymmetric suggesting
that they are likely following the orbit of Eridanus. Given the alignment and the narrow
width compared to the size of the cluster, it would seem likely that the features are tidal tails
resulting from the dynamical evolution of Eridanus in the tidal field of the Milky Way.
A.4 Palomar 15
Pal 15 is an outer halo globular cluster at RGC = 38.4 kpc (Harris, 1996). Although it
is classified as an “old” halo cluster, Pal 15 is a good accretion candidate by virtue of its
location at a large Galactocentric distance (Mackey and Gilmore, 2004). Our best-fitting King
profile has a core radius rc = 1.40′±0.15′ (18.4±2.0 pc) and a tidal radius rt = 5.19′±1.12′
(68.1±14.7 pc), with the concentration index c= log(rt/rc) = 0.57±0.11. This shows good
agreement with previous measurements as listed in Harris (1996) (rc = 1.20′, rt = 4.77′).
The small concentration index of 0.57, mainly a consequence of the exceptionally large core
radius, suggests that Pal 15 has been severely affected by the Galactic tidal field. Both Pal 5
and Pal 14 also have large core radii, and are known to have extensive tidal tails (Odenkirchen
et al., 2001; Sollima et al., 2011).
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Fig. A.2 The same as Figure A.1 but for Pal 15. Upper Left panel: The dotted line represents
the core radius from the best-fitting King profile. Upper Right panel: Hess diagram of
stellar objects over the DECam field-of-view. Lower Left panel: The field was binned into
0.59′×0.59′ cells and smoothed with a σ = 1.47′ Gaussian kernel. Lower Right panel: The
two circles are the core radius, rc = 1.40′ (18.4 pc) (solid) and the tidal radius, rt = 5.19′
(68.1 pc) (dashed). The contour lines range from 3.0−8.85σ in logarithmic steps.
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The radial profile of Pal 15 follows closely a King profile until the local star density has
dropped to ∼ 3% of its central value (r ∼ 3.47′ or log(r)∼ 0.54), beyond which there is a
strong excess of stars that continues past the nominal tidal radius and follows a power law
with an index of γ =−2.09±0.09 (azimuthally averaged).
The spatial density and contour maps (lower panels in Figure A.2) show clear tidal
tail features extending beyond the cluster’s tidal radius (dashed circle in the contour map),
crossing the field from the North-West to the South. These structures show no correlation
with the background trend, nor with the extinction map (Schlafly and Finkbeiner, 2011;
Schlegel et al., 1998). Tail 1 extends ∼ 59′ (∼ 780 pc) from the cluster centre in North-West
direction at a position angle of PA=340±5◦. At the ∼ 3.0σ significance level it consists of
two main fragments (see contour map). We tested various combinations of binning sizes and
smoothing kernels. The secondary, more distant fragment is visible in every solution. This
supports the notion that this continuation of Tail 1 is indeed a real feature. The gap between
the two segments may be similar to the gaps seen in the Pal 5 tails, whose origin has been the
subject of a number of studies (e.g. Carlberg et al., 2012). Tail 2 extends ∼ 29′ (∼ 380 pc)
in South-East direction with a possible kink at half this length. The mean position angle is
PA=150±10◦. The fractional overdensity of cluster stars is 20.9% and 22.5%, respectively,
in the distance interval 2.5rt < r < 3rt . Both tails have considerable sizes when compared
to Pal 15’s nominal tidal radius (rt = 5.19′). Although the two tails are different in length,
their alignment close to axisymmetric suggests that they are following the orbit of Pal 15.
Additionally, both tidal tails are relatively narrow compared to the cluster size, indicating that
these stellar streams are, like in the case of Eridanus, the result of the dynamical evolution in
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ID rc rt c sizet1 sizet2 angleinc
(pc) (pc) (pc) (pc) (deg)
Eridanus 6.6±3.1 83.0±20.0 1.10±0.23 ∼ 480 ∼ 280 ∼ 180
Pal 15 18.4±2.0 68.1±14.7 0.57±0.11 ∼ 780 ∼ 380 ∼ 170
Table A.1 Basic parameters for the tidal structures of Eridanus and Pal 15. (t1) indicates
Tail 1, (t2) indicates Tail 2, and (angleinc) indicates the angle between two tails.
We have discovered tidal tails extending from the two remote Milky Way globular clusters
Eridanus and Pal 15. The narrowness of the tails compared to the cluster size, along with
their symmetric orientation on either side of the cluster centres indicates that they are due
to the loss of cluster members to the Galactic tidal field, as seen for several other globular
clusters such as Pal 5 and NGC 5466, and in numerical simulations (Capuzzo Dolcetta
et al., 2005; Combes et al., 1999). Moreover, the power-law slope for each tail region
(PA±10◦) shows γ =−1.20±0.19 and γ =−1.25±0.16 for Eridanus, γ =−1.24±0.12
and γ =−1.26±0.12 for Pal 15, which are similar values as in the case of Pal 5 (Odenkirchen
et al., 2003) and steeper than constant density.
Table A.1 contains the estimated basic parameters for the tidal tails. Both pairs exhibit
significant extent beyond the nominal tidal radius of their respective cluster – the tails of
Eridanus span ∼ 760 pc in total, while those for Pal 15 trace ∼ 1160 pc.
The tails of Pal 15 may well extend beyond the edge of the DECam field-of-view. In
this case, our study provides a lower limit on their length, and some additional off-field data
will be required to test the true extent of Pal 15’s tidal structure. In addition, the tails appear
curved, especially if the fragment near the Southern edge of our Pal 15 field is considered
to be part of the structure. If confirmed, this could hold information about the underlying
Galactic potential or it may be simply related to projection effects (Combes et al., 1999).
For Eridanus, the tidal tails are well confined to the inner part of our DECam field. This
suggests that we have effectively found their full extent, unless the star densities in the
tails are getting too low relative to the background. This may indicate an eccentric orbit of
Eridanus about the Milky Way as we may be seeing its long tails foreshortened.
We generated the great circle along the direction of the tidal tails for each cluster, based
on the position angle and its uncertainty estimated for each tail (Figure A.3). We compared
its path with the positions of the Milky Way globular clusters listed in Harris (1996) and
the Milky Way dwarf satellites in McConnachie (2012). Since the tidal tails are expected
to be projected along the orbital path of the cluster (Capuzzo Dolcetta et al., 2005; Combes
et al., 1999), this great circle can provide a rough estimate for the cluster’s orbit. It is
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notable that the potential orbit of Eridanus passes close to the dwarf galaxies Canes Venatici I,
Canes Venatici II, Fornax and Sculptor. Sculptor (RGC = 86 kpc, McConnachie, 2012) has
a comparable distance to that of Eridanus. Since Eridanus is classified as a “young” halo
cluster based on its metallicity and horizontal branch morphology (Mackey and van den
Bergh, 2005), and indeed exhibits a CMD consistent with an age up to ∼ 2 Gyr younger than
the oldest Milky Way globular clusters (Stetson et al., 1999), this possible association to
Sculptor and/or another of the three satellites might provide additional evidence of Eridanus’
extragalactic origin (see also Keller et al. (2012)). Even so, it is striking that despite several
indications that both Eridanus and Pal 15 might be accreted, and our data being sensitive
enough to detect low surface brightness features at their distances, no clear evidence for
stellar debris from parent dwarf galaxies was observed. Carballo-Bello et al. (2015) suggested
that Eridanus may be associated with the Monoceros ring based on the modelled orbit of this
structure by Peñarrubia et al. (2005); however, the great circle of Eridanus disagrees with
this modelled orbit, suggesting no clear association between them.
The great circle defined by the tidal tails of Pal 15 passes close to Ursa Major II which
also has a comparable distance of RGC = 38 kpc (McConnachie, 2012), suggesting possible
association. We further notice that the potential orbits of Eridanus and Pal 15 extend to
relatively high Galactic latitudes, indicating that the clusters may be on plunging orbits
relative to the Galactic disk. Assuming the orbits are sufficiently eccentric to pass through
the inner region of the Milky Way, the clusters could experience periodic disk and/or bulge
shocks. Since these processes are known to be destructive (Gnedin et al., 1999; Gnedin and
Ostriker, 1997), this could explain why both clusters exhibit tidal tails. A prime example is
Pal 5, which suffers this type of tidal shock and is predicted to be destroyed at its next disk
crossing (Dehnen et al., 2004).
In the case of Eridanus (RGC = 95.0 kpc), we have discovered a new tidal stream in
an extremely remote part of the Galaxy which is poorly understood and where no other
narrow streams are known. Studying Eridanus and its tails in detail may lead us to a better
understanding of the gravitational potential in the extreme outskirts of the Galaxy. A key
aspect of this will be understanding whether the tails arise from the action of the tidal field at
this large Galactocentric distance, or whether Eridanus is on a very eccentric orbit such that
it passes through the inner Milky Way, and the tails are more likely due to the action of the
tidal field at smaller radii.

